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"War

is

caused by people.

create a world ofpeace. This

is

It is

therefore up to people whether or not

we

will

the challenge, indeed the mission that has been

entrusted to each individual- each young person, in particular- alive today.
It is

a challenge that goes

to the very heart

of human

civilization.

And it

is

my

sincere wish that each ofyou- as young people, as the rising generation- will meet
this

challenge with great energy and courage. There, indeed, I perceive the light of
It is with this immense sense of hope and expectation that I share with

limitless hope.

you

this thought:

The world

is

yours

to change.

"

Daisaku Ikeda

I

dedicate this study to the youth, with a promise to always work alongside

them

to create a peaceful world.
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Abstract
Arc there alternatives
collective

to using violence

mass violence between them? This

the study: This concern is guided by

Indian,

growing up on

Partition

between groups

stories

my

is

have a history of

that

the underlying concern motivating

personal experience as a third generation

of the 1947 India -Pakistan

partition.

The 1947

was an event of collective mass violence between Hindus and Muslims. The

two countries have since been "enemies." Despite the death and displacement of
millions across the border, the event of partition, has been largely kept outside the

public discourse. All that remains are personal stories of brutality about the "other"'

that

have been told and retold

violence for the 'other"

in the families.

among

the

This continues to feed cycle of hate and

younger generation, on both

sides.

Thus, the

understandings of the India and Pakistani youth about the event of partition,

is

an

important inquiry in the study.

The study employs the methodology of Participatory Action Research
the inquiry.

It

Maine organized by Seeds of Peace, a non-profit organization

summer camp

that brings

from conflicting countries together. Multiple lenses have been applied
data.

conduct

examines the interactions between Indian and Pakistani youth, since

2001. on the topic of partition. These youth have been participants of a
in

to

youth

to analyze the

These include the Personal Meaning developmental framework. Relational

Cultural Theory and Collective

memory. The

developmental and relational possibilities
the 'other."

The

inquiry

is

also visionary.

Each side considers the other side as

the

enemy

results

of this inquiry

among youth through
It

'other.'

illustrate the

the interactions with

illuminates the possible role of youth as

Abstract

peace-builders in their communities.

embedded

in these encounters

It

also alludes to the potential of healing,

between groups

that are divided

by a history of

collective violence. Hence, the study can be beneficial to educators, practitioners in

the field of conflict transformation,

youth.

and

to scholars

and researchers engaged with

vi
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Take

A
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vii

A Foreword

Writing:

"Afoot

Writing:

ami light hearted I

to the

open

road....

Henceforth I ask not goodfortune
I myself am

Done

good fortune

. .

with indoor

Complaints, libraries, querulous criticisms.

Strong and content

I travel

The open road.

"

Songs of open road.
Leaves of Grass, Walt Whitman
I

would

like to share a

personal experience with

those

who

few words on the process of knowing and writing and

through the journey of this research.

it

struggle to write, and to offer

consider myself a writer.

I

grew up on

stories that

late in life.

Having had a long break

my academic

year gap, in a

It

naturally

was

new

written

grown up

word

it

honor of all

were

told, not read, so

I

don't

my association

career,

and resuming studies

after

an almost 20

country, added to this challenge.

exciting for

that centered

this in

Writing has always been a challenge for me.

me

in this

new academic environment

with; the organic nature of relationships

and interesting theories and vocabulary.

view

do

some words of hope and encouragement.

with the written word came
in

I

my

on

also

rationality

I

was

was

to see that

what

translated into

1

had

complex

intrigued by a language -centered world

and language. While

made me aware of the dangers

it

taught

me

the

power of the

in a language-centered culture,

stubborn unwillingness to learn from others and an excessive eagerness to teach.

1

of a

was

On Knowing

and Writing:

A

Foreword

viii

discouraged to see the lack of acknowledgement of other sources of knowledge, for

example

was humbled

I

was

rituals, traditions, intuition

and oral

culture.

of these sources of knowledge where knowledge

to see the nobility

not something over which individuals had claim of ownership.

something

always existed and was only being brought

that

and available

to

Knowledge was

to light.

It

was

to

be shared

The wisdom from many of these was now being voiced and taught

all.

written word. Yet, these sources stood

by and watched gracefully while others staked

claims of ownership to their wisdom.

was

my

knowledge. In

study,

I

seek

I

to, in all

as

struck by the graciousness of these sources of

humility learn from and honor these different

sources of knowledge that have not been adequately recognized, as a part of the larger

academic discourse.

The process of writing within an academic framework has challenged me
grapple with the feeling of inability to express, the

my

study

academic

I

deliberately use a vocabulary that

My

style.

intent has

accessible. This has not

appropriately,

thought

is

that

process

when

I

am

I

I

it

have

in poetry,

moments, and a necessary

I

think and feel about issues. In

times appear to be removed from the

I

where

I

same time

found resonance with the

my

heart.

both the joy and pain of writing.

have progressed

learnt to fight

it

at the

struggled with articulating a thought

I

to appreciate

means

new thought and allowed

back and days when

at

I

make my work academic and

have come

stuck

about to emerge.

birthing of this

steps

this

to

been easy. Whenever

have sought refuge

I

Through
have learnt

been

may

way

to

to a point

where

a

new

restlessness and impatience with the

to take shape.

I

have learnt that taking a few

could not write, are valuable contemplative and reflective

part

of the process.

I

I

have also learnt

to

sit

with

my

thoughts,

On Knowing
when

there

close,

I

was

learnt to

a surge

check

of them and

my

sentence and most of all,

I

it

felt

me

to shut the voices

of self doubt

in

to face

me.

break through limitations and write freely from
the manifestations of

and offered

me deep

my

more book, or

go and take pride

The process of writing has allowed me
taught

I

my

purpose, and discovering the courage,

life. It

me

Foreword

my own

my

heart.

to write just

ix

one more

work.
fears of failing.

It

has

to challenge myself, to

Words have come

made me

to represent

appreciate myself

has been a challenging process of finding a

commitment and deep compassion within

immerse myself in humanity and commit

has taught

my

have learnt

The process of knowing and writing has taught me
to

in

thoughts and feelings. Writing has

insights about

A

overwhelming. As the process was coming to a

desire to readjust one

learnt to let

and Writing:

to a

to not

hope

remain

silent.

It

to realize the ideal

my life.

has taught

me

of humanism.

It

as Freire says,

know that I know. In the .same way, I also know that I do not
know which predisposes me to know the following: first that I can know better
what I know, second that I can know what I do not know, yet, third, that I can
''...that

I can know. I

produce (come across) forms of knowledge
p. 31)

that

do not

exist yet. " (Freire,

1998A.
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The Journey Begins - My Personal Narrative
Listen to the story told by the reed

of being separated.
Since I was cut from the reedbed,
I have

made

Anyone apart

this

crying sound,

someone he loves
understands what I say.
Anyone pulled away fi-om a source
longs to go hack.
"The song of the reedflute

The reed

flute is

made by

always calling out
dwelling and this

cutting the reed.

to return to its

is

fi-om

one of the

said that in

It is

my

home. Like the reed,

many mournful

stories

I

its

"-

Rumi

mournful sound, the reed

is

grandmother was cut from her

heard from her about her

experience of the 1947 experience.

"They came

My sister hid with her four kids in

room where
coal was stored. She watchedfrom the crack in the door as her husband who had
once been the zamindar (landlord) of that place was being attacked with swords and
knives by the very men who had workedfor him. She watched him fight them and then
saw him being brutally slaughtered. She could not take out a sound. If she was heard
they would get her and her kids. There was no time to moan. She saM' them looting the
house and leave. In the dark, without looking hack or allowing herself even a glance
at her husband's body, she fled with her kids from her home. She thought, once things
are settled between the Hindus and Muslims, she would return to her home. But for
in big

numbers.

the small

now, she must cross the border to India for the safety of her children.
I

up

live the legacy

in the north

of India.

of this story of my ancestor's experience.

was bom and brought

My grandparents and parents had moved to

from present day Pakistan, during the
partition

I

1

947

was marked by violence between

collective violence. Perpetrators

partition

the

of British

India as refugees

India.

The event of

Hindus and Muslims. There was mass

and victims were on both

were displaced, and a million died

"

sides.

in the process. Seventy-five

reported as being abducted or raped and others,

who were

missing. Families were divided across the borders and

Twelve million people

thousand

women

never accounted

homes on both

sides

were

for. just

were

went

The Journey Begins ~

My Personal Narrative xiii

destroyed. Borders between the two countries were closed and strictly restricted

providing almost no access to go to the other side. The two countries have been enemies
since then. There have been wars in the region and a threat of use of nuclear warfare. In
the midst of this ever looming fear of

for

many from

war and

conflict

between the two countries, home

the generation that experienced the partition,

became a place of memory

and nostalgia, of suffering and pain; a place of longing across the border where they
could never return

I

grew up

to.

listening to stories

of the brutality of partition narrated

grandmothers. There were accounts of the
forever. For

them the

'other,' (Pakistan

way

partition

had altered

and the people who lived

related these incidents as

yesterday.

though

They shared with me

enemy, of losing home and

it

was something

stories

all their

From being people of wealth and

that

names of the

grandmothers

of witnessing the killing of their loved ones by the

belongings and of becoming refugees in a

status, as refugees, they

always talked about the place they had been forced
the

my

were the enemy;

had happened to them just

streets

new

land.

experienced hunger and

poverty and the helplessness of not being able to feed their children.

them repeating

me by my

their family's history

there),

never to be trusted. Twenty years had passed since partition and yet

to

to leave as

My grandmothers

"back home."

and market places, as though,

to

1

make

would hear
sure that

they would never forget them. They held on to those memories as one would hold water
in the desert, in the

cup of one's hand.

My mother talked about the school
took place. After

home,

it

that,

when

she

came

she went to until the age often,

as a refugee to the

was a long time before she could

start

new country

studying again.

As

that

when
was

partition

to be her

the oldest of five

The Journey Begins -

went back

siblings, she never

eighteen

at the

to school

He

time of partition.

and was educated

often shared his

at

My

home.

my

father

was an

My

memories about

experience of being a youth during the freedom struggle of India.
heard,

Personal Narrative xiv

father

was

his college

From what

excellent student in his college and wanted to

I

and his

have

become a

scientist,

but the partition brought his college education to an end and he joined the army. Like

many

of "that time" before partition were always marked by

others, his conversations

nostalgia, "if partition did not

happen then we would have

these stories of loss and pain,

was

and find a new meaning of home
In all these conversations

side'.

Somewhere

resilience

and strength to

start

Yet hidden

new

afresh in a

on

partition,

in hearing all these stories,

I

home and because

father's lost dreams.

history that

I

was

and

they were responsible for

in the

demonizing of the other,
It

had categorized

taught. There

conveyed the message

that

were popular movies

news papers

we were

this 'other' as

my

I

streets that

moved to

lost

family of

childhood and

I

also spoke the same.

my

the

US

in

parents

was

grew

Our

up.

my

for

And

yet

What was
in

it

I

was

really like?

my memory

myself was hidden deep

my

in

30's after getting married. In a strange way,

repeating the history of my family. But mine

ill

books

history

'evil.'

had heard so many times were etched

go there someday and see

and

that depicted the deceit

'good' and the 'other'

curious about the land and the home, where

desire to be able to

my mother's

my

These feelings of hatred were further fueled by the media and the

intention of the other side, the

The names of the

land,

never heard what happened to the 'other

enemy, who must be hated because they had robbed our country of land,

their

in all

in raising us, the next generation.

young mind had shut off to hearing anything about them.
the

been...."

was a voluntary displacement,

I

I

and a

heart.

felt

I

was

had the
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choice of going back and

familiarity to

me.
the

was

It

that

I

a

meaning of home

same kind of food,

me

was only one
felt safe that

I

I

began

to

land,

thing missing,

felt like

it

we

I

xv

look for signs of

country, finding faces that looked like

for the first time.

in this foreign land,

we had

we looked

a

Was

this

common

the same, enjoyed

same films and songs, even our spoken language was

the

the

was meeting someone from back home. There

never talked about our histories, religion and

politics.

It

way.

mind question and challenge
which

roots.

Asians, not Indians or Pakistanis,

new

in this

my

met someone from Pakistan

I

enrolled in a Master's

I

new

in this

had been warned about? Here

we were South

same. For

could stay connected to

process that

in this

enemy

identity;

the

fmd

I
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would have

Program and the

the narratives

liked to ask

my

intellectual stimulation

had grown up with.

I

I

made my

adult

had so many questions

grandmothers, but that generation was almost gone.

My father had also passed away and the few living members of that generation either said
they could not remember or were too young
anything. Their only

I

wondered
For

partition.

I still

I

memory

to myself, 'if

my

that

I

my home.

time of partition to remember

was, about the 'other" being the perpetrator and the enemy.
suffered during partition, they must have suffered too."

Master's final thesis

knew

called

we

at the

decided to explore the Pakistani perception of

I

would never be able

to

know

their perception in India, the country

For the purpose of my research

I

met with many

Pakistanis.

I

talked to participants from across three generations about their understanding of partition

and what

it

meant

to them.

For the

first

side had experienced during partition.

same

stories that

I

had heard from

my

time

It

I

heard about the pain and suffering their

was an humbling experience

father.

for

There was nostalgia in the

me to

hear the

stories, a

longing

The Journey Begins -

to

go back, a recollection of names of places

would

disbelief that partition

down and we would

was more

who had

looted and brutally killed their loved ones;

for their loss

of home. What was most surprising to

expected, for the Pakistanis

of home. But

for the

the birth of a separate

who were

in their

it

for the

was

for

me

and became the

practice that

I

youth during

and making

it

tears,

tell

had allowed the

I

for the

my home.

enemy

'other.'

them about the

'enemy

who

It

stories

other' through our

1

side,

responsible

had

I

moment of

a

that celebrates

Muslims. This connection between personal and

homeland

intrigues me.

still

experience

of the long and exciting journey of research and

began

'other' to enter

I

was

it

was an event

to define for

me

a purpose of living in the

In the process of listening to their stories

How

in the

contrary to what

partition,

it

settle

members of my

my Master's thesis was a transformative

starting point

would undertake.

the

my side that was

me was that

the political between the loss of home and the gain of a

This process of working on

was

it

younger generation of Pakistan,

homeland

same

familiar with, the

home." There were perpetrators and victims

only the roles had been switched. In their stories,

stories,

loss

I
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happen and the same words, "things would

really

return to our

that

My

my

my

wished

consciousness in a

and witnessing

new way;

grandparents and father were

I

felt

still

US

their

empathy

living.

I

could

had heard and together we would have connected to the

common

suffering.

I

has ever since been supportive of my work.

shared

It

my experience with my

became important

for

me

to

mother
have

other Indians and Pakistanis experience such meaningful dialogues with each other.

In 1998, both countries declared themselves as nuclear states,

between the two were

at its worst. In

between some Indian and Pakistani

response to the event,

women

living in the

I

and the relations

initiated a

dialogue

Boston area on the issue of the

The Journey Begins -

between the two countries, something

conflict

I
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would have never imagined doing "back

home." One of the Pakistani participants of this dialogue was Anila Asghar, a doctoral
student at the Harvard School of Education. Anila's family had migrated from India to

my

Pakistan during the partition, to the same city where
similar destinies of finding

work

meaning of home

in a foreign land,

for peace in the region, our willingness to

difficult conversations

who had

about our

parents had

come

Our

from.

our shared commitment to

engage with each other

common histories and most of all,

in

deeper and

our being

women

witnessed the suffering of other women, became the comer stone of our

friendship.

I

remember one

knew. This

woman

me

story that Anila shared with

woman

about a Muslim

she

migrated from India, during partition. She had a son and a daughter,

both having to be carried as they were very small and could not walk miles to cross the
border.

She was faced with the most

difficult choice

of taking just one of them and she

decided to carry her son and leave her daughter behind to face her destiny. Till this day,
the

woman

still

thinks about her daughter and what

lives with the pain

of having abandoned her

child.

would have happened

Both Anila and

talked about the inhumanity of patriarchy and the politicization of

a mother to

make such

a hard choice.

At

that

being Indian or Pakistani in a foreign land.

women

and finding a sense of home

in the

It

I

to her,

and

shed tears as

home

that

we

would force

moment our connection was not based on
was about deeply sharing

knowing

that

we

the suffering of

understood each other. The

helplessness of women and children during conflicts provided us a compass and a

direction,

and motivated us to

Pakistani

women and

start

conducting other dialogues between India and

youth attending college in Boston.
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In 2001 Anila

and

My
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got involved with a program called the Seeds of Peace. This

I

program brings youth from conflicting countries together. For the

first

time adolescents

from India and Pakistan
participated in the

program

that

our work with these

year.

In

youth

we

discovered their

understandings and meanings of
the India-Pakistan conflict.

remember one time

I

in 2001,

when we were observing

a

First

group of Indian

&

Pakistani youtii at

Seeds of Peace

Camp, Maine, USA - 2001 summer
dialogue session on partition

between the Indian and Pakistani youth. As these youth between 14

to 18 years

of age,

heard each other, their confusion about whose history was right and their anger and
frustration with

each other became evident. As observers, both Anila and

I

were troubled

seeing their frustrations and fears about the conflict and their longing for peace.
disturbing to see their youthful energies spent on harboring feelings of hate fed

stories that they

had heard and by the forces of politics and

Yet in the midst of all

this,

engage with each other on

it

was encouraging and

difficult issues

of the

It

by the

history, not in their control.

inspiring to see their courage to

conflict.

The voice of youth was

missing from the political and historical discourse on the India-Pakistan conflict.
decided

at that

point that together

discourse on the conflict.

we would

was

bring their experience to the existing

We started jointly writing and publishing our work.

largely

We
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To
research,

bring the voice of the youth to the forefront

which focuses on the meanings

of the event of partition,
the

minds and

stories

this

In

who

the hidian and Pakistani youth

that the Indian

Pakistani counterparts.

to Pakistan.

many

with each other.

live the legacy

may

I

feel

of those

not be able to change

partition, but

stories.

empathy and connection

The

I

who had

I

I

am

envision

and

for the 'other'

conduct a home-stay follow up program with

attended the

camp

to

be one of the people

Maine

in

2001 and 2002.

It

who would accompany them

between the two countries were looking up, yet there were not

people- to- people exchanges and not with youth

go to Pakistan.

in

youth would go to Pakistan and stay with the families of their

was asked

relations

to

at all. In

obstacles from the governments and bureaucratic delays,

to

and Pakistani adolescents make

future.

2003 Seeds of Peace decided

was decided

the intent of my doctoral

of the generation that directly experienced the

work, to enable the youth to

hope about the

that the Indian

in their interactions

determined to work with the youth
through

became

the midst of severe

we were

able to secure the visas

We were also given permission to walk across the border.

This was an

act of great significance because, since partition, walking across the border has

had a

deep symbolic meaning for both countries.
That summer of 2003, as

group of Indian youth,

1

walked across the border

thought about the millions

during partition; the ones

where

1

who had

left their

my parents and grand parents came

directions to the

home where my

father

to Pakistan, together

who had walked

homes and loved

from.

grew

I

ones.

carried with

with a

across both sides

It

was

the

same place

me, the address and

up. In three generations since partition,

no
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one from
their

my

family had ever gone back since the partition.

It
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felt like

I

was doing

this

xx

on

behalf seeking to bring a closure to their stories of partition.

1

where

spent hours roaming in the city, in the sweltering heat, looking for the

my

father

names of the

grew

Streets

up.

were

home

Some of the
Still

the same,

^^

some had changed. The people were very
They

helpful.

to look

home. They asked

for their parent's

grandfather's

many had come

said

name and what he

there is this strange need in us

my

for

did.

I

humans

find

to

jr

In front of

connect to the past

when

the people have

my

-

i

home in Lahore,
- 2003 summer

fathers

Pakistan

long gone. After going through, what seemed like an endless journey of many streets and

meeting several people,

was a
an old

I

was able

to find

my

home.

No

one lived there now.

dilapidated structure of brick walls, the paint from which had long

tree stood in the center

of the courtyard weighed

the past. This had once been the

home of my

my

family began. This

it

all,

not

knowing
I

home

father's

if

I

is

where

would

changed.

Was

I

possible to do that?

don't

able to bring closure to

time and the stories of

is

where the history of

stood there for a few moments, absorbing

know

the

my

answer

my own journey

sense of closure in the resilience that

I

have never gone back

to

my

family's stories of the past?

Is

it

after that, but

able to bring closure to

I

grandparents. This

worn off Only

it

return again.

have gone back several times

again.

I

down by

It

to those questions.

in the search

But

I

know

of meaning of home.

found in the older generation

who

even

that

I

father's

I

was

found

this

survived the

The Journey Begins -

partition

in the

hope

that

I

found

of partition with the other

stories

the

and

younger generation

in the

side.

I
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feU

empowered

as

I

two generations and a bridge between two communities

who was

sharing the

saw myself as a
that

link

between

have a long and deep

history of collective violence.

My work and research with the Indian and Pakistani
given a

new meaning

to

my

life in

home. Like the sound of the reed

home' and finding a way
has enabled

me

to find

follow that voice.

knowing
There

is

where

I

It is

that there

a sense

am.

research that

my

it, it

US

me

and allowed

has helped

deeper voice

in

me

my

my

life,

and wherever

I

this

the longing for a 'true

commitment

passion and

that

I

can

can

call

for peace

home,

it

is

in this

name from

the nameplate outside

my house
number

Wherever you see a free soul
You will know that it is my home...
Amrita Pritam

my

It

to

home.

meaning of home.

seek to bring to the reader of this thesis.

I have even rubbed off the

and

about

fulfill that, that is

journey of finding voice and a meaning of home through

/ have effaced the

of

my own place in this world.

understand

no longer about finding a place

a purpose to

to reclaim a lost sense

way home,

flute calling to find a

of freedom, liberation and empowerment

It is

I

is

to

the

youth continues. This has

It is

1

Introduction

Introduction
"Self requires the existence of the other
different from

and external

// is

to ourselves,

by recognizing that which

sensing the resistance

it

offers, that

is

we

are inspired to exercise the self-mastery that brings our humanity to fruition. To
loose sight of the other

is

thus to undermine our full experience of self.

"

Daisaku Ikeda

History

century.

is

witness that the

The drama

first

ten years in any given century have set the tone of that

of self and other'

the central theme of the 20' century. This

form of extremes of human behavior; sometimes as wars,

relationship manifested in the

massacres and dehumanization, and
liberation

was

and humanism. At times

at other

it

times as the

human

quest for freedom,

witnessed the limits of human despair and

at

other

times the unlimited potential of human hope and will.

One would
learnings,

think that as a

we would be

Yet we find ourselves

race with

all

these varied experiences and

able to leave for the next generation a legacy of a peaceful world.

six years into the 21^' century, confronting conflicts,

histories of collective violence

before.

human

between

'self

and

other,'

wars and

with far greater intensity than

However, because of the violence, the vulnerability and the suffering

experiencing thereof, there

is

human

we

are

a possibility to transform this experience such that the self

and other can understand and appreciate the inextricable connection
Collectively, as a

that

race,

we can

that they share.

begin pondering not only the fundamental

questions of the purpose of our existence and understanding our place in this world

(Noddings, 2002; Simon, 2001), but our purpose and existence in relation to others.

have begun looking for creative ways

between the

to

move

'self and other' to experience

our histories of collective violence

connectedness between the two.

We

2
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This study addresses

this conflictive history

and raises as

central concern the

its

importance of seeking alternatives to respondina with violence between communities
that

have a deep history of collective mass violence Responses to acts of collective mass
.

violence in history have been the focus of considerable attention in recent years. The

Holocaust Tribunals, the South African Truth Commissions, the International Court of

War crimes on the

Serbian

crisis,

thoughts on mass violence in

on a massive

to heal."

When

it

scale,

is

and

Rwandan genocide and

Minow's book

Forgiveness, Judge Goldstone

evil

the

,

comments

goes on. Sharing his

anywhere have a

whoever they may

be,

and
potential for

need the opportunity

not dealt with, victims' calls for retribution develop into hate which

directed collectively at the group from

The 1947

list

(1998), Between Vengeance

that "people

that all victims,

the

partition

which the perpetrators came.

between India and Pakistan

is

one such event of mass violence

among many

others that has never been publicly remembered. Perpetrators and victims

were on both

sides.

Muslims by each

is

There was mass brutal torture and killing of both Hindus and

other.

Women

displaced as refugees as they

and Pakistan. Yet there

is

were abducted, raped and abandoned. Millions were

moved

to safety across

no monument

commemorating or remembering

newly drawn borders between India

at the border, or in either

of the countries,

that loss. All that remains is personal stories

and

narratives that have been told and retold in the families, and generations have sustained

feelings of hatred for the 'other.'

This study

is

an attempt to bring the event of 1947 partition into the public space,

through the interaction between Indian and Pakistani youth. The voices of youth from

"

Judge, Constitutional Court, South Africa; former Chief Prosecutor, International Criminal Tribunals on

the former Yugoslavia

and Rwanda.
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both countries are not a part of the discourse on partition. The intent of this study

is

to

include these missing voices of the present day youth in both countries to the main

discourse on conflict and peace in the region and to explore their potential role as peace

makers. The research will focus on the responses of the Indian and Pakistani to the
historical event

collective

is:

of 1947

partition; a starting point

mass violence between Indians and

What meanina do

of the conflict and an event of

Pakistanis.

the Indian and Pakistani vouth

The

central question

of inquiry

make of the event of the 1947

partition in their interactions with each other?^

Relevance of the Study
Paucity of systematic academic research on the joint exploration by both Indian

and Pakistanis of the

conflict: Until recently, the voices

of the people

who have

witnessed or experienced the conflict on both sides were absent from the academic
discourse and

was only represented

1997). While, there

is

in fiction or poetry (Hasan,

M. 1995, 1997; Manto,

extensive literature on the conflict between India and Pakistan, the

focus of this literature has been on the historical and political representation of the

conflict.

Through

S.

this study,

I

intend to contribute to the literature on the people's

perspective, especially the perspective of the youth in the region,

on the India-Pakistan

conflict.

Since the 90's there have been research initiatives, retelling the memories and

meanings of the people who experienced the

Throughout the thesis

I

conflict during the partition of

underline core points for the reader

1947 and

4
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those

who

are experiencing

1998, Quraishi, H. 2004;

it

Menon, R. and Bhasin, K.

currently (Butalia, U.1998;

Ahmed,

1.

2004)''.

the generation of Indians and Pakistani

These narratives are based on interviews with

who were

youth during the partition and

in their

with people from the disputed land of Kashmir where the major conflict between the two
countries

to the

currently playing out. While these narratives brought the voices of the people

is

mainstream discourse on

restriction

on the

interactions

conflict, they

were exclusive

to their countries.

between Indians and Pakistanis,

till

Due

to

very recently, there was

a lack of joint exploration by both groups, on the interpretation of the conflict.

Since the late 90' s the people's peace

movement has picked up momentum

in

both India and Pakistan. There have been people to people exchanges and collaborations

at

various levels in the region. These have been documented in popular

process politically and mapping the grass roots peace
there

interactions

is

movement

(Sarwar, 2004; Sewak,

a paucity of systematic academic research that critically looks at these

among

Indians and Pakistanis in terms of their interpretation of the conflict.

(Chhabra and Asghar, 2002; Chhabra, M. 2004) The study seeks to address

Absence of the voices ofyouth
in the field

in the literature

on

of conflict transformation: Research suggests

adolescence

is

in

and also on the web. While there has been research analyzing the peace

India, Pakistan

M. 2005),

news media

this gap.

the India-Pakistan conflict

and

that youth, especially

a time for major developmental transitions.

And

that

major

political events

experienced by one generation of adolescents influences the political events in the future
(Galtung, 2003; Pennebaker, Paez

Partition victims look back:

Nirupama

& Rime,

A project on oral

1997).

Most

protracted conflicts have been

history takes shape, Ishtiaq

Dutt: [The Tribune, Chandigarh, India June 28, 2004]

http://www.tribuneindia.com/2004/20040628/edit.htm

Ahmed article

in

Tribune by

5
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passed

down from

the older to the younger generations.

And

yet, the

missing from the academic literature on conflict transformation.
perceive the conflicts and what

questions

is

is

their role in

voice of the youth

How do

young minds

peace building? Inquiry into these

minimal.

The same

is

true about the India-Pakistan conflict.

The

been sustained

conflict has

through four generations, through narratives, the media and schooling (Kumar, 2001

we

Yet

find the absence of voices of the present

interpretations of the conflict. Besides the

day India and Pakistan youth and

on the students, there has been minimal academic research

meaning

).

their

work by Krishna Kumar, (Kumar, 2001) which

takes a critical pedagogical look at the history text books from both sides and

the

is

that the youth, in both countries,

make of the

its

impact

of including

in the direction

conflict (Asghar

and Chhabra,

2003).
In efforts to build a strong foundation of peace,

becomes imperative
Pakistan

to explore the

make of the

conflict.

meanings

and sustain

that the present

it

in the future,

day youth

This raises the following questions,

in

it

both India and

How do

the youth in

both countries make meaning of the conflict? Where do they get these meanings from?

What
they

is

the content of their interaction with each other on issues of the conflict?

make sense of their

interactions?

moving

A

How do

relationships with each other, in the context of these

systematic inquiry of these questions

is critical

the future, in the direction of peace in the region.

I

towards possibilities of

will explore these questions

through the interactions between the Indian and Pakistani youth on the issue of partition.

Exploring alternatives to violence:

On

a larger context, this study seeks to

explore alternative ways to respond to acts of collective violence, and to offer hope of

6
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breaking the cycle of hate and violence between conflicting groups. Today

we

world where most communities have suffered the effects of war and violence

way

or the other. In

many of these communities,

live in a

in

some

the cycle of violence continues. This

leads to dehumanization of the 'other,' trauma and deep disruptions in relationships.

Different conflict resolution and transformation approaches have been applied to repair

the torn relationships. In light of this significant questions emerge.

to using violence

when responding

to acts

of collective violence?

transcend the cycle of violent conflicts while

still

living in it?

Are there

Is

it

alternatives

possible to

How can

such conflicts be

transformed? These and other larger questions will be explored through observing the
interaction

between youth from two countries, which have been engaged

in a protracted

and share a history of collective mass violence.

conflict

Constructing

New Frameworks: We

live in a

dynamics, have become a dominant part of the social

time and age

fabric.

It is

when

inter-group

important to apply

appropriate developmental frameworks in order to understand the social development

among youth who
relations. All the

relations

among

are

The

individuals.

all

They do no address

complex contexts of inter-group

do consider

issues of inter-group relations.

these developmental models have been developed in the western

definition of self that

'individual isolated and

theories

in these highly

developmental frameworks that are available center on interpersonal

Furthermore,
context.

growing up

most of these developmental models use

autonomous self not

in

"self in relation' to others.

"collective self," a self that

is

connection with others.

is

that

of an

Some of these

However, they do not consider the

shaped by the collective to

Bananji, 1997). This "collective self

is

whom they belong (Walsh, &

an important element

in inter-group relations.
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since

it is

the collective identity of individual, be

the interaction between

Hence, there

is

national, religious, etc. that influences

members of two groups (Sec Diagram Appendix IIA and

a need to extend these existing frameworks and develop

speak to these social and cultural differences. In

models

it

for analyzing the interactions

this study,

I

IIB).

new ones

can

that

apply two developmental

between the Indian and Pakistani youth,

in

an

attempt to extend these and adapt them to them to a context of inter-group conflict.

Search of Frameworks

In

I

have been conducting

this study as a part

However, an exploration of the

topic,

aroused by

of my doctoral work since 2003.

my

curiosity about the other side's

perspective on partition (Pakistani side), has been going on since 1998. This exploration

was

further

enhanced by

my engagement with the

Seeds of Peace program since 200 1
conclusions and

new

body of knowledge

human

interaction

I

.

My

ongoing presence

in the field introduced

new

questions, leading

me

to

offered

me

another snapshot of understanding of this

applied,

it

new works of knowledge. With each new

between the Indian and Pakistani youth.

Palmer's definition of truth (1998) as

"...I

Indian and Pakistani youth through the

do not understand

objects of knowledge.

I

found

my way

I

resonate with Parker

through these meanderings.

truth to be lodged in the conclusions

How could

it

we

be, since the conclusions

reach about

keep changing?

I

understand truth as the passionate and disciplined process of inquiry and dialogue
itself,

into

To be
complexity,

as the

dynamic conversation... that keeps

new ones."

I

(Parker,

1

998,

p.

1

testing old conclusions

04)

able to understand the experience of the youth in

realized that applying a single discipline

compartmentalizing this

human

and coming

experience. Hence,

I

all its

continuity and

was fragmenting and

have drawn from multiple

8
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disciplines simultaneously; including developmental psychology, sociology and

philosophy, in order to offer a holistic view of the interaction experience between the
Indian and Pakistani youth. Each

human

new

lens has

been a response

complexity of

to the

relationships and in recognition of the interrelatedness and interdependence of

all

phenomenons.

My
fields

been

intent has

to

make connections between

of knowledge, where the general notion has been

knowing and
rationality

disciplines of knowledge.

and the

spirit

It

theory and practice and across

to separate

between ways of

has meant crossing boundaries between

of human emotions to present a whole landscape of the human

experience. This crossing of boundaries between disciplines has taken courage and

creativity.

A

Constructive Developmental Framework:

Indian and Pakistani youth

earlier

make of the

the

frameworks are centered on individual cognition.

assumption of these frameworks
the focus

meaning

is

is

is

meaning

between the two countries,

study an exclusive constructive developmental framework.

developmental

Hence

conflict

To understand

that the

I

applied in an

The

constructive

The underlying

that the individual is the core creator

of meaning.

on what takes places "inside the head of the individual;" as the

constructed and reconstructed. This approach has value in understanding the

individual's ability to

make meaning; however

"outside of the individual

Among the

it

excludes the processes that are

mind" (Haste, 1993, 2004; Bermudez, 2005).

developmental frameworks there

is

no framework

applied to interactions across protracted inter-group conflicts.

developmental framework that

I

found relevant to

my

that has

been

The one constructive
study was Selman's

at

play

9
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Personal Meaning framework.

It

was

particularly applicable to this study as

constructive developmental approach that

among

interpersonal conflicts

is

grounded

C,

& Richmond, J.

2000; Selman, 2003).

1

is

a

and has been applied

in practice

to

children and youth. This framework focuses on the

psychosocial development of children (Selman, R.
D., Watts,

it

applied

L., Schultz, L. H.,

& Adalbjamardottir,

1992; Selman. 1997; Selman, R.L.

it

to

my

Nakkula, M., Barr,
S.,

study to define the general trends in

developmental possibilities of meaning making, between Indian and Pakistani youth,

around their discussion on

partition.

The study revealed a

lack of developmental complexity

among

these youth

(Chhabra, 2004) in certain contexts and a higher level of developmental complexity in

others.

I

struggled to find answers to this inconsistency. While giving

these youth. In this study,

I

shaped by the larger context

the tools to

among

the youth, the personal

social construction of

meaning making among

analyze the individual meaning making of the conflict

meaning framework did not address the

me

found that the responses of the youth were to a great extent
in

which the discussion was happening, who the participants

of this discussion were and by the content or topic that was being discussed among them.
For

this study, focusing

from

partition,

it

on the

became

historically significant collective act of violence resulting

essential to take into consideration not only the individual

processes but also the social, political and historical dynamic within which individuals

negotiate

other

meaning of events and

constructive

relationships. In the personal

developmental approaches, consistency

affirming rationality. This does not create

room

meaning framework,
is

like

an essential principle

for social reasons or the "adaptive

process" to the social context that might speak to the inconsistency (Bermudez, 2005).
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Collective

Memory:

In a

subsequent study (Chhabra, 2005),

I

addressed this gap

by integrating the personal meaning (constructive developmental) framework with the
social theory of "Collective

to

Halbwach,

we

all

personal

live in. Personal

member recalling
evoke them too

Memory"

memory

a term coined by Halbwach (1941, 52). According

collective since

is

is

connected to group or society

memories can be recollected because the society

these

memories belongs, has an

(ibid, 1992, translated). All

collective context (ibid). This

view

is

in relation to

major

historical

memory of a particular historical

interest in those

memories

to

which the

memories and can

are hence organized within a

supported by other social theorists (Permebaker and

Banasik, 1990; Radley, 1990; Connerton, 1992)

memory

it

and

who have

political events.

explored the collective

They argue

that collective

or political event that deeply impacts a

community

is

passed from one generation to another. In the case of historical and political events
involving mass violence and brutality, these memories are accompanied with personal

and collective trauma about the event. Feelings of hate, anger and deep resentment
oppressors are part of this collective

memory and

(Volkan, 2002). Hence, the role of collective

term

found the collective

is

significant in any historical, long

memory of partition among both

trusted.

memory

is

between the Indian and Pakistani
generations.

The

always the perpetrator of violence; an oppressor not

The transference of this

to sustain feelings

Indians and Pakistanis as a

memory of partition had been passed down

'other' in this collective

be

memory

social discourse surrounding the interactions

youth. This collective

to

are transferred to the next generations

conflict.

1

main

for the

collective

memory over

generations has continued

of hatred and animosity between both groups.

11
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Selman's

Personal

integrative approach

among

the youth

Memory

947

partition,

with

Meaning constructive developmental framework. Through

this

integrated the Collective

I

was

1

theory as

it

relates to the

1

able to explore, the possible levels of developmental thinking

making meaning of

the event of partition, as well as the political

and

social factors that

may

complexity

meaning making of the Indian and Pakistani youth which was not

in the

when

evident

I

be shaping this process. The analysis revealed a developmental

had applied only the constructive developmental framework (Selman's

Personal Meaning Framework). This complexity was represented in the youth's ability of
negotiating between the collective

memories and meanings of partition as experienced by

each of their communities", and that which was emerging

among them, through

their

dialogue with each other. They were maneuvering between their feeling of patriotism for
their country

and

their

newly formed friendships with the

between multiple meanings and relationships was a challenging

Two

themes emerged

salient

justification of partition)

critically

and

how

the

in

partition

engaging and arguing with the

were also expressing feelings of empathy

study;

happened

'other"

why

task.

partition

(the brutality

on why

of

imbued with
2005).

own

critical

for the 'other's" loss

was simultaneously

engagement and an emotion

partition).

(the

While,

and pain, as they talked

affective.

for the others"

its

arguments and

The process was

suffering (Chhabra,

_

The study took
the

position, but

happened

partition happened, the youth

about the brutality of partition. The interaction was not only rational in
assertive in one's

This negotiating

'other.'

way

into consideration the social factors that

the Indian and Pakistani youth

were coming

into play in

were making meaning of the event of parthion

in

12
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with each other. In

their interactions

experience of partition

the

(Personal

argument

Memory

applying,

exclusively

for an integrated

a

that

to

1

the

to

constructive

framework

was

inconsistency which

developmental

This

approach.

in social

meaning (Bruner, 95; Haste, 2004).

Relational Cultural Theory: This

work with

thereof Integrating

emphasize the neo-Vygotskian view of the individual

as actively constructing and negotiating

that are inclusive

memory

approach resonates with theoretical developments

and developmental psychology

A

its

were, the collective

with the constructive developmental

Meaning Framework), provided answers

when

evident

each of the communities and

in

of Collective

theory

this case the social factors

new

finding led

me

to explore

frameworks

of the affective and emotional aspects of the human experience.

the Relational Cultural Theory

(RCT)

I

chose

(Miller, 1986; Stiver, 1997; Jordan,

994, 2002) because of its focus in the theory on relationships and connections as being

central to

human development. Unlike

of Relational Cultural Theory (RCT)

is

the constructive developmental model, the focus

not on the individual thinking but

on the dynamic

of a relationship as a whole and the possibilities that a relationship holds. The focus
the potential

imbedded

in

relationships have, to take

any relationship and the choices

it

in

many

framework

the interactions

to

my

analysis,

I

is

human

that the individuals in

central to the discussion in

RCT.

In applying

found the possibility of growth-fostering relationships in

on the topic of partition between the Indian and Pakistani youth. There

was hope, humanism, healing and connection
shared

on

directions. Growth-fostering relationship or

relationships that are mutually fostering,

this

is

suffering.

in relation to the other,

around an event of

13
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A

Holistic Integrated

Framework: Yet another

layer unfolded.

The experience

between the Indian and Pakistani youth, echoed "qualities of compassion, patience,
tolerance, forgiveness,

qualities that are

interaction

and sense of responsibility, between the

concerned with the human

spirit" (Dalai

self and the other;

Lama, 1999).

I

saw

in the

between the Indian and Pakistani youth, a simultaneous expression of the

cognitive, the affective and the spiritual responses.

between the Indian and Pakistani youth was
these layers revealed something

new

The richness of these

in these multiple layers

interactions

of meaning. Each of

about the meaning that these youth were making of

the event of the 1947 partition.

The

interaction

ways of seeing each

between the Indian and Pakistani youth, offered them alternative

other.

It

presented them with developmental opportunities to

demonstrate their ability to transform their relationship with each other,
level,

an affective level and a

spiritual level.

To

For

this present

study

I

a cognitive

capture this transformative experience of

the youth, a holistic integrated approach, encompassing

was needed. (See Diagram Appendix

at

all

of these levels of experience

I)

integrate all these frameworks.

I

apply the Developmental

framework by bringing together both the Personal Meaning and Relational Cultural
Theory.

I

incorporate this with the Social framework of Collective

add the Spiritual framework or the healing paradigm.

I

Memory. To

this,

have deliberately drawn from

different disciplines of knowledge; psychology, sociology

and philosophy

integrated holistic approach that locates the self in a broader context.

to offer

full

human

experience in any interaction.

an

My approach brings

a cognitive, affective, social and spiritual perspective of the self that argues for an

examination of the

I

14
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In applying all these

frameworks,

am aware

I

of some of the limitations. Most of

these frameworks have been developed in a Euro- American context. This raises questions

around a direct application of models that have been developed

in

context, to a South-Asian context.

context of

1

have adapted these to

For example, the definition of 'self that
(Walsh,

&

my

study.

use in this study includes the "collective self,"

Bananji, 1997) mentioned earlier, and the relational self or a self that grows

and develops only

in relationships (Relational Cultural

Stiver, 1997; Jordan, 1994, 2002).

that is not

I

suit the

a Euro-American

an autonomous

self,

I

but

Theory (RCT)

(Miller,

define this self as a relational collective

is in

relationship with the collective and

is

self\

1986;

a self

constantly

negotiating within and between multiple relationships and contexts. This relational

collective self

and

stories

relations,

is

an active participant

narratives.

1996; Harre

(Billig,

and multiple socio-cultural,

&

and co-creation of dialogue, of

constantly negotiates meaning within and between multiple

It

interactions,

in the creation

Gillett,

1994; Edwards,

and

political

historical

contexts

1997, Haste, 2004). (See Diagram

Appendix IIA)

As I proceed with
in chapter

1

.

1 first

the present study,

I

begin by situating

it

provide the historical and political events around partition, to enable

the reader to understand the larger context surrounding the event.

rhetoric

of partition or the collecdve memory of partition. This

theoretical analysis

in a theoretical context

is

I

then explore the

followed by a

of the two developmental frameworks; Personal Meaning framework

and Relational Cultural Theory (RCT).
Chapter two,
details

titled,

"Methodology-

An

Epistemological Encircling," presents the

of the methodological approach selected for

this study.

I

have chosen

to

work with

15
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Participatory Action Research (PAR). This has been an epistemological choice guided by

my passion to

PAR

is

unite action

a relatively

approach

is,

and research and

new approach

to explore possibilities to real life issues.

in the field

to bring together action

and

of research methodologies. Central

reflection, theory

and practice,

to this

in participation

with others, in the pursuit of practical solutions to issues of pressing concern to people,

and more generally the flourishing of individual persons and
and Bradbury, 2001

).

This resonates with

my personal

their

communities ( Reason

view of what the process and

purpose of research and practice should be.
This

is

followed by the chapter three, where

present and analyze the data.

I

I

apply a multi-method approach to collect data for this study. This includes participant
observation of group processes, interviews and personal narrative. The methods were
applied to suit the study at each stage. The data for the study has been collected from
Indian and Pakistani participants

2001.

1

observed the

SOP

who

sessions at

took part in the Seeds of Peace (SOP)

camp and

14-18years. Written parental consent

is

and consent from Seeds of Peace, has been taken for
8 as well as from participants

colleague.

Her feedback was

1

8 or older.

since

also interviewed a total of 20 participants;

10 from each country. The age of the participants

1

camp

all

the participants

below the age of

The data has been shared with

helpful in informing

me

of any bias

my Pakistani

my observations and

in

interpretations of the data.

I

present the analysis of this study in three parts. In the

first

part

psychological framework of "Reciprocal Mirror Images" to explore

memory of partition on each

side,

I

apply a social-

how the

collective

informs the similarities in the stereotype that each side

has of the other. In the second part of the analysis,

I

look

at the

meaning making of the

16
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Indian and Pakistani youth and their relationship with each other, as they interact on the
issue ot partition.

I

conduct

this analysis

through the two developmental lenses of

Personal Meaning and Relational Cultural Theory (RCT). In the third part,

notion of healing to the analysis. Collective

analysis.

The

two

first

memory

I

bring in the

as a concept runs throughout the

parts of the analysis, the mirror

image analysis and the

developmental analysis draw from the observations of the camp sessions on partition

between the Indian and Pakistani youth. The
interviews that

interactions at

I

last analysis

conducted with some of these youth, on

on healing

is

based on the

their reflections

about these

camp.

To analyze
Huberman, 1994).

the data

I

constructed matrices of some central themes ((Miles

&

A cross case analysis of these themes helped me explore the general

perceptions of the Indian and Pakistani youth about partition.

1998) and categorizing techniques (Maxwell

Examples of some of the codes

& Miller,

Open coding

(Strauss,

1991) have been applied.

identified are; "history," "religion," "killing," "just,"

and

"connection." These codes have been grouped into two central themes (Miles and

Huberman, 1984;

Strauss, 1987); 'historical

and

political narrative

of partition' and

'personal narrative of partition.' Using coding and thematic analysis has been valuable in

identifying major trends in the data.

The

analysis applies an integrated holistic approach

Meaning framework,

that considers the multiple lenses described earlier- the Personal

Relational Cultural Theory, socio-psychological perspective

collective

memory dimension and

exploring

some

own

reflections

on

international conflict, the

the healing paradigm. In chapter four,

possibilities for future

the

work, followed by chapter

five,

from the process and the implications of the study.

I

conclude by

where

I

share

my

17
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Chapter One: Literature Review - Situating the Study
The 1947

Partition

In this section,

I

and the India-Pakistan

will provide

an overview of the

Conflict

and Peace

historical, political

and social

context surrounding the event of the 1947 partition. This will help in understanding the

past and present discourse, surrounding the conversations of the youth on partition. The
ramifications of partition on the politics in the region will be explored through looking at

critical

themes in the history and

two countries The themes
the

Kashmir

and the visa

issue, threat

restrictions

politics

that will

of the conflict and peace processes between the

be examined

are; the politics

of religion and

identity,

of nuclear warfare, the war on terrorism, media and education

between the two countries. The peace processes

be explored through the lens of the grassroots

activities in

in the region will

both India and Pakistan that

have become a part of mainstream discourse since the 1990's.

The India-Pakistan

The ongoing

conflict

Conflict

between India and Pakistan can be traced to

Indian subcontinent gained independence from the British and

was

created and India and Pakistan

became

separate countries.

1

947 when the

was

partitioned, Pakistan

The

countries were

divided on the grounds of religious differences between Hindus and Muslims. Since the

partition, the destiny

of both the countries has been inextricably connected.

It is

like the

case of two siblings engaged in an intense and volatile relationship. This ruptured

Chapter One: Literature Review - Situating the Study

relationships

between countries

that

can be considered two sides of the same coin, poses

mirror images of reciprocal distortions. (Kesavan,

The tension between
standing issues.

The

the

M. 1995; Sarwar,

two countries continues

partition

was a

20

great

to this

B. 2004)

day due to several long-

human convulsion of history. The numbers of

people affected are overwhelming. Seventeen million people were displaced, a million or

more estimated
are stated to

homes

to

women

have been dead or brutally murdered, seventy-five thousand

have been abducted and raped, families were divided, properties

destroyed. Till recently, the collective

memory of the

lost

and

violent realities had been

silenced only finding voice in family stories shared over generations. (Bose, S and Jalal,

A. 1999, 2000, 2002; Butalia, U.1998; Menon. R. and Bhasin, K. 1998)

The legacy and
impact

still felt

scars of the 1947 partition have been passed over five decades

rise

in 1971

which resulted

of Hindu majority nationalism

Pakistan.

in the creation

in India

countries.

of Bangladesh. The

and a similar

rise

There

saw

90''s

of Islamic right wing

the

in

Both countries have witnessed mass communal violence against the minorities.

The politics of religion and identity connected
conflict

its

(Bose, S and Jalal, A. 1999, 2000, 2002). India and Pakistan have gone to

two wars over Kashmir; a disputed land since 1957, between the two

was a third war

and

to the partition has perpetuated the

between Indians and Pakistanis (Sarwar, B. 2004). The

fact that India

was

divided on religious grounds has been the source of debate. The Indian side continues to
question the need for the creation of Pakistan on grounds that India has always been a

pluralistic state

and there are Muslims

the Pakistanis for

still

living in India.

Such a question

is

contested by

whom the persecution of the Muslim minority at the hands of the

Hindus validated the creation of Pakistan. They question the very nature of this

pluralistic

Chapter One: Literature Review - Situating the Study

state, in light

of the communal violence

that continues to
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happen against the minorities

in

India especially against the Muslims.

Partition for the Indians

means

a sense of loss, whereas, for the Pakistanis

freedom from the British and the Hindus; a moment

to celebrate

to this is a widely held perception in Pakistan that India has

and always worked

to destroy

towards Pakistan. India

is

it.

it

means

(Kumar, 2001). Related

never accepted

its

creation

Similar perceptions of mistrust are prevalent in India,

a nation of many ethnicities and religions,

many of which have

been engaged in separatist movements. For many Indians, the Pakistani justification of
partition

is

viewed as an acknowledgement of these

separatist

movements and a

threat to

the unification of India. These mirror images have been supported by the establishment in

both countries. The role that India played in the formation of Bangladesh in 1971 and the
role

of Pakistan

insecurities

in the

Kashmir

separatist

on both sides (Kumar, 2001

movement

further strengthened these fears

and

).

Pakistan was created as East and West Pakistan in 1947, with the land of India in
the middle. Pakistan holds India responsible for an unprovoked attack

and the creation of Bangladesh

acknowledged

its

in

1

97

1

.

It is

role in this political event

on East Pakistan

only recently that Pakistan has

.

After the partition. East Pakistan had not

been treated equally by West Pakistan. There were language and cultural differences

between the two as well. The Bengalis
they had been under the colonial

gained

momentum

rule.

in East Pakistan felt they

were

still

oppressed as

A demand for greater autonomy became strong and

in the late 60' s in the voice

West Pakistan however, did not acknowledge

of the

political party,

the victory of the

The Hamood-ur-Rehman Commission Report was published

in

2001

Awami

League.

Awami League

in the

Chapter One: Literature Review

1970 elections. This led

to popular unrest in East Pakistan

by the West Pakistan military

brutally crushed

& Jalal A.

giving India a reason to intervene. (Bose, S.

which was attempted

forces. Millions

22
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of refuges fled

to

be

to India,

&

1999, 2000. 2002; Rose, L.

Sisson, R. 1990; Sarwar, 2004)

The ongoing dispute over Kashmir

is

another issue that remains an unfinished

business of partition. The two countries have fought two declared wars in 1948 and 1965

and a

third 'war-like' situation in

1999 (Kargil) which caught the attention of the entire

world as both were nuclear-armed countries by then.
Pre-independence, the rulers of the princely states were given the choice to join
either India or Pakistan. States that

those that had a

were predominantly Hindu would go

Muslim majority would go

to Pakistan.

According

who

histories

of each country differ

to the Indian history, there

in the disguise

and

Kashmir however had a Muslim

majority population and was ruled by a Hindu Maharaja.

Kashmir and the

to India

A tribal

in the telling

uprising took place in

of what followed.

was a subsequent incursion by

the Pakistani troops

of tribesmen joined the rebels. The Maharaja of Kashmir appealed

to

Lord Mountbatten, the then governor general on India, for assistance. Indian military
assistance

clause

was granted on condition

was added

people.

that,

that the

Maharaja sign an Instrument of Accession.

once normalcy was restored the accession would be

The matter was

referred to the

UN in

1948.

The

ratified

A

by the

UN declared a referendum to be

held in Kashmir on the issue of accession. According to the Indian history this was
conditional only

when

Pakistan would withdraw from the areas that

it

had occupied

during the rebellion. The withdrawal did not happen and neither did the referendum. The
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issue of Kashmir continues to stay unresolved. For India,

of India

integral part

territory

(Ganguly,

Kashmir unquestionably

is

23

an

1997)

S.

This interpretation of the event has been challenged by the Pakistanis, on grounds
that

Kashmir being a Muslim majority

armed uprising was

state rightfully

unofficially supported

Lamb, who questions

belonged

to Pakistan

Unrest in Kashmir heightened in the 1980's.
this

movement such

Many

after the

Afghanistan war,

political institutions in

Kashmir (Ganguly,

opportunity to weaken

its

Indian security forces
violence and

human

eastern neighbor.

rise

as disillusionment of the youth in

S. 1997).

For Pakistan

the

tied to the partition.

again" (Kumar, 2001). In Pakistan the

partition

in

of Islamic

this

provided an

is,

more than

a decade of

Kashmir (Sarwar, B. 2004).
to

Kashmir and Pakistan

The argument presented by

"Muslims have dismembered India once (during

on Kashmir

Kashmir

With the Jihadis entering the scene, the

The common perceptions of the Indians with regards
have been closely

rise

have

of political mobilization and a lack of

came down hard and what followed

right abuses in

(Lamb, A. 1992)

different explanations

with the Indian government rule, Pakistani supported insurgency,

fundamentalism

that the

by Pakistan. This view has been supported by

the very existence of the Instrument of accession

been offered as causes for

and

partition)

common belief is that

and

the Indian side

will not

is that

mind doing

so

"India had cheated Pakistan

1947" (Kumar, 2001). The mutually contradictory narratives around

and the Kashmir issue

in

both countries have been reinforced and continue to be

perpetuated, by state rhetoric, textual and oral histories and media.

Having fought three wars and been on the brink of armed
testing

of nuclear weapons

first

by

India,

and a

tit-for- tat

conflict

many

times, the

response by Pakistan in 1998
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became

The Kroc center conducted a study
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a matter of grave concern for the world.

in

1994, around the issue of nuclear weapons in India. Through surveys and interviews that

were conducted with a thousand participants from academia, business and other educated
middle and higher economic class

in India, they

favor or oppose a nuclear option for India

was

found that one of the factors that would

the perception of a nuclear threat from

Pakistan (Cortright, D. and Mattoo, A. 1996).

A mirror response of this was

found

in a

survey also conducted by the Kroc

Center with 910 participants from the educated middle and higher economic class in
Pakistan.

The dominant

Indo-centric

view on

and the perceived

factor that determined their opinions

on nuclear weapons was an

the issue; hostility towards India, a suspicion of Indian intentions,

threat

from India (Ahmed.

and Cortright, D. 1998).

S.

After the partition and independence, both India and Pakistan have used every

opportunity to

weaken

the other; whether

was

it

the Indian intervention during the

Bangladesh war, Pakistan's support of the separatist movements
issue.

The response

to terrorism in the world, especially after

in India, or the

September

1

1,

Kashmir

2001, was

another such opportunity that the Indian government used, to strengthen their offensive
against Pakistan. This

September

1 1

,

was supported by

2001 which

set a trend

the

US

response to the terrorist attacks of

by governments worldwide against what was

perceived as "internal demons" (Sarwar, 2004). Threats of 'cross-border terrorism'

became

a mantra for the Indian government. In

India for the attacks

on the Indian Parliament.

December 2001 Pakistan was accused by
,

Air, road

and

between the two countries and both countries came close

mood on

both sides was that of heightened

Kroc center

is

an

Institute

to

were suspended

rail

links

war

at the border.

fears.

of Peace and Justice located

at

University of San Diego.

The public
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Education and media

in

25

both India and Pakistan since independence have been

used as a tool to promote the 'national ideology' in each of the countries'. The curriculum
in

both countries especially the history curriculum

demonizing the

partition,

"other'

is

with the rhetoric of

infiised

and glorifying self (Kumar, 2001). The school and

college textbooks in these countries have been politicized, representing and strengthening

the negative stereotyped images of the 'other.' This process

was

accelerated with the call

of Islamization text books in Pakistan during the Zia years and the 'saffronisation' of
history text

books

in India since the

Hindu revivalism

in the 90's.

The

thrust

of 'value

education' in India and the "transmission of ideology" in Pakistan, since the late 90' s has

posed a Herculean challenge

The media,

TV

to

any reform

and radio

in

curriculum (Kumar, 2001).

in both countries

have reflected the politics of the time

and supported their establishment. They have presented a hostile stance of open
aggressive propaganda towards each other (Ahmed,

especially the

Badshah

Bollywood

(Pakistan),

films, are also reflective

Gadar

(India);

1

998). Films in both countries,

of this.

Mission Kashmir

Some examples

(India).

are;

Sakhi

There are negative

references to the 'other' in these films, as an aggressor or a terrorist and these are viewed

as credible representations of the conflict.

Visa

and travel

restrictions

imposed since 1965 consolidated the 'othering'

process between the peoples of the two countries (Sarwar, 2004). These restrictions

coupled with

strict security

Iron Curtain between the

and intelligence measures

that they

know

both countries had enforced the

two countries and discouraged people from exposure

other. Until very recently there

assuming

in

was a lack of curiosity about

the 'other' (Kumar, 2001).

It

is

to

each

the 'other;' both countries

only in the

last

few years

that
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academic research and inquiry about each other has begun
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to challenge the stereotypes in

both countries.
People's Peace Activities
Partition as a historical event has continued to

politics

and

the 'other/

lives

it

is

of the people of the region. Just as

also reflected in the grass roots peace

of this intense context of conflict, there
to connect to the 'other.' This

partition.

The

it

identity

of the

Pakistan. Their desire to

enemy. Thus, despite

is

the 'other'

restrictions

is

is

on the

has played out in the perception of

work

strong desire

generations

ramifications

its

in both countries. In the

among

truer for the generation that

later

know

is

have

midst

the people from both sides

was

in their

youth during the

framed by independent India and

guided by curiosity about knowing the

on visas there have been attempts by the people

to

meet

each other. These encounters become more possible when they happen in third countries
as students or expatriates such as myself, connect through cultural familiarity with the

'other' (Sarwar, B. 2004).

Till the late

70s the two countries were

nongovernmental organizations (NGOs)

in a cold

in the region

war phase. The 80's saw a

which have worked

rise in

in the direction

of enhancing interactions and understanding between their people. The focus of these
people to people interactions has been around

such as

women

issues, religious

common

issues faced

by both countries

fundamentalism or the environment. Peace has not been

an open agenda for these meetings. This collaboration across borders has also included
different professional

theatre.

among

and

activist groups, especially

These groups have been working actively
the

two peoples (Sarwar, B. 2004).

from the

to raise

field

of art, film, music and

awareness for coexistence
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Through the

1

990s, these peace initiatives picked up

(Ahmed

widely accepted as a mainstream discourse
Cortright, 1996).

two

was

from both countries got engaged

1998; Mattoo

&

in the process.

A critical

event

the formation of the largest people-to-people initiative between the

countries, the Pakistan-India Peoples

Forum

After the formation of this group, exchange

recognized as a political movement. The
the people of the

& Cortright,

not

still

Academics, business professionals, parliamentarians, students and

retired military personnel

in this process

momentum though
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for

Peace and Democracy (PIPFPD).

movements between

PIPFPD organized

the

two countries were

several exchanges

between

two countries. In 1997, when both countries celebrated SOyears of their

independence from the British,

many groups

in the

two countries and abroad celebrated

it

together rather than separately (Sarwar, B. 2004)

With the nuclearization of the region
there

in

1998 and the Kargil conflict of 1999,

was an open collaboration and lobbying by

the peace groups in both countries. Joint

open statements were issued, opposing the nuclear armament and urging the two
governments, for solutions to the

conflict.^

expatriate Indians and Pakistanis

who

threats

and the called for peace

Another landmark step

women

in

in this

Joint Statement Against Nuclear Tests

supported and replicated by

organized joint initiatives against the nuclear

2004)

growing peace movement was the increasing role of

peace making efforts in the region.

Armed

mood was

in the region** (Sarwar, B.

7

Bangladeshi

This

A significant event

in this context

and Weapons By Retired Pakistani, Indian and

Forces Personnel July 1998 (Revised and updated on October

http://www.wagingpeace.org/articles/1998/07/00Joint-statement.htm
http://website.lineone.net/~ion.simmons/rov/ar_onnd.htm

Sharma, Kalpana, 'September
and the yellow cabs" The Hindu, May 19, 2002;
http://www.hindu.com/thehinduymag/2002/05/19/stories/2002051900260300.htm
*

1

1

1,

1998)

was

the
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'women's peace

bus,' initiated in response to the Kargil conflict. In 2000, several

women's groups came
in

together from both countries as the

South Asia. They organized several exchange

Pakistani
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women between

the

trips

Women's

Initiative for

Peace

of bus loads of Indian and

two countries (Sewak, 2003). Around the same time,

in

2001, the Seeds of Peace added the India-Pakistan region to their program. Since then,
every year about 25 youth from both countries have met in Maine for a three

summer camp

to talk

about the conflict.

A similar initiative. The

Youth

week

Initiative for

Peace (YIP) was started in South Asia in 2002. The YIP has also organized a few joint

South Asian youth.

activities for the

Cultural and sports activities between the two countries have further contributed

expanding the consciousness of the people from both sides

to

music,

arts,

dance and theatre have helped

global peace

movement opposing

war movement

in both India

to include the 'other.' Film,

in popularizing these ideas

the attacks

on Afghanistan and

of peace. The

Iraq has fueled the anti

and Pakistan. Anti-war groups from both countries have

joined hands in their stance against war.^ The cricket matches in spring 2004, 2005, and

2006, created

fiirther opportunities for

thousands of people from both countries to interact

with each other and experience each other's friendship and warmth."^
In recent years another source of connection

between the two peoples has been

the web. Joint websites that include voices from both sides as well as from expatriates

have become a popular means of communication between the two countries". The

Patwardhan, Anand, 'Festivals In Contrast', The Hindu, Jan 18,2004
http://www.hinduonnet.eom/mag/2004/0 1 / 8/stories/20040 800 2Q500.htm
1

'"

1

1

1

http://www.atimes.com/ind-pak/DF29DfP3.html

http://www.countercurrents.oro/ipk-nagesh220304.htm

www.chowk.com www.asiapeace.org www.indiapakistanpeace.org
:

:
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discussion on these sites varies from sharing stories of the partition, religion and politics

in the region, cricket

matches, fdms, experiences of meeting the other side and peace

activism.

Although the scope of all these people

have opened the way for peace

from both countries can

talk

in the region.

and

listen to

to people activities has

been limited, they

They have created a space where people

each other. This helps

in the continuation

of the

flow of the peace process (Sarwar, B. 2004). Recently during the earthquake that struck
in Pakistan in

December 2005,

relief efforts

were

victims. This has further helped the relations

The

historical event

How does

between the two countries.

of collective violence of 1947 partition continues to influence

the course of politics and the

Pakistan.

initiated in India as well to support the

memories and meanings of people's

the representation of

memory of partition

lives in India

and

through, politics, written

history and personal narrative influence the thinking of the younger generation in both

the countries, about the event? This question

is

with the Seeds of Peace since 2001 provided

me

and a way to explore the question.

central to

my inquiry. My association

access to the youth from both countries
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Collective

Having

it

947

memory. This

collective

how

1

partition,

it

section will

relates to the understanding

backdrop of the

becomes

historical, political

relevant to review the literature

examine the

literature

on Collective

memory;

and social

on

Memory and

of partition by the present Indian and Pakistani youth.

Several themes were extrapolated from the literature on collective
construction of collective

30

Memory of the 1947 Partition

situated the study against a

context around the

Situating the Study

transfer

rhetorical discourse; generational collective

memory:

the social

of collective memory; collective memory and

memory; and

collective

violence.

The relevance of these themes has been examined

partition.

This reveals that the collective

memory of mass

in relation to the

memory of partition

1947

for both the Indians

Pakistanis has been socially constructed as an event of collective

mass violence

and

that has

deeply impacted the lives of the people in both countries. The 'other' in this collective

memory

is

defender.

perceived by each of the groups as the aggressors and one's

own group

The memory of acts of violence on one's own group committed by

has been passed

down

as the

the 'other,'

generations primarily through narratives shared with the youth.

This has become a part of the rhetorical discourse in both countries, thus perpetuating the
feelings of anger and mistrust for the 'other' in the generations that

stories.

grow up hearing

these
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Social Construction of Collective

Akhough

Memory

acknowledged as a pubHc event,

the event of partition has not been

3

it

has been collectively accepted in the narratives shared by people from both sides. The
personal experience and

memory of the

event

is

connected to the collective experience

and memory of both people about the event.

A direct connection between these individual memories and the socio- cultural

& Edwards,

milieu of the time had not been given enough attention. (Middleton

p.l) Until recently the

to look at individual

predominant focus of inquiry

in the literature

memory. There had been attempts

on individual memory; however there was a resistance
context. Social factors

individual

had been

treated as a

memoire

on memory had been

to include the influence

of context

to recognize the centrality

of

backdrop against which people exercise

their

memory.

Maurice Halbwachs, a social
"collective

1990

memory"

theorist,

was

two works Les cadres

in his

collective (Halbwachs,

M. 1941,

1952,).

the

first

to

propound the concept of

sociaiix del la

He

argues that

memoir e and La
it

a social group that individuals are able to construct and recall their

virtually all

memories are

collective

-

in large part

is

only as members of

memories and

that

because they are discussed with

others.

All

physical

memory, however

life

of the society

we

personal, exists solely in relationship with the ethical and

inhabit.

Every personal memory has some connection

the people, places, dates, language of that collective society.

that

we

are able to recollect

to

Halbwach (1992) expounds

memories because the group or society where we belong has
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an

interest in those

memories and can evoke them

as well. Thus,

memories

32

are stored as

collective experiences.

Individual

groups
calls

in

memories are

which they take

frameworks provided by the social

situated within

place.

These frameworks or "mental spaces" as Halbwachs

them, are supported by the physical space occupied by specific groups.

how different

social groups, each with a different past will

connected to a different physical event that

is

have a different

He

explains

memory

exclusive to the group in question.

(Halbwachs, M. 1941, 1952, 1992; Connerton,

P.

memories were formed and organized within a

collective context.

1992) Halbwachs asserted that

Pennebaker and Banasik support Halbwachs argument,

all

that all events are

experienced and perceived are socially constructed (Pennebaker and Banasik, 1990).

Extending

this

remember

is

political

and

assumption Radley argues that the way people remember and what they

connected to their relationship to their community (Radley,
social events lived

by a generation,

1

990).

The

their shared cultural experience,

common ways

of responding to the world, similar existential problems, and conceptual

knowledge,

shape and locate particular generations (Mannheim, 1952; Conway,

all

1990). Fentriss and

Wickham

also assert that,

memory

Individuals and groups invent and define their past to

Wickham,

plays an important social role.

fit

their present (Fentriss

and

1992).

Empirical studies conducted on memories of political upheavals in the United
States relating to

World War

II,

the assassination of J.F.

Kennedy, the peace

movement/anti-Vietnam/Woodstock period and Watergate and on emotional incidents
peoples lives ((Pennebaker and Banasik, 1997;

Rime

& Christophe,

in

1997). These studies
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indicate that an event

becomes an enduring

collective

course of lives of a large segment of population, or

memory when

it
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has changed the

have aroused intense emotions.

if they

These events are further associated with high levels of talking and sharing. The more
intense the personal emotions around an event, the

about

it.

more

likely

Those who hear about the emotional experiences

others as well. Partition as an event of mass violence

it

is

that people will talk

will share the events with

was characterized by

political

upheaval and had disrupted the lives of millions from both India and Pakistan. Even
today the discussions around the event continue to generate intense emotions

among

people from both sides.
In the telling

and

retelling

of personal narratives on the 1947

partition,

both the

Indians and Pakistanis, hold memories of the violence against their group or collective

committed by the other group. There are seldom narratives
ones

own group members

as the aggressors

(Ahmed,

I.

that

acknowledge the

2004). The 'other'

is

role

remembered

as aggressor

and perpetrator of violence and brutality and the memory of one's ovra

group

of defenders. These memories evoke feelings of hate and animosity and

is

that

of

mobilize sentiments of one group against the other group members. Although they are
specific to each group's experience of partition, they reflect mirror

each other. These mirror images of collective

images of distortion of

memory of partition have continued

to

permeate and influence the politics and lives of the people of both countries for over half
a century.

Transfer of Collective
As

history unfolds, each

new

Memory

generation overlaps with the generation before and

also interacts with the oldest generation of society. For collective

memories

to pass

from
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one generation

to the other there
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needs to be an effort by the older members of a group to

transfer the representations of memory to the

1992). This communication within groups

younger members of the group (Connerton,

makes remembrance of past events

Narrative histories, commemorative ceremonies and bodily practices are

all

possible.

ways of

constructing social collective memories and transmitting these collective memories from

one generation

to the other, f hese

memories, Connerton argues, continue

construction and reconstruction of identity within the groups; dellning

who we
it

is

are not.

embedded

'The

narrative of one's life

in the story

(Connerton, 1992

p. 27.)

Baumeister

&

part of an interconnecting set

are

and

of narratives;

Hastings use selected examples from history and

how

image of self and an enemy image of the

identity has

who we

of those groups from which individuals derive their identity"

politics, as case studies to illustrate

In the Indian

is

to influence the

groups

like to

defend and maintain a positive

'other' (Baumeister, R.

&

Hastings, S. 1997).

and Pakistani context, the construction of the Indian and Pakistani

been defined

in contradistinction

of the

'other'

(Kumar, 2002; Kakar, 1982;

Saberwal, 1968). For each group, the history and narratives of partition in the region have

framed the

'other' as the

one

to

be feared and to protect one's group from. Both groups

share an experience of collective trauma.

Volkan (1990a, 1990b, 2000, 2001a, 2001b, 2004) has been one of the major
contributors to the literature

on collectivized trauma. In

his recent

outlines four stages towards collective violence: a chosen trauma,

feeling of entitlement to reveni^e, and collective regression.

He

work (2004) he
sl

failure lo mourn, a

suggests that around

events of collective trauma, group behavior replicates individual behavior characterizing
the world into "us" and "them".
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Volkan (2002) defines chosen trauma

The "memories,"
related to shared

them

—

in other
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as.

perceptions, expectations, wishes, fears, and other emotions

images of the

historical catastrophe

and the defenses against

words, the mental representation of the shared event

become an important

identity

— may

marker of the affected large-group. The term

"chosen trauma" accurately reflects a large group's unconscious "choice" to add a
past generation's mental representation of a shared event to its own identity.

While groups may have experienced any number of traumas caused by "others",
only certain ones remain alive over many years - indeed, often over a period of
centuries. A chosen trauma results from the Tran generational transmission of
psychological tasks pertaining to the unfinished psychological processes of the
ancestors

who were

In relating

directly traumatized (p. 12).

chosen trauma

to history,

Volkan, Ast and Geer (2002), give the

example of the Holocaust and Battle of Kosovo

to explain

deposited into second and third generation family

chosen trauma in
event.

itself that

members

events have

as chosen trauma.

become

It is

not the

causes war or aggression, but rather the climate around the

Group members preoccupied with

do anything - including committing
India-Pakistan, partition has

become

memory of this chosen trauma
the feeling of hostility

how these

their shared

atrocities

-

group identity can

to protect

it

(ibid, p. 14). In the

a chosen trauma for both countries.

has been passed

down

feel entitled to

generations, in a

The

way

case of

collective

that sustains

and fear between both groups.

Collective

Memory and

Rhetorical Discourse

Research has also found an interesting link between collective

memory of an

event and ideological thinking. Billig's, in his analysis of the discourse of an ordinary
family in their conversations about the recalling incidents in relation to the British royal
family, proposes a connection between collective

1990).

memory and

ideology (Billig, 1982,
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"If memory

is

collectively determined then

is

it

Situating the Study
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also ideologically determined, for

the collective processes which enable memorization

to occur will themselves be a
of wider ideological patterns. Ideology itself will be a form of social memory,
as much as it constitutes what collectively is remembered and also what is

part
in

forgotten... In this

way, memory

be both part of ideology, as well as being a

will

process by which ideology. ..(is) reproduced'XBillig, M. 1990, p. 60.)

The 1947

partition took place

Ignoring the other factors

at

on

religious grounds

between Hindus and Muslims.

play during pre-independence, the religious ideology has

influenced the nature of remembering the event as a religious divide (Bose

& Jalal,

1999,

2000, 2002). Repeatedly recollecting and reenacting the memories over time, has in turn
replicated this collective

memory and

reconstructed

as the rhetorical discourse

it

memory of partition

partition, in both countries.

The

thought and a process.

an event of the past becoming a topic of discourse

It is

collective

present (Edwards, D. and Middleton, D. 1986; 1988).

on

partition,

it

becomes relevant

to understand

both countries understands the event, since

it

To explore

how the present

is

they

is

who

on

thus both an object of

this

in the

ongoing discourse

generation of youth in

are going to shape the future

discourse on the event.

Generational Collective

Work

in autobiographical

historical events, dating

Memory

memory (Conway, 1997)

from 1938

to 1986,

as well as surveys of 9

which included the

WPA,

Holocaust,

Marshall Plan, Rosa Parks, Tet Offensive, Woodstock, Watergate and John Dean

(Schuman,

Belli,

& Bischoping,

1997)"' indicate that political and cultural upheavals

WPA (1938), FDR gave work to people in the 1930's, Holocaust (1945), Genocide on the Jews by the
Germans; Marshall Plan (1947), Helping foreign countries after the war; Rosa Parks (1955), Civil Rights
Movement; Tet Offensive (1968), Vietnam War; Woodstock (1969), The first Peace Concert in the US;
Watergate (1973), The Nixon case; John Dean (1973) One of the main witnesses in the Watergate.
'"
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affect people

between the ages of 15 and 30 the most (Conway, 1990; Schuman and

Scott,1989) "The inventory of experience which
early youth

becomes the

(Mannheim, 1952,

p. 328)

view of the world

to

new

experiencing major events for the

War, Igartua

from the environment

absorbed

of consciousness, which tends

in

to

each particular generation]"
this,

include the idea that, there

is

an

experiences and that their lives are more disrupted by

first

(Mannheim, 1952; Rubin, Wetzler,

Civil

[for

Explanations offered for

openness among the youth

are, as such,

is

historically oldest stratum

stabilize itself as the natural

memories
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time. This leaves lasting collective

& Nebes,

1986;

& Scott,

Schuman

memories

1989). Collective

most often cohort memories. Using the example of the Spanish

& Paez, demonstrate, that members of a cohort, who experience and

have been affected by a large-scale event, will be the ones who write the event's history

and

in turn, influence the collective

memories of future generations (Igartua

& Paez

,

1997).

Both

in India

generation that

was

and Pakistan, the narratives of partition have been shared by the

in their

youth

in 1947.

These memories have been passed down

to the

next generation and have also influenced the writing of histories in both countries.

According

to generational theory, generational identity

Individuals can evolve

new

once formed cannot be changed.

plans and directions, but the "original generation-specific self

remains as the self with which

all later

However, research shows

memory

that

selves must negotiate"

is

not something that

constructed in the context of time and place. Information

relation to prior narratives

is

(Conway, 1990,

is

fixed.

It is

p.43.)

constantly

selected and coordinated in

and current phenomenon. Hence, "the

histories

we

tell

and the
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institutions

we make

create the narratives
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and enact the expectations, needs, and beliefs

of a time;" (Minow, 2002. p.28)
In the present social context

when

the relationship between the

two countries

are

looking hopeful, and interactions between the people are occurring, will the collective

memory and meaning of partition passed down

over generations, to youth in both

countries change? Since the experience of a given cohort of a specific group, impacts the
future politics and history of that group, addressing this question will have implications in

understanding the possible future direction of peace and conflict between India and
Pakistan.

Partition as

Literature

demonstrated
those

who

an Act of Collective Mass-Violence

on responses

that, all

of mass violence, using different case studies, has

to acts

crimes of hate have a past and a future.

survive understand and

Minow

remember what happened can have

for the chances of renewed violence"

(Minow, 2002,

potential of initiating a cycle of revenge

p. 15).

Any

and demonization or

act

that

reconnect

in a

new

that, the

when

of India-Pakistan, partition

consequences

of forgiveness across

Minow, 2002).

victims give up feelings of resentment for the 'other 'and

relationship. This,

individuals, especially

real

"How

of violence has the

generations, between the perpetrators and victims (Rosenblum, 2002;

Forgiveness entails

argues that

Minow accepts

is

a challenging task for

the acts of violence have been brutal and sever. In the case

is

associated with mass murder and killings.

perceives the 'other' as the perpetrator and their
structures and institutions in both countries have

own group

Each

side

as the victim. Social

worked systematically

to enforce this
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more and

perception, thus perpetuating the feeUngs in each group of having suffered

being wronged at the hands of the

Minow
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'other.'

suggests that a collective response to mass acts of violence

is

essential. In

the absence of any action, the victim's experiences in the event are not acknowledged.

This in turn fuels the feelings of hate and anger towards the aggressors and becomes a
fertile

ground for continued acts of revenge and violence. In the absence of collective

responses, "individuals are

(Minow, 2002,
for youth

p. 16).

left

with

....either

She recommends

that

too

much memory

or too

much

forgetting"

memorials of events, educational programs

and for societies and giving the memories of victims a public space can offer

possibilities

of rebuilding societies instead of fueling hatred and

reconciliation

(Minow, 2002)

The memory of partition has remained an open wound
and the hurt and pain of it passed down through time, through
narratives.

move them towards

So what

is

for people

stories

of both sides

and personal

the significance of bringing these stories into the public space

through interactions between Indian and Pakistani youth?
partition for these youth

and

how do

they interpret

it

What

is

the

meaning of

in their interactions

with each other?

This study on the interaction between the Indian and Pakistani youth, on the topic of
partition, is intended to research this

dynamic.

It

will explore the possibility

interactions providing a public space for collective effort

by both communities and

"create armatures for pain and structure paths for individuals to

to renewal

and hope" (Minow, 2002.

p.

reveals that

it

is

move from

grief and pain

19)

Examining the 1947 India-Pakistan

memory,

of such

partition in light

a socially constructed

of the

memory of chosen

literature

on collective

trauma, strongest for
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the generation that

experienced

each

new

its

was

efiects

in their

youth in both countries during the partition and

of the

The

social

and

memory of each group about

political discourse

literature illuminates

two

among

critical issues;

and two, the need

partition.

to address personal

partition has

to

come

the youth in both countries.

one, the need to break the cycle of

violence and hate between the Indian and Pakistani youth, so

further,
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who had

most dramatically. These memories have been passed down

generation, and the collective

to be a part

Situating the Study

it

is

not passed

down

and communal healing around the event of

This calls for a deeper inquiry into both these issues by considering the

following questions:

What meaning do

the Indian and Pakistani youth

make of the

event

of partition?

How do they

possibilities

of healing between the two communities through these interactions between

the youth?

To

interact

address these,

Meaning framework and

I

and

relate with

each other around the issue? Are there

apply two developmental frameworks, the Personal

the Relational Cultural theory (RCT).

The next

section will

provide a theoretical understanding of both these frameworks and their relevance to the
study.
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The Personal Meaning Framework
In this section,

I

(Selman, 1997, 2003) as
the issue of partition.

study as

looks

it

is

it

Selman's Personal Meaning framework

applies to the interaction

As mentioned

grounded

at the social

will seek to explicate

in practice.

earlier, this

It is

is

Indian and Pakistani youth on

framework has

also one of the

developmental among youth

The personal meaning framework

among

in the

particular relevance to

few developmental model

my

that

context of (interpersonal) conflicts.

one component of a larger psychosocial

developmental model. This developmental model

is

based on the assumption that an

individual's developmental capacity to, both cognitively and emotionally, distinguish and

coordinate between the social perspective of self and other,

is at

the core of psychosocial

development. (Kohlberg, 1969; Loevinger, 1976; Mead, 1934; Piaget. 1983; Sullivan,
1953; Selman, 1980). This capacity to coordinate develops in interaction with these three

competencies, which are: (1) interpersonal understanding or the developing knowledge
,

of the nature of relationships and social processes, (2) interpersonal
strategies that individuals access to maintain

good

skills , or the

relationships, and (3) personal

meaning or the development of self-awareness of the meaning of given relationships
,

an individual. The three psychosocial competencies— interpersonal understanding,

and meaning—develop simultaneously along a continuum from immature

to

skills,

to mature,

based on the individual's ability to coordinate perspectives. These competencies
constantly negotiate between forces of nature and nurture

and socio-cultural factors) and social behavior. (Barr

(i.e.

et al.,

biological, environmental

1998)
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In applying this

model

to explore the

make of the event of partition, some
implications of the model.

meaning

that Indian

relevant questions

How can a model

that has

context be extended to another cultural context?

and Pakistani youth

emerge on the

been developed

How can this

between individuals belonging

the 'seir of these individuals

is

to

how

in a

Euro-American

to

an inter-group

two conflicting groups? Especially, because

a relational collective self {see diagram appendix IIA)

shaped by and in negotiation with their group's collective
Furthermore,

theoretical

model which has been

developed on interpersonal interactions between individuals, apply
interaction
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can a developmental model used to

memory of partition.

map

'individual

meaning making,"

be applied to understand the meaning making of an ^inter-group dialogue process?'

These are some of the questions

1

personal meaning framework to

"fit''

have grappled with, in attempting

to "stretch"

Selman's

an interaction among the Indian and Pakistani

adolescents, across inter-group conflict lines.

I

will focus

on the Personal Meaning component of Selman's developmental

my research.

model

as

social

development of an individual on the basis of complexity

it

is

of particular relevance

thinking in relationship with others.

fighting,

and drinking (Levitt

Schultz, 1997; Schultz

et al.,

to

It

in their individual

has been applied to risk-taking behavior like

& Selman,

& Selman,

This framework assesses the

1996; Levitt, Selman

1997; Selman

& Richmond,

& Adalbjamardottir,

1991;

1998; Selman

1992) and to inter-group relations in a programmatic context (Barr

et al.,

1998).

Personal Meaning has two distinct and interdependent frameworks-

developmental levels and structural dimensions The developmental levels
.

move

in a
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hierarchy from dismissive impersonal personal unintegrated integrated and

insightful

.

The dismissive

,

,

,

level; the

lowest level

.

is

characteristic of a response

The highest

which

is

undifferentiated and does not reflect any accountability.

is

an exemplary stage of high level of differentiation and an integrated understanding

of the conscious and unconscious factors in relation

to a

level. Insight,

given relationship (Levitt.

&

Selman, 1993). Appendix IV

The four

levels in

between are further

where an individual

is

with no awareness of the reasons behind

it;

based Rule based

is

classified as rule-based

engaging

in a

just as a rule.

governed by a sense of concreteness imposed by external

on the

internal forces.

differentiation

and

flexibility

makes

behavior or responding

These responses are
factors.

There

is

no focus

A need based response is characterized by a heightened
where an individual

of their response or of their action. The
differentiation

and need-

ability to

is

aware of his or her

make

this

own

reasons

kind of meaningful

&

the latter a developmentally advanced stage (Levitt,

Selman,

1993; Schultz and Selman, 1998; Selman, 2003, p57).

Within the structural dimension of the personal meaning framework, there are
four awareness dimensions that constitute the evolving forms of personal

meaning -

agency, personalization self-reflection and contextualization Each of these capacities
,

emerges

in

meaning,

is

,

.

succession as personal meaning develops. At the lower levels of personal

agency. At this level one reflects a sense of efficacy, power, control or

responsibility but lacks reflection

and contextualization. As development progresses,

one's perspective and one's sense of agency, are infused with an awareness of
perspectives which are unique and subjective to one's

own understanding;

this is called
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the capacity for personalization.

This stage evolves

The next developmental

when complexity

is

added

stage is called self-reflection.

to the capacity to personalize,

becomes aware of internal, psychological processes
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(e.g. feelings,

i.e.

one

wishes, and

motivations). In the final stage of development, self-reflection itself becomes

contextualized

when such

internal

awareness

is

seen within one's broader

life

context.

This includes one's development and relationships over time, and cultural,
environmental, and biological intluences on one's perspectives and behavior (Barr

1998).

Appendix IV

The model
and the

structural

as such

is

complex and multidimensional. Both, the developmental

dimensions are interdependent and can be applied independently to

assess the level of personal meaning.

A structural analysis of the data can offer an

understanding of the developmental levels.

model. This will enable

me

I

will focus

to explore the level

on the

structural

dimension of the

of developmental complexity among the

Indian and Pakistani youth, in their conversation with each other on partition.
their conversation reveal about their social

members of conflicting groups? Since
Indians and Pakistanis

is

it

this definition

other Each of these

is

in a

in relation to

What does

each other as

the collective identity of these participants as,

to the context

group interaction across protracted conflict

dimensions to

development

salient in this context

stretched and adjusted to apply

.

et al.,

of conflict, the framework has been
of a relational collective

lines.

I

self, in

an

inter-

have extended each of these structural

of a, relational collective self and a relational collective

dynamic, active relationship with their collective, with the

other's collective, as well as a part of the larger humanity,

moving simultaneously within

and between multiple relationships. (See Diagram Appendix IIA). Breaking away from
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the original

model

that applies the

dimensions to individual meaning making,

I
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have

applied this redefinition of the structural dimensions to a dynamic discursive process (See

Diagram Appendix
and

II

B) on partition between the two groups of relational collective self

relational collective other (See

I

Diagram Appendix

II

C).

have examined the personal meaning of these youth in the discursive process

between a group of relational collective self and a group of relational collective other
(See Diagram Appendix

II

B). For example, in the stage of agency, in relation to the issue

of partition, the discussion between the Indian and Pakistani youth would
fixed and unilateral

reflect a rigid,

meaning of partition without any consideration of the view of what

means

to the 'other's' collective. In the stage

would

reveal an awareness of what partition

of personalization,

means

it

their conversations

to the 'other's" collective. In the next

stage of self-reflection the discussions are reflective of an awareness of the 'other's'

collective's feelings, wishes

and motivations about

partition.

And

lastly, in the final

stage

of contextualization, the discussion demonstrates their awareness of the influence of the
social, political

and

cultural context

on the

'other's' collective's perspectives

behavior around the issue of partition. (See table Appendix

III)

and
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The Relational Cultural Theory

In this section

Theory (RCT).
guided by

its

I

will explicate

some core elements of the

Relational-Cultural

My choice of the RCT as a relevant framework for my research was

emphasis on relational growth and connectedness, a central theme of

exploration in

my

RCT will

research.

me

help

explore the possibilities of relational

growth and connectedness between the Indian and Pakistani youth, around a collective

memory of mass

violence.

Relational-Cultural Theory

clinical practice as

relates to

it

and the Stone Center

at

women.

It

is

women

is at

grounded

in

developmental psychology and

has been developed by the Jean Baker Miller

MA.

Wellesley College,

trying to better understand

development. Mutuality

(RCT)

was conceptualized

It

and give voice

to

the core of this theory.

women's

in the spirit

of

special paths of

"Movement toward mutuality

lies at

the heart of relational development. Rather than viewing people as primarily motivated

by a need

for self-sufficiency

acknowledges our deep need

The theory suggests

that all

and personal

gratification, a relational perspective

to establish connections with other people" (Jordan, 1991

"growth occurs

in connection, that all

).

people yearn for

connection, and that growth-fostering relationships are created through mutual empathy

and mutual empowerment" (Jordan
Mutual empathy

is

& Hartling, 2002).

defined as a process

".

.

.

when two people

in a context of interest in the other, emotional availability

relate to

one another

and responsiveness; cognitive

appreciation of the wholeness of the others; the intent to understand" (Jordan, 1986).
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In the

words of Miller and Stiver

"A joining

47

it is,

together based on the authentic thoughts and feelings of all participants

in the relationship. ..where
.

each person can receive and then respond to the

feelings and thoughts of the other, each is able to enlarge both her own feelings
and thoughts and the thoughts and the feelings of the other person." Miller &
Stiver, 1997, p.29

Simultaneously, each person enlarges the relationship and

empowered. The

ability to participate in

as "relational competence."

It

is

is

mutually

such growth-enhancing relationships

the ability to

"move" someone

emotional, cognitive, and behavioral realm (Jordan, 2004).

It

is

termed

or a relationship in the

asks:

D oes the

interaction

have value for both (or more) people and the relationship? Does the relationship expand,
grow, and become more mutually empowering as well as contribute to the movement and

growth of others beyond

this

immediate relationship? To explore

connection and healing in the interactions on partition,

among

possibilities

of

the Indian and Pakistani

youth, these questions are relevant.

Another aspect of the theory

Images" (CFs) and "Relational images"
societies put

group, what

on
is

their

members

is

members of the in-group and

not in that society etc.

The

are the individual inner constructions of relationships (Miller

constructed in the immediate interactions in our lives.

reflects

an ability to change Rl's or construct

new

become

rigid

and represent the CI's

An

ones.

controlling images (CI's) exert a powerful influence

Rl's

"Controlling

images or CI's are those

(Rl's). Controlling

that determine the

acceptable and what

my study is that of,

that is related to

& Stiver,

However,

images or Rl's

growth

in societies

relational

the out-

1995, 97). RIs are

ideal situation of

on the

(ibid). In the

relational

that

images

where

(Rl's) the

case of the India-Pakistan conflict

both societies have strong controlling images (CI's) that enforce the

enemy image of the
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Relational images (RI's) in this case are the individual inner constructions of

'other.'

relationships that the Indian and Pakistani youth

me

other. This leads

to

make of in

their interactions with

ask the following questions relevant to

my

study:

What

are

each

some

of the controlling images (CFs) and relational images (RFs) that both the Indian and the
Pakistani youth carry?

new

And do

they have the ability to change their

one's that can challenge the

CFs of their

Growth-enhancing relationships

RFs and

construct

respective societies?

in Relational Cultural theory

(RCT)

are

characterized by" mutual respect, honesty, understanding, and recognition; they engender
the capacity for caring, a sense of courage, and the ability to act. In mutual connection

can elaborate on our particularity but also
separate self" (Jordan, J.V. 1991)

(or all)

a

way of relating,

of the people involved are participating as

The process involves both

1997, p. 43).

other.

It is

move beyond our

There

is

we

sense of a unique and

a shared activity in

fully as possible (Miller

which each

& Stiver,

affecting the other and being affected

by the

a connection to similarities and an appreciation of difference.

Disconnections are an inevitable part of this process. Relational Cultural theory

(RCT)
is

also recognizes the possibility of chronic disconnects

where the

relational context

not mutual or growth-enhancing, resulting in an impasse as in the case of the India-

Pakistan conflict.

humans,

e.g.

It

also recognizes that trauma particularly those caused

by other

sexual victimization, war, or physical violence, creates major disruptions in

our experience of relatedness and thus threatens our capacity for resilience.
trauma,

we

cling to those patterns that

we

are familiar with.

We tend to be

When

in

inflexible,

stuck and bound to repetition. Little can be learned in such a dynamic (Jordan, 2004,

p. 37).

The 1947

partition

between India and Pakistan was an event of collective trauma
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for both sides; a

there

trauma that has been passed down generations. In such a relationship,

objectitication

is
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of the

'other.'

"Objectification of others emphasizes their difference from self; ultimately their
intrinsic value as

human

beings similar to oneself becomes obscured, as an

instrumental distancing attitude takes hold.

over just as

we dehumanize

the

enemy

We dehumanize those we have power

in a war, so that

empathic concern does not

interfere with our ability to disregard, injure, or destroy the other, either

physically or psychologically." (Jordan. J.V. 1991

In a relationship

where there

is

There

is

movement

in

It

p3)

lack of movement, there

discormection. Connecting through this impasse

ways of reconnecting.

,

demands

calls for "relational resilience" in

is

an impasse; a sense of

a ''relational awareness" of

an openness to reconnect.

and out of cormections, affirming the value of connections (Jordan,

2004). In this relational dynamic there

is

"hope

relationships from the past and the creation

for defusing devaluing transferential

of growth-enhancing ones

in the future. In the

process of talking about the disconnections, the group can get back on track and

experience reconnection

(ibid).

This focus on the relational dynamic which involves an

interactive process of mutual learning

of particular relevance for
the

my

and mutual growth

study, specifically because there has been trauma

two groups and an impasse of relationship.

these

in Relational Cultural theory is

two conflicting groups can demonstrate

My

between

study explores whether the youth from

"relational resilience" for each other

by

actively "reaching out, trying to understand, responding to another person's experience,

or be

moved by

another's feelings and thoughts" (Surrey, 1990, p, 2-3)

Recognition of difference which

is

another element of mutuality.

human sameness. "Empathy

It

is critical

in this interaction across conflict lines

challenges the assumption that empathy

is

grounded

across difference," in the Relational Cultural theory

considered one of the most compelling paths to personal and relational growth.

is

in
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"While some mutual empathy involves an acknowledgement of sameness in the
other, an appreciation of the differentness of the other's experience is also vital.
The movement towards the other's differentness is actually central to growth in
relationship and also can provide a powerful sense of validation for both people.
Growth occurs because as I stretch to match or understand your experience,
something new is acknowledged or grows in me." (Jordan, 1986)

Both people are transformed

in this process

empathy and concern can flow both ways,
transcendence of the

self,

it

of mutual empowerment.

When

affirms the self and encourages a

"a sense of the self as part of a larger relational unit." (Jordan,

J.V. 1987, p.l; 1991)'

In Relational Cultural theory, mutual relationships are the source of healing and

growth. The healing comes from a "resonance" with others; in experiencing one's pain

and the other's within a healing connection. Resonance has appeared
the Stone Center Relational model, Gilligan and colleagues

groups (Alonso

&

Swiller, 1993).

Empathy, as explicated
1987, 1989, 1990).
to feel resonance

in

RCT,

The question

and empathy

It is

has

an

its

ability to

theory

studies

on

on

respond to another (Jordan, 2004).

roots in the capacity for resonance (Jordan, 1984,

"enemy

my

other,' especially

of mass collective violence, where each side has suffered

An

work ( 1991 ) and

that this raises in relation to

for the

in other literature

at the

study,

is:

Is

it

possible

around a historical event

hands of the

'other.'

underlying assumption in the relational dynamic in the Relational Cultural

(RCT)

that is

of particular relevance to

essential element of mutuality

"growth-promoting conflict"

is

an

ability to

calls for

my work is

engage

its

approach to

in conflicts. This

engage

An

engagement with

honoring the connections as well as the divergent

needs of those in conflict (Jordan, 1990, 1991; Miller, 1976,). Mutuality
this capacity to

conflict.

in conflicts (Jordan, J.V, 1991).

is at risk

without
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Jordan articulates four paradoxes

which

directly resonate with

and Pakistani youth. These
a.

The

basic paradox-

what

I

in the Relational Cultural

theory (Jordan. 2004),

have observed in the interactions between the Indian

are:

A simultaneous yearning for connection, on the one hand, and

the need to maintain strategies for disconnection

b.

5

The paradox of similarity and

diversity-

on the

other.

A tension between connections around

universal feelings and the fears of feeling isolated because of the differences.

c.

Sharing disconnection leads to
relational

group.

feel

dynamic of groups

When

is

new

Connection:

An

component

essential

in the

a need to discuss issues of disconnections in the

people begin to discuss feelings of disconnection others in the group

comfortable to do the same resulting in a sense of connection around these

experiences.

Conflict in Connection: Confronting prejudices and engaging in conflicts

is

essential to building connections.

There are studies conducted using the Relational Cultural framework that address
issues of conflict and diversity in terms of race and culture

Garcia Coll, Nobles
experience of adult

of inquiry

is

& Surrey,

1993; Ayvazian

women as members

& Tatum,

(

Cannor

1994).

& Heyward,

The

studies

1992;

draw on the

of different race and cultural groups. The subject

an interpersonal dialogue between the

interpersonal relationship between them.

The

women and the

focus

is

the

studies explore the possibilities of

connection and disconnection in interracial relationships and suggest a need for mutually
empathetic relationships.
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I

am

interaction

extending this inquiry of connections and disconnections to a group

between youth, both boys and

girls,

who

are

members of two

groups and whose self is deeply rooted in the "collective self."
Personal Meaning framework,
relational collective self

collective.
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It

The

I

As

conflicting

in the case

of the

have extended the definition of the "relational self

to

relational collective self is in active relationship with their

moves within and between

multiple relationships.

The process of interaction

takes place between the relational collective self and the relational collective other. This

process

is

a dynamic discursive interaction between two groups and not an interaction

between two individuals. (See diagrams Appendix

II

A. IIB and IIC).

Further, as mentioned earlier the focus of Relational Cultural theory has been

women's psychological development and psychotherapy. While
Relational Cultural

relationships,

question that

women

in the

it

is

Model has made

it

possible to extend

it

the flexibility of the

to other

domains of

also raises questions in terms of the boundaries of this framework.

relevant to consider in light of the study

model allow

mixed gender groups?

it

to be

is:

Does

A

the gender focus on

extended to similar relational dynamics between

on
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A Few Words on Dialogue
Dialogue
explored

emerge

the center of the interaction between the India and Pakistani youth,

is at

Therefore,

in this study.

it is

important to review some of the core elements that

on dialogue and how these connect

in the literature

Indian and Pakistani youth. Dialogues have been used in

element

in building bridges

aspects of dialogue as

it

among

many

peoples. In this section

relates to this study,

to the dialogue

I

drawing from

conflicts as

between the
an important

will explore the different

critical

theory (Freire, 1970,

1993, 1998a. 1998b; Habbermas 1990), discourse (Billig, 1996; Haste, 1993, 2004;

Tannen, 1994), Care theory (Noddings, 2003, 2005) and Martin Burber's philosophy of
dialogue (1958, 1970, and 1996).

Dialogue as Critical Reflection and Action: The view of dialogue as
reflection

and action

is

crucial to

from conscientization, which
(Freire, 1970, 1993,

(Freire, 1998a, p. 70)

&

working with groups

is at

in conflict.

the heart of Paulo Freire's

critical

This approach draws

pedagogy of liberation

1998a). "Dialogue" according to Freire, "is an act of creation."

The

intent is to transform the realities

of inequalities existing

in the

social context of those participating in the dialogue. For this to happen, Freire, lists five

elements which are crucial; love, as a commitment to others and to the world
humility,

which

together;

/a///7 in

is

reflective

dialogue. This

of embracing different view points and a process of learning

humanity's ability to critically challenge

create and transform

hope

them towards
is

at large;

liberation for

all;

realities

of oppression and

hope without which there can be no

not a passive wait for change to happen, but an active engagement
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with a belief that change

is

embedded

in the action itself; critical thinking

which

constantly challenges realities of dehumanization and takes action to change

A

deliberate

and an intentional consciousness permeate

One

thing that

is

p.71-73).
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it

(ibid,

true dialogue.

notable to mention about Freire's understanding of dialogue

is

the integration of both rational and emotional aspects. In his words, "Consciousness

about the world, which implies consciousness about myself in the world, with
others,

which

also implies our ability to realize the

to a rationalistic experience. This consciousness

desires;

my

is

world to understand

it,

is

it

and

not limited

a totality- reason, feelings, emotions,

body, conscious of the world and myself, seizes the world toward which

has an intention." (Freire,

1

998b,

p.

94)

Dialogue as Rational Argument: Habermas, another

view on dialogue also relevant

to this study.

critical theorist presents a

Habermas views dialogue

contrast to Freire, he emphasizes dialogue as a rational exchange

participating in

it

it

(Habermas; 1990); a

rationality that is

as argument. In

between those

guided by an understanding of

universal moral values. In Habermas's interpretation, participants in dialogues

manifest a logical reasoning and be able to resist any

move

must

that takes the process

away

from a logical conversation. This approach views dialogue as a rational exchange

between two or more participants, where multiple views are put forth and strength of
each argument assessed by the "competent" group. Meaning

is

constructed based on a

consensus, through discursive processes between multiple rational perspectives.

The

call for a discursive,

perspectives in this approach

spirited

argument around

is

argumentative process and the inclusion of multiple

relevant to

issues. This

my

exploration, of both groups engaging in a

view also claims

that in

such an engagement there
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an awareness of universal moral principles, of respect and acknowledgement of

difference.

However, the over emphasis on

consensus, are problematic

when

argument and the need

applied to a context of conflict.

for any personal or emotional assertions,

no space

rational

for contradictory histories.

no place

These are

does not leave room

for personal stories or narratives

central to

all

It

to reach

and

any discussion, on long term

protracted contlicts. Further in a conflict situation, even if there

is

an awareness of the so

called "universal" moral principle, the rationality guiding the dialogue is the rationality of

the social context of the respective groups.

other; so the issue

What

is

rational to one, is irrational to the

might never get resolved.

Billig presents another

view of dialogue

that addresses this

gap

(Billig, 1996).

He

draws on Habermas's ethics of discourse. However, he presents dialogue as a way of

maneuvering between

different realities.

The question then

being able to negotiate between different realities

Dialogue according

to Billig is a controversy or

any phenomenon, each side challenging the

is

not building consensus, but

(Billig, 1996; Haste,

1993; 2004).

an argument where there are two sides to

other.

Meaning

is

derived from relationships

and outward dialogue rather than through internal structures of the mind.

It is

a discursive

process embedded in a social context. The social context and the social discourse in

which an individual
silences

(

is

engaged

in,

plays in to participants' exchange of arguments and

Haste, 1993; 2004; Tannen, 1986, 1994). In these processes, different

ways of

persuading, resisting or challenging the other side are adopted, to reveal alternative ways

of seeing the issue
this

to

in question.

argument. The focus

engage

in the

is

Dialogue

is

argumentative and meaning

is

derived from

not on reaching consensus based on a stronger argument, but

argument, as a

way

to negotiate

meaning, identity and place

in conflicted
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social worlds. This is

of particular relevance

conflicting groups negotiate

of a

interpretations

to

my

inquiry, of how youth

historical event.

the critical theory and

is

important to

(Noddings, 2002). Dialogue

is

is

my inquiry

a "fundamental

share and listen. There

"A

is

is

It

that extends

from

based on the ethics of care

component of the care model"

centered on a topic which as the dialogue proceeds

depending upon the need of the participants.

interaction.

from two

between multiple meanings and contradictory narratives and

Dialogue as Compassion and Care: Another view of dialogue

True dialogue
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may

(ibid, p. 16).

change,

remains open ended, where both sides

a mutual responsiveness and attentiveness to each other, in the

participant

may pause

to explore, to express concern, to

to

remind the other of her strengths, to reminisce,

have a good laugh, or otherwise to connect with the

other as cared-for. Dialogue, thus, always involves attention to the other participant, not

just to the topic under discussion." (ibid, p.

Under
and the

other.

1

7)

the care model, dialogue encourages, thought

It

and reflection about oneself

models a safe environment where a deeper sharing and understanding

between the participants becomes possible. This dialogue moves away from what

Noddings

calls the

"war model" of dialogue. The goal of the dialogue

is

not to win an

argument, but to build a connection that transcends the differences between the
participants.

'The point of coming together

persuade opponents that our

own position

is

in true

dialogue

is

not always or only to

better justified logically

theirs. ...the point is to create or restore relations in

and ethically than

which natural caring

will guide future

discussion and protect participants from inflicting and suffering pain." (ibid, p. 18)
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The elements of true dialogue
effective dialogue process.

stated in the care

The question

this raises

is:

model

What

is
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are fundamental to any

the process that enables

reaching a level of dialogue in a context of conflict, where these principles are mutually
respected and honored by

all

participants? Is

it

possible to have such a dialogue process

on an issue of collective violence between individuals from two conflicting groups (India
and Pakistan)? This question

is

central to

Dialogue as "I-You" and

up a unique perspective

"I-It":

my research.
Martin Buber's thoughts on dialogue also bring

to dialogue that applies to

my research.

His philosophy of

dialogue has been powerfully expressed in his work I and Thou (1958, 1970, and 1996).

Buber uses an
different

present.

interesting

ways we

The

"I

—

and unique,

relate to the world.

It"

—

It"

"I

is

—Thou" dynamic
relationship

is

to contrast

direct,

mutual and

a subject-object relationship, in which one

and non-mutually.

For Burber, "All actual

make

and

The "I-Thou"

relationship in contrast

relates to the other only indirectly

organized to

"I

life is encounter.... These

the world, but each

is

meetings are not

a sign of the world-order.

They

are not

linked up with one another, but each assures you of your solidarity with the
world.... The

continually

world which appears to you

new

in this

appearance; you cannot hold

it

way
to

its

is

unreliable, for

it

takes

word.. .It comes, and

on a

it

comes to bring you out; if it does not reach you, meet you, then it vanishes; but it
comes back in another form... .You cannot make yourself understood with others
concerning it, you are alone with it. But it teaches you to meet others, and to hold
your ground when you meet them. Through the graciousness of its coming and
solemn sadness of its goings, it leads you away to the Thou in which the parallel
lines of relations meet. It does not help to sustain you in life; it only helps you to
glimpse eternity"

(ibid, 1996, p. 62).

—Thou" have had great influence on
defining the dynamics of human
representative of
His — Thou" formulation
open and honest relationships and dialogues. The —
on the other hand
Burber' s formulation of "I

—

It"

and

relations.

"I

"I

respectful,

synonymous with

is

"I

relationships based

on

objectifying.

is

It"

The movement between

the

two

is
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suggestive of the potential of change in every exchange. Further, the interdependence of

relationships that the "I

conflicting groups.

It

—Thou" symbolizes

is

crucial in

demonstrate

fundamental

to

working with the

implies that just as the conflicting groups have needed each other to

sustain conflict they need each other to

difference and the

is

embrace of a

my own research,

make

common humanity

of exploring

this ability in their

peace. Also, the stance of respect for

if

—Thou" dynamic

illustrated in the "I

youth from conflicting groups can

dialogue with each other, about a historical event of mass

collective violence.

Buber's understanding of dialogue recognizing the interdependence of life;
the

I

be the

to

I

needs the context of "I

where there

(Ikeda, D). For Burber, dialogue is

sharing between

and the

human

spiritual world.

—Thou" and the

beings, or between

is

I

must

exist for the

Thou

i.e.

to

for

be

an open and authentic presence and

human

being and nature and

human

beings

This kind of relationship accepts the tension of difference.

It

does

not seek to create a sameness but works towards fostering authenticity and genuineness,

by recognizing the other as different and mutually respecting

between the
space

is

"I-It"

and the "l-Thou"

a gracious

moment

is

'T

—

it

It,"

possible for these

that cannot

be willed. However,

moments of grace

to

"I

"I

—

It"

it

and

is in

"I

—Thou," open,

—Thou." Burber recognized
—You.",
— and
It"

honest and mutual relationship can develop.

the deliberate

happen. The danger

but in not returning to the 'i

and forth movement between the

The space

the third dimension in this relationship. This third

meeting with others and keeping the path between

makes

that difference.

the 'T

is

that

that

not in being in the

it

was

in the

that the third space

back

of an
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There are studies documenting these elements of dialogue between adults from
conflicting groups.

Some

well

known examples

are the

One by One dialogue

between descendants of the Holocaust and descendents of the
and the encounters between the victims and the perpetrators

commission
that

in

third

Reich

in truth

(

process

Bar-On, 2000)

and reconciliation

South Africa (Gobodo-Madikizela, 2002). However, there are few studies

document dialogue processes between youth from conflicting groups. One such study

which has relevance

for

my work is a study

Palestinian psychologists

who

conducted by a group of Israeli and

explored the effect of a process of thirteen weekly

dialogue sessions on the identity and relationships between
students (Maoz,

I.,

Steinberg. S., Bar-On, D.,

Israeli

& Fakhereldeen,

Jewish and Palestinian

M., 2002). Reporting on

the analysis they write,

"The

dialogical

moment

(Holquist, 1990: Levinas, 1990),

the sides that breaks

down

in

which a new understanding of the other

seems

to

emerge from a

is

direct confrontation

reached

between

the 'double-wall' of dichotomous monolithic constructions.

However, confrontation alone can lead

to escalation

of conflict and an increasing of

misunderstanding. The process that evolved between Nasser and Avner shows the

importance of two elements

in

friendship with an outgroup

member

to confront

combination

(p.

achieving empathy toward an outgroup:

(Pettigrew, 1998), together with the ability directly

members of the outgroup and

perspectives"

in

to express

disagreement or difference in

956-57)."

"In such a dialectical process, the lack of mutual understanding and the extent of

the lack of acceptance

visible to both sides.

between the two

The

parties then

parties

have

have to

to find a

first

way

become

to connect

clearly stated

and relate

to

and

each
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other by developing

(p.

more complex constructions of their own

identity

60

and of the other's

957)."

The
imply that

relationship building between the

difficult issues

need

to

two conflicting groups does not

in

any way

be avoided or that to build friendships one needs to

avoid bringing in the confrontational issues. Striving to forge a friendship with the
conflicting group

embracing
solid

it.

may become

According

a

way of avoiding

the suffering and pain of the other, not

to the study, confrontation

ground for commitments

and friendship together can provide a

to sustain relationships across conflicting lines. In

my

observations of the Indian and Pakistani youth's interactions, this dynamic of

simultaneously confronting the other and

at the

same time building friendships with each

other across the conflict lines has always been alive. (Chhabra

& Asghar, 2003).

I

will

explore this dynamic of confrontations and friendships, in their interactions on partition

with each other. This will help

me examine their relationship

to

each other around

this

issue.

The Inner Dialogue: Another important element of dialogue

that deserves

attention in relation to this study is "inner dialogue" (Galtung and Ikeda, 1995, p. xi).

Outer dialogue,

i.e.

dialogue with another person

is

important in breaking through any

deadlocks. However, without an inner dialogue that examines one's

own assumptions and

prejudices about the issue and about the other, an outer dialogue could only aggravate the

situation (ibid).

An

inner dialogue that remains only internal and

peace and coexistence

is

inner and outer dialogue.

the other.

an egoistic dialogue

It is

(ibid).

is

not used towards

Thus, true dialogue entails both an

a process that has a potential of transforming both self and
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"Genuine dialogue is a process that transforms both yourself and the other person.
It is an effort to summon forth the most positive, moral qualities that exist in the
depths of the human being. It is a profound spiritual undertaking that involves
committed engagement and exchange between two souls" (Ikeda, 2002)13
In the interactions

when

dialogue

between the Indian and Pakistani youth, what

they converse on the issue of partition?

and assumptions about each other?

Do

me

their inner

they question their prejudices

How does their inner dialogue

dialogue? Exploring these questions will enable

is

influence their outer

to look at possibilities in their

dialogues, if any, of sustaining relationships that foster healing between them. In the next

chapter,

I

will present the

methodology of Participatory Action Research used

the questions identified in the study.

http://www.sqi.orq/enqlish/President/interviews/emzin.htm

to explore
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Chapter Two: Methodology - An Epistemological
Encircling

A JOURNEY OF RESEARCH AND PRACTICE
"By taking an epistemological distance from the object, I proceed to approach it by
encircling it. Taking epistemological distance means taking the object in hand in order
get to

know

it,

in

my epistemological encircling of it I seek to

reasons for being in order to appropriate

its

to

decipher some of its
"

substantivenss better.

(Freire, 1998, p. 93)

Knowing through
My search

for a methodological

worldview informed by

Participatory Action

approach has been influenced by a holistic

my practice of Buddhism

.

This worldview sees

life

as

interdependent and interconnected; embracing the mental, emotional and spiritual

experiences of human

life in

being, participating, relating and connecting with each other

and with the larger cosmos of which we are

all

a

part.

My passion

for fully participating

and uniting the knowing and doing towards creating a peaceful world has been another
influencing factor guiding

my

different research approaches,

knowing and doing

search for a research methodology. After exploring

I

found resonance with

in Participatory

Participatory Action Research that

1

I

this holistic

Action Research (PAR).

I

way of connected

realized in reading about

had been actually employing elements of PAR since

999, without being aware of it
Participatory Action Research

is

a relatively

new methodology among

the existing

research methodologies representing multiple voices and perspectives. Reason and
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Action Research (2001

).

in
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an extensive and impressive volume on

They define Participatory Action Research

as, "...a participatory,

democratic process concerned with developing practical knowing in the pursuit of

worthwhile human purposes, grounded

emerging

moment.

at this historical

It

in a participatory

their

communities."

(ibid, p.

human body, mind and

Bradbury, 2001 p2.).
,

commitment

is

more generally

the flourishing of individual persons and

1

spirit in the

human

flourishing and calls for a

and democratic research. Participatory Action Research

a diversity of voices and theories.

PAR are varied pragmatic

state is". ..to liberate

search for a better, freer world" (Reason and

guided by a concern for

to multivocality

(PAR) embraces
for

It is

believe

of practical solutions to issues of

The primary purpose of action research Reason and Bradbury
the

we

brings together action and reflection, theory and

practice, in participation with others, in the pursuit

pressing concern to people, and

worldview, which

The

theoretical sources

of inspiration

philosophy, critical thinking, humanistic and transpersonal

psychology, constructivist thought, systems thinking and complexity thinking. This
diversity

of sources

is

reflected in the different areas that

PAR has taken root.

These areas

range from practices which enhance inquiry about intensely practical concerns such as
the preservation of local fisheries to experiences of non-ordinary realities.

PAR has
social

been adopted across disciplines,

intent

that

human

(ibid, p.3-4).

behind the study was to find alternatives to responding with violence

between communities

methodology

a discipline,

in education, healthcare, social-work,

and psychological and transpersonal sciences

The

As

that are torn apart

by a violent

would provide me with

history.

I

had

to find a research

the flexibility to consider the exploration of
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possibilities for social change, hope,

the struggle for a

more

just

with the tools to consider
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humanism and empowerment while acknowledging

and loving world. Participatory Action Research provided

my own

views on theory.

allowed

It

me

me

to design a multi-vocal

study, drawing from different disciplines and theories and integrate both theory

and

practice.

At the center of Participatory Action Research
the underlying

phenomenon of the cosmos which we

is

inhabit

Bradbury define participatory worldview as "systemic,
but

its

defining characteristic

is

that

separate things but of relationships

that the 'reality'

we

cosmos and human

experience

is

it

is

a participatory understanding of

and co-create. Reason and

holistic, relational, experiential,

participatory: our

which we co-author.

world does not consist or

We participate

in

our world, so

a co-creation that involves the primal giveness of the

feeling and construing" (ibid, p. 6-7).

They draw on an imminent

philosopher of science, Laszlo's comments in relation to the quantum theory, suggesting

that

we

are living in an interconnected

and communicating universe. "Our

reality

emerges through a co-creative dance of the human bodymind and the given
cosmos... Human person are not seen as separate from the cosmos;
are an expression of

world,

is

its

intelligent

and creative force"

we

evolve with

it

and

(ibid. p. 8). Participation in this

thus a fundamental nature of our being, an ontological given (ibid). In keeping

with Participatory Action Research's participatory world view, the youth in the study

have been active participants together with

Honoring

this participatory

me

in the co-creation

worldview introduces a

of knowledge.

shift in the

conceptualizing of

research and knowledge (Thompson, 2005). Reason and Bradbury emphasize Shotter's

use of the verb knowing, rather than the noun knowledge, where knowing

is

not a thing to
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to

be stored
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in journals "but arises in a process

voices of ordinary people in conversation" (ibid,

p. 9.).

They point

of living

in the

to Peter Park's writing

on participatory research where he draws on Freire's (1970) and Habermas's (1972)
traditions, to argue that research

ties,

and

critical

must take an epistemological turn

to include

community

awareness as well as objective understanding as forms of knowledge.

Research then becomes a relational, reflective and a consciousness-raising process that
involves both participation and intuition.

pursuit, but as the

our lives"

It

calls for,

"knowing not just

as an academic

everyday practices of acting in relationship and creating meaning

(ibid, p. 9).

reflection.

It

The study has evolved through a process of ongoing action and

has meant engaging in multiple relationships and multiple meanings.

constantly pushed

in

me to

of partition and forced

deeply question

me

to self-reflect

my
on

It

has

assumptions and understanding of the issue

my relationship with the

another reason that makes Participatory Action Research

(PAR)

'other.'

This

is

a natural choice of

methodology for the study.

The

participatory worldview, adds a political dimension to research,

affirms the rights of people and gives voice to those

which

who have been marginalized and

excluded from existing discourses. This participation in the knowing process can
potentially

empower those engaged

knowledge

(ibid, p. 10).

own

to see their

Research then

is

not merely about being theoretically critical of

means

to

uncover and reveal the potential to

and the collective responsibility we share to make

research locates the practical responses to

spiritual context.

their

it,

existing situations, but a

all life,

power to construct and use

in

that

human problems

flourish, inherent in

happen. This view of

in its necessary wider,
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"If humanity can be seen a 'nature rendered self-conscious', as

(1991

and humans are a part of the cosmos capable of self-awareness and

:3 13),

reflection

Bookchin suggests

(Swimme,

1984), then

human

can be celebrated; as Skolimowski puts

inquiry

it,

is

a

we need

way through which human

to take the

existence " [emphasis

my reasons

for

my own],

my

is

The

integration of the spiritual realm in

passion for creating a holistic research. This further strengthened

working with Participatory Action Research.
methodologies for

this study

I

have attempted

respond to the five main features of Participatory Action Research as

and Bradbury (2001). These

p.2).

are: 1)

human

interest.

The

human

flourishing

.

It is

conflicts

knowledge

conflicting boundaries directly relates to the

issue of relationship with the 'other'

and differences with the

(ibid,

this study addresses

an issue

that is

not an issue to be explored merely for academic

regards to India and Pakistan but the world

by

by Reason

flourishing, 2) practical issues, 3)

concern for peace. In seeking alternatives to violence
to

listed

to

emergent developmental form, and, 5) participation and democracy

The focus on connecting youth across

of critical

a

an expression of the beauty andjoy of active

(ibid. p. 11)

In designing the research

in action, 4) an

is

a celebration of the flowering of humanity and of the co-creating

cosmos, and as part of a sacred science

research, speaks to

presence

courage to imagine and

reach for the fullest capabilities. Thus the practical inquiry of human persons
spiritual expression,

self-

is

at large

a practical issue not only with

where we are surrounded

'other.' In the act

of participating

sessions and workshops between the India and Pakistani youth,

I

am

at all levels

in the dialogue

constantly co-

creating knowledge in action with them. In allowing the voices of the youth to emerge

am

I

including those voices that have been marginalized from the main stream discourse.
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In doing this,

I

am

Action Research.
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honoring the participalory and democratic feature of Participatory

New aclions and reflections

are constantly emerging in the process of

these ongoing interactions. In designing the research methodologies for this study

1

have

attempted to consciously respond to these five features of Participatory Action Research

(PAR)

Multi-method Approach
I

use a multi-method approach, also referred to as triangidation (Denzin, 1989;

Flick, 1998). Literature

on focus groups, interviewing and narrative also informed the

design of the research methodology. This includes participant observation of group
processes, interviews and personal narrative.

guided by the

way

the practice and research

The choice of different methods has been

were evolving. In

of research and practice, the use of multi-methods enhanced
understand better
these

how and what meanings these

methods complimented the

Focus Group:

In the

this

my

ever changing process

opportunity to

youth construct of partition. Each of

other.

ongoing dialogue sessions between the Indian and Pakistani

youth, the participants themselves decided to have conversations on the issue of partition.

This directly related to
focus group

is

my

research in exploring their interpretations of the event. "The

a collectivist rather than an individualistic research

the multi-vocality of participants' attitudes, experiences,

836) Focus groups can be used to

elicit the participants'

well as to observe collective and social

human

method

that focuses

and belief."(Madriz, 2000,

on

p.

responses to a particular topic as

interactions (Madriz, ibid.; Berg, 1998).
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hence worked as focus groups where there was

sharing of different views on the topic.

Unlike Participatory Action Research, the emphasis of focus groups

on issues of social change, but the methodology has been applied
on marginalized groups

to studies

(ibid).

Madriz argues

may

not be

and

to feminist studies

that besides being a data

gathering technique in the group sharing of perspectives, focus groups could also serve as

consciousness raising processes (Madriz, 1998. 2000). Focus groups usually
together around a

common

Thompson

experience.

come

in her exploratory research

with a

focus group of community builders around the issue of compassion, found this very

helpful as

it

2005). This

allowed the focus of her study to emerge from the data

was

true for

my

study too.

It

was

in fact in the analysis

itself

of one of my

observations of their group interactions with each other in 2001, that

significant

themes

happened, and

in their conversations

why

partition

on

how partition happened

power of sharing personal
'other,'

was a

analysis,

observed

I

found two

These were related to

my exploratory process. The

happened framed the discussion around the

struck by the difference that

I

how partition

I

set the

political

and

why

historical narrative

partition

and the

frame on the personal narrative of partition.

was seeing

in their

2005,

1

I

was

responses to each of these themes The
.

stories of collective trauma, as a

significant learning for

first,

me from this

study.

way of connecting with

To

further

expand on

took this learning back to the field and in the following sessions that

in

earlier

happened. These two themes became the comer stone of my

study and provided the framework for

second,

partition.

(Thompson,

the

my
I

introduced the two themes in the dialogue on partition. The

participants' responses to these

two themes

further

enhanced

my data and

the analysis.
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Interviewing: If knowing "arises in a process of living in the voices of ordinary

people

in

conversation." (Reason and Bradbury, 2001,

p. 9)

then

it

becomes important

to

hold individual conversations in this process of knowing. Interviewing can be one the

most powerful ways

to understand

observation of group process,
Indian and Pakistani youth.

me

beings (Fontana and Frey, 2000). Besides the

also conducted individual interviews with

wanted

to

some of the

understand not only their experience of

at

camp

explore, but also, what their experience of this interaction meant to

them

interacting with each other

helped

I

I

human

on the issue of partition, which the observations

talking about in-depth interviewing,

effort to bring the voice

Gubrium and Holstein

present

it

.

In

as a collaborative

of the participant to the center stage of the shared concern

(Gubrium and Holstein, 2003). Interviewing, they say
but a part and parcel of everyday

life, "it is at

could possibly be as individuals"

(ibid, p. 29).

not merely a research procedure,

is

the heart of what

The

we have become and

collaborative, interactional

and

conversational style of interviewing echoes the participatory spirit of Participatory Action

Research.

process,

35).

It

It

upholds communicative equality and interdependence in the interview

where meanings are jointly constructed between researcher and participant

was

this

form of interviewing

that

I

felt at

home with and

it

influenced the

(ibid,

way

I

conducted the interviews.

The

intent

was

to gather reflections

on

the issue

of partition from Indian and

Pakistani youth reflecting their individualized experience of their interactions with each

other at camp. This would not have been possible in the coexistence sessions.

is

The camp

structured with activities, games, meal times, coexistence sessions etc around a very

tight schedule.

The coexistence sessions have a dialogue

structure

and time frame of two
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hours for each session. The content of these sessions are planned by the facilitators
together with the participants. Within this limited time frame,

it

was not possible

me

for

to interview the participants.

was important

It

their interaction with

this inquiry.

1

how

that took in

partition that tool place in 2002, 03

who

recurring themes in

all

In the academic world, there

is

I

on

my

My personal narrative
is

had missed out

1

to

some of the

.

It

also helped

me

confirm

core themes of why partition

2001 observations.

is

another relevant piece of the data.

usually a skepticism expressed around the personal, and a

offered to model based studies that are conducted with objectivity. In

the process, as Lederach says,

'The disservice

is this:

we do

a disservice to ourselves.

When we

attempt to eliminate the personal,

we

of ourselves, our deeper intuition and the source of our understandingare and

It

had missed, and some possible

my analysis around the two

partition happened, based

Personal Narrative:

higher validity

and 04. Talking

the sessions on partition since 2001

general findings in

happened and how

2001 and 2005.

to

participated in these sessions filled the gap in the data.

a glimpse of the content of the sessions

some of the

the youth understand and interpret

each other. The individual interviews contributed significantly

Indian and Pakistani youth

me

to understand

had observed partition session

on the sessions on

gave

me

for

how we

are in the world. In so doing

we

lose sight

who we

arrive at a paradoxical

We believe in the knowledge we generate but not in the inherently
messy and personal process by which we acquired it." (Lederach, 2005, viii).

destination:

In sharing

my

personal narrative,

Clinchy, Golderberger, and Tarule

Knowing

who

I

draw from and am

in their

(1986), talk about constructivist

in kinship with

ground breaking work.

women as

Belenky,

Women 's Ways of

follows:

"Constructivists seek to stretch the outer boundaries of their consciousness- by

making

the unconscious conscious, by consulting and listening to the self, by

voicing the unsaid, by listening to others and staying alert to

all

the currents and
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new poem

undercurrents of life about them, by imagining themselves inside the

person or idea that they want to

come

to

know and

thinking as constructivists, connected knowing

understand. ...Among

or

women

not simply an ''objective"'

is

way of weaving their passions and intellectual life into some
women, at least, once they include the self, they use
connected "passionate"' knowing as the predominant mode for understanding,
procedure but a

recognizable whole. For

knowing had been

regardless of whether separate or connected procedures for

emphasized

in the

pasf

The use of personal
this topic

and

my

"

141-142).

(p.

narrative has been guided

.

the youth

on the issue of partition,

Through these
conflicts,

my

My own

long engagement with this work.

connected to the issue of partition Through

this process

have been

1

reflective conversations

I

my

by

family history

in constant conversation

have become aware of my

my readers and

compassion and promote dialogue" among them

in

is

deeply

of exploring the perspectives of

growth, choices and values. In sharing these,

meaningful communication with

personal connection with

I

with myself.

vulnerabilities,

believe

I

my

can engage in a

Bochner's words, ''encourage

(Ellis

&

Bochner, 2000,

p, 748.)

The Process
Since 2001 until the present,

Program, where
then,

I

I

was asked

have traveled

we make

to

I

to advice

Maine with

have been connected to the Seeds of Peace
on the India-Pakistan project. Every year, since

my colleague

Anila,

who

is

from Pakistan. Together

a presentation for the camp counselors about the India-Pakistan conflict,

meet the Indian and Pakistani seeds
Seeds of Peace Camp)

who

are attending

dialogue sessions. At the end of the
the seeds, sharing with

(this is the

camp

term used for the youth

camp and sometimes
session,

sit

we also make

them our own journey of our work

in

who

we

attend the

and observe

their

a joint presentation for

together.

Even though we

are
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we have come

a part of the set up. In the initial years (2001 and 2002),

when

to

be recognized as

between the

the borders

two countries were closed, we also conducted some online dialogue sessions between the
Indian and Pakistani seeds

who

In 2003, the borders

invited

between the two countries were

by the Seeds of Peace

Pakistan for a

home

returned back to their

to

accompany

countries on these visits.

Through these

I

I

visits

I

this,

who

I

from both
trust

with

coordinate the activities of the

to

meet the parents of the seeds and

interact with them, during social events organized in the region during the

this,

was

every year, the exchange

have established friendship and

have also had the opportunity

programs. In addition to

I

have both worked with the "seeds"

the local coordinators in both India and Pakistan,

"seeds" in the region.

partially opened.

the Indian seeds across the borders to

week long home-stay program. Following

program has taken place, and Anila and

countries after camp.

have been on the email

list

home-stay

of the India-Pakistan seeds net

(an online group on which the Indian and Pakistani seeds can post messages).

Working on

the India-Pakistan conflict has been close to

engaged with the Seeds of Peace program

my

heart.

in different capacities, since

Having been

2001 made the

Seeds of Peace camp and the Indian and Pakistani seeds a natural choice as a subject of

my research
at

inquiry.

I

had build close relationships over the

Seeds of Peace, the local coordinators of the Seeds of Peace,

seeds themselves and their families, even before

me

''*

last

a relatively easy access to the

Seeds

is

a term that

Seeds of Peace camp.

is

used for

all

I

few years with the

in India

staff

and Pakistan, the

started the research process.. This

gave

field.

the youth participants from different countries,

who

participate in the
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took written and informed consent for

gathered, from the participants or their parent's, if they were

(Appendix

VII).

I

the data that

all

below

I

the age of 18 years

also verbally informed the participants before starting the observations

or the interviews. Their verbal consent

was

either recorded or noted.

the facilitators of the dialogue sessions and the

camp

I

also consulted with

counselors as well as the local

coordinators in Pakistan and India, to ensure the willingness of the participants to
participate in this study. This

coercion from

me

was

also

done so the participants do not

or their parents to be a part of this study.

their declining to participate in this study has

feel

They were

no implications on

any pressure or

also informed that

their participation in the

Seeds of Peace program.

The

data of this study draws from

some

general themes from an earlier study

conducted in 2005 (Chhabra, 2005); This earlier study was based on dialogue sessions
that

took place

at

camp and

online in 2001- 02 and that focused

on

issues of partition.

This data was from the essays on partition that the Indian and Pakistani youth from the

2001 cohort group wrote during

on online discussions on

their first coexistence session,

partition

and from

their folio w-up

which took place from, September 2002

to February

2003.

Other sources of data for

and interviews conducted
data;

in

summer of 2005. Two

how partition happened

partition

this study are, observations at the

2005 summer camp;

core etic themes emerged from this

or the historical and political narrative of partition and

happened or the personal narrative of partition. As mentioned

why

earlier the

discussion around these two themes were different, while the discussion on the historical

was argumentative and not

willing to hear the other side; there

was

listening

and
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Was

connecting to the other in the discussion on personal narrative.

unique to

this cohort

group, being the

on

interacting with each other

topic? These were

tlrst

this topic?

some of the questions

this

something

group on Indian and Pakistani youth

How did the other groups respond to the
that

same

guided the next step of gathering data for

the research.

To

further explore the recurrence of these themes,

1

conducted observations of six

coexistence sessions between the Indian and Pakistani participants in the

summer of

2005. These sessions focused on the 1947 partition and were of an hour and half each.

These dialogue sessions,

camp

at

in

Maine were structured

youth from conflicting countries to dialogue on
content of these discussions

maybe guided by

is

to provide a space for the

difficult issues

around the

conflict.

The

usually decided by the youth themselves and sometimes

no more than

the facilitators. There are

1

2 to 15 participants in each

dialogue session, with an equal number from each conflicting group. The sessions at

times become very intense and heated; participants' breakdown or even walk out of the
session.

The

facilitators

of the sessions are

in constant

communication with the camp

counselors around any concerns that might arise with any of the participants.

Before

my presence

and

of an observer.
all

the sessions.

However, due
In

for

me to

began the 2005 observations, the

I

my

role.

I

shared a few words on

sat outside the circle

I

I

facilitators

and a

little

informed the participants of

my research. My primary

away from

role

was

that

the group and took notes for

had taken permission from the group to audio tape the conversations.

to technical

problems

I

was

able to record only

two of the

keeping with the principles of Participatory Action Research
hear and include the voices of the youth themselves about

it

sessions.

was important

how they view their
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partition, with the other side So, in addition to the observations at

on

.

also conducted interviews at the

camp

in

(Pakistan) that

summer. The interviews

The interviews

in

Lahore and

Maine,

at

in

Bombay

(India)

and

I

Lahore

in

camp were conducted with 2005

Bombay were

camp,

participants.

with the participants from the earlier cohort

groups, 2001, 02, 03 and 04 and were conducted during the home-stay program. Initially

I

had planned

logistics

to interview participants

from the 2001 and 2005 cohort groups, due

of obtaining consent from the parents.

parents of the 2005 group.

The 2001

I

participants

had already got consent forms from the

were

all

over the age of 18, so

only need their consent and not their parent's. In the short time that

was not

sure if I

participants

would be able

to

to coordinate this with the parents

from the other cohort groups. With the support of the

I

had

I

would

in the region,

I

of other possible
local

Seeds of Peace

coordinators and the parents of prospective participants from the 2002, 03 and 04,

was

1

able to get the written consent and conduct the interviews. Conducting interviews with
participants from different cohort groups, contributed to a richer and substantive data for

the study.

The interview questions were designed
experience

at

to enable the

youth to reflect on their

camp, of their interactions with the other side on

VIII, for Interview Questions).

I

had

to

partition (See

be extremely creative and flexible

Appendix

in finding the

time to interview as the schedule of these home-stay programs are usually short and
packed. So

my

interviews took place at airports as

we were

our travel to Lahore, on the flights to Lahore and back,

waiting for our flight during

in the hotel lobby,

during meal

times and in the local transport that took us sightseeing. Interviewing in public places

made

it

difficult to record all the interviews,

because of the noise level around, so

I

took
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extensive notes for each.

The interview questions

same two thematic analyses from

earlier research;

For some earlier research in the

past,

I

who

has also been volunteering

this to alleviate perceptions

response of the youth

it

I

how partition happened and why

seems

India and Pakistan

participants

the

at

to be effective.

camp with me

I

had intended

summer of 2005. For

my Pakistani

me of the

Participants:

(my colleague who

to

is

originally from

since 2001

).

We did

do the same; however,

inter-rater reliability (Houser,

my observations and interpretations of the

shared them with

helpful in informing

VIII).

of bias by the participants of both sides and according to the

she was unable to participate in the
T. 1998) to ensure that

were based on the

have conducted informal observations and

interviews together with Anila in 2001 and 2003

Pakistan and
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for these interviews

happened (see Interview Questions- Appendix

partition

biased,

An

colleague.

come from Bombay

was from 14 years

Her feedback on the observations was

accuracy or biases in

The youth who have

to

1

my

observations and interpretations.

participated in the Seeds of Peace

(India)

Syears.

interviews are not

camp from

and Lahore (Pakistan). The age of these

Most of these youth belong

to

middle or

higher middle class families. The Pakistani youth were from schools that are exclusively

for

boys and

Some of the

girls.

Indian girls were from girFs school.

The majority of the

Indian participants were from coed schools.

Among the

Indians, the participants have been predominantly Hindus. There are

other religions too, for example. Christians, Zoroastrians'^ and

minority.

Among the

Pakistani's most of the participants were

Muslims but they

are in a

Muslims with one or two

Christians in each group. All the participants from both India and Pakistan are fluent in

'^

The

religion

of the

Parsis, a religious minority in India.
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English.

Hindi'**

the Pakistanis the

is

.

and

Guajarati

Even though both

participants.

speaking there

different, in

is
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dominant language was Urdu

were the main languages among the Indian

Hindi and the Urdu script

An

the

a similarity in both these

languages and so the Pakistanis understand spoken Hindi and the Indians understand

spoken Urdu.
I

interviewed 20 participants

who have

participated in the Seeds of Peace

since 2001; ten Indians and ten Pakistanis. There were

years.

boy and one

from each

girl

interviewing.

I

spoke

two Indians and two Pakistanis

side,

from each of the cohort groups participated

to the local coordinators in

participants for interviewing.

availability for interviewing

both India and Pakistan in selecting the

The engagement of the

was a

in the

participants in the

program and

in undergraduate programs.

notes,

used. In

The

their

consideration.

All these participants were in High School except those of the 2001 batch

pseudonyms were

One

also maintained an equal representation in terms of gender.

from each of the

I

camp

participants

some cases

I

who

are

were assured of complete anonymity and

taped the interview and in some cases

I

took

depending on the comfort of the participant and the location of the interview.

Besides English, both, the participants and

I

also used Hindi or

Urdu

(1

speak both)

in the

interviews.

Analysis:

part,

I

As mentioned

earlier,

I

conducted the analysis

in three parts. In the first

apply the Mirror Image framework to the data. The second part draws on the

Personal Meaning framework and the Relational Cultural Theory (RCT).
piece looks at the data through the lens of healing.

'^

The

official

" One of the
'*

The

language

in Pakistan.

State languages in India.

official

language

in India

And

the last

A variety of qualitative analytic
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strategies

my

allowed

me to

constructed together around

in

an

helpful in

earlier study that

mapping

I

used matrices that Anila and

some of the themes (Miles
compared

participants around partition (Asghar

was
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carry out a general yet detailed analysis of the data in relation to

research questions for both the studies.

come up

An

& Huberman,

had

1

1994) that had

the perceptions of Indian and Pakistani

and Chhabra,

A &B, 2003). This cross case analysis

the general trends (similarities

and differences)

in the

conversations of the Indian and Pakistani participants around partition.
All interviews and observations were typed. These notes were read several times,

to search participants' ideas

and comments related

open coding

and categorizing techniques (Maxwell

(Strauss, 1998)

understand participants' perceptions on partition.

to the India-Pakistan partition.

& Miller,

I

used

1991) to

Some examples of the codes

are

partition as "just," partition as "unjust," "history", "religion." "killing," "betrayal,"

"cormection," "suffering," "compassion," These codes were grouped into themes (Miles

and Huberman, 1984; Strauss, 1987), examples of some of the themes
political narrative

and

are, 'historical

of partition' and 'personal narrative of partition.' Using coding and a

thematic analysis helped in identifying some core trends in the data.

Ethical
Having grown up

Concerns as Insider/Outsider

in India

grand-parents and parents,

I

and been closely connected

am aware

of my

am

aware of my curiosity about the other

and

my own passion to make

in to

my

research.

I

am

own

side,

my

to the conflict

I

am

my

positioning in relation to the study.

I

perceptions in relation to the conflict

a difference in the direction of peace and that

also conscious that

through

I

bring

a partial insider to the study, since

all this

I

do
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not live in India any more. At the

same time
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recognize that by living in the

I

US

opportunity for forging a deep friendship with Anila, a Pakistani. I'his enabled

explore the 'other's' perspective

may have been

at

As an

my

around the issue of patronizing.

research and practice. Probably that

endeavor to give voice

my research and

in

to the participants

my practice.

understand the issue and

and look

at

at the

is

am

I

why

me

I

am

faced with

constantly mindful of this struggle

has always been

it

on ground, those who are

In this unique role as

same time

the issue. This gives

to

Indian, not living in the region

anymore, yet working and writing for peace between India and Pakistan

in

me

close range, which given the context of the conflict,

challenging to pursue in the region.

ethical questions

had an

I

my

deliberate

in the region, both in

an insider and an outsider,

living outside the context

a unique vantage point for

am able to

I

step back

my research. am
I

able to

seamlessly step in and understand the socio-political and cultural context of the conflict
as an insider, and also step out as an outsider

who

live

who

is

sensitive to the perspectives of those

amidst the reality of the conflict.

my interactions with the

In

Indian and

how may be
I

what they may choose

Pakistani seeds,

perceived by them.

to share with

I

I

am aware

of my identity as an

also recognize that this

me. However, as

friends,

may

Anila and

I

influence

have talked

about these perceptions and have constantly engaged with each other on issues around the

conflict.

This has enabled

me

to better understand the Pakistani perspectives about

Indians and about the conflict. Further,
friendship with Anila have in

seeds. In

my interactions

my views

on the

conflict.

my

long involvement with the program and

many ways helped

with the Indian seeds,

1

my

to establish trust with the Pakistani

have experienced

This has been challenging and

I

their curiosity about

have always dealt with

it

by
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telling

and

them, that

that they

I

am

still

would get

in the process

to read
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of finding out and thus interested

mine when

I

have completed

my

research.

in their

views
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Limitations
designed

I

this

methodology as close

to the Participatory

Action Research (PAR)

approach as possible. However, there were some limitations that arose particularly

around doctoral research
ensuring

in using this approach,. In

full participation

my

case

it

was

throughout the entire research process.

complete the data collection during a few days

at the

the logistics around

I

summer camp

was constrained
in

Maine and

days home-stay program in the region. This was necessary because that
get an opportunity to interact personally with the seeds. Thus,

the field or conduct personal interviews with the participants,

my interviews to

also limit

a

I

was not

is

the ten

the only time

I

able to go back to

more than once.

few participants although once they

to

I

had

to

learnt about the study;

others in the groups also expressed their desire to be interviewed. Further being located in

the

US,

I

was not

able to interact with

them frequently and had

to rely

on email

interactions to stay cormected with them.

The interviews with
session on partition.

countries.

Due

the

2005

participants,

was done

They had had dialogues around stereotypes between the two

to time constraints

I

was not

able to interview

session on partition. Also as mentioned before,

my doctoral

engagement with the Seeds of Peace program. As such

I

earlier sessions

interaction that had

removed from

on

partition

and had

to rely

them again

research

after their

came much

had not conducted

observations with the research agenda of partition in mind.

some of the

prior to the coexistence

As a

result

I

my

after

my earlier

had not observed

on the participant's memory of an

happened a year or more before. The 2001 participants were the most

the experience.

They were

recalling

from memory the interactions

that

had

taken place nearly four years back. But they have shared these interactions with others
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many

who

attended

camp

in the

remembered many

details

on memory, has

own

whom.

earlier as

data.

It

its

is

and

subsequent years. Because they shared these

might have been the reason that most of them

stories several times in the past, that

to
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times in these four years; with their families, in their schools and with other

participants

and

An

stories

of these interactions. Yet,

limitation, as so

much depends on who

an interpretation of an event

an analysis of their interaction

There was no other way for

me

I

is

in the past.

is

that relying

remembering, what

However, what

also after all only

to hear the voices

am aware

1

offered

my own interpretation of the

of the youth themselves, of how

they understand their interactions on partition with each other.
In the next chapter

I

will present the data

Introduction chapter, the analysis

is

and

its

analysis.

presented in three parts. The

As mentioned
first

in the

uses the frame of

Reciprocal Mirror Images. The second part applies the Personal Meaning and the
Relational Cultural Theory as developmental frameworks.

interviews with the youth and integrates

some thoughts on

The

last section

healing.

uses the

Chapter Three: Analysis
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Chapter Three: Analysis - Reciprocal Mirror Images
I

The
the Indian

collection of data led to an analysis of the conversations

and Pakistani youth.

some core themes

that

I

I

will include a discussion

partition

between

will first present a cross-case analysis

data.

Meaning framework and

the Relational Cultural

as

applies to

it

in considering the interactions

my

Theory

study and will

on the subject of

between the Indian and Pakistani youth.

partition,

will present a cross case analysis that

draws from multiple sources of data

including the 2001 essays and email conversations and the 2005

camp

observations.

The

and social context has been changing

in

both India and Pakistan since

2001 The two countries were close to a nuclear war

in

2001 and by 2005 the peace

larger political

.

initiatives

certain

of

This will be followed by an

on these frameworks

end by presenting a new perspective

I

I

have extracted from the

application of the Personal

(RCT).

In this section,

on

have strengthened

in

both countries. Despite the changing context, there were

themes and conversations among these youth

that

have been repeated over and

over again, in these five years. Through these conversations,
voice and Pakistani voice.

I

I

heard the prevalent Indian

use the metaphors of voice to represent the collective voice

as Indians

and Pakistanis. This national aspect of their collective identity as Indians and

Pakistanis

is at

the center of the interaction

between them.

I

voices are representative of all Indians and Pakistani youth.
essays and their email conversation to represent their voice.

do not imply
I

that these

use direct quotes from the
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Reciprocal Mirror Images
There had really been a time, not so long ago, when people sensible people, of

good intention, had thought that all maps were the same, that there was a special
enchantment in lines... They had drawn their borders, believing in that pattern,
in the enchantment of lines, hoping perhaps that once they had etched their
borders upon the map, the two bits of land would sail away from each
other... What had they felt I wondered, when they discovered that they had
created not a separation, but a yet-undiscovered irony. .there had never been a
moment in the four-thousand-year-old history of that map, when the places we
know as Dhaka and Calcutta, were more closely that I, in Calcutta, had only to
look into the mirror to be in Dhaka; a moment when each city was the inverted
image of the other, locked into an irreversible symmetry by that line that was to
.

set us free-

our looking-glass border.

The Shadow
In the

similarity

above passage Amitav Ghosh

between the two places

that

Lines, Amitav Ghosh, 2000.

talks about the eastern border

were divided during

partition.

case on the western border, the topic of discussion of this study.
border, people share the

music and
I

films.

These

will apply the

same spoken language,

similarities are also

of India and the

The same was

On

the

both sides of the

similar food and even similar interest in

found

in the

way

they think about each other.

frame of mirror images (Urie Bronfenbrenner, 1986), a social-

psychological framework to understand perceptions of the Indian and Pakistani youth

about each other. The frame of mirror images has been used in the analysis of various
conflicts such as, Soviet

Union and

USA during the cold war period and the Israel-

Palestinian conflict. This frame states that, in a conflict there are "reciprocal distortions"

that exist in the perceptions

p. 72).

The

of the two parties of each other (Urie Bronfenbrenner, 1986

reciprocal distortions are mirror images in the sense that they mirror the

stereotypical views each group holds about the other.

The frame of reciprocal

distortions

has been mostly applied to negative perceptions between two conflicting groups.

applying this frame in

my

I

am

study to explore the stereotypes that both Indians and Pakistani

Chapter Three: Analysis
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I

am

I
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extending this frame of reciprocal mirror

images, to also explore possible themes of connection between the Indian and the
Pakistani youth.

I

define these themes as reciprocal connections. These reciprocal

connections are perceptions that the Indians and Pakistani have of each other that are

of connectedness between the two. For example,

reflective

understanding on the collective

memory of partition

after the

youth shared their

with each other, there were voices on

both sides that saw the similarity and connection in their experience. Both sides realized
that their histories

sides.

were

Drawing from

different,

the data

I

and

that there

were perpetrators and victims on both

have developed tables of a cross case analysis of both the

reciprocal distortions and reciprocal connections.

Reciprocal Distortions
The following

-

Us

vs.

table of reciprocal distortions reveals

Them

how each

side; India

and

Pakistani in their understanding of the event of partition, mirrored a distorted view of the

other.

Table

1

:

Reciprocal Distortions

-
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since

2001 have similar perceptions of partition. This data represents a mirror image of

on both

reciprocal distortion of perceptions

sides, in that,

each side holds negative

down through

stereotype of the 'other.' These stereotypes have been passed

books and the collective memory of the event
themes of reciprocal

distortions, that

side relate to the legitimacy

were

in

each of their countries.

common

to

their history

Some of the

both the Indian and the Pakistani

of partition, the role of the British and the Hindus in

partition, perceptions about political leaders

from both

sides,

and about which side

lost

and suffered more during the event. For example for the Indian youth, partition means
"splitting a nation," a loss

of a part of the country.

and "should not have happened." The argument
this is that the

"Hindus and Muslims lived

have done so even

For them

after they left.

the seeds of division" between the

who was

who

movement

leading the

in

it

It

was "not

legitimate,"

that the Indian

it

was "unfair"

youth present

to support

peace before the British came" and could

is

the British

two groups. They

for a separate

who used

criticize the

homeland

for the

religion

Muslim

and "sowed

leader Jinnah

Muslims, as someone

misled the Muslims into making the demand. The Muslims themselves had no

problem they argue. They
living there so there

state that "India is a secular

was no need

for Pakistan to be

country" with

many Muslims

made.

For the Pakistani youth on the other hand, partition was "inevitable" and
"necessary."

religious

and

They believe
the British

They uphold

that they

cultural identity

that there

came and

and

were already a "Muslim nation" with a strong

partition

"gave them the homeland for that nation."

were problems between the Hindus and the Muslims even before

that the

Hindus had oppressed the Muslims by not allowing them

to
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practice their religion freely. For them, the leadership of Jinnah, their

them

their

freedom from the British and the Hindus. They argue

only in name" and give examples of the

communal

Muslim leader won

that "India

riots against the
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is

secular

Muslims and other

minorities that continue to happen in India even now.

For each

hands of the

side, their

Each

"other.'

own group
side

made

more

suffered

brutalities during partition at the

reference to historical facts from their history books.

They quoted the media sources from

their

own

countries and shared stories that they had

heard in their families to buttress their claims. In their stories each side blamed the 'other'

and defended
It is

their

own version of the

apparent that for both the Indian and the Pakistani youth, the collective

memory ofpartition
collective

event.

memory

in

each community, informs their understanding of the event. This

has been passed

down through

the teaching of history

and the

telling

of stories. After independence from the British in 1947, as newly made nations, both
India and Pakistan began a task of strengthening their national identity. History text

books

in both countries

politicization

became an instrument

of the text books resulted

in

for

promoting

demonizing the

this national ideology.

'other'

This

and glorifying self

(Kumar, 2001 ) and perpetuated the feelings of hate between the two communities. The
youth from both sides hear only their national rhetoric in the history that they study in

what they believe

their schools.

This

interpretation

of history,

uphold as the

truth.

which

is

is

Each

it

to

be the

challenges their

side holds

on

own

to their

truth.

When

they confront the 'other's'

understanding of what they have

own

historical interpretation

come

of partition

a reciprocal distortion of the 'other.' Historical facts mentioned in one group's

history are completely missing from the 'other's' history. Historical events that are

to
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enhance one's

the other. Confronting these oppositional interpretations of

not an easy task for either side.

is

Indian voice:

"I

know

my

that through

history books.

Pakistani voice: "All history books said
I

I

it

is

right"

There was no confusion about what

When was 7 or 8 years we were told the story of Pakistan about
and how people gave their lives for the country. It moved me."

thought.

august

that.

And

I

Indian voice:

"I

Pakistani voice:

have read

"My

in

it

history

my

book

14'^

history books."
tells

me

that."

These messages of confrontation between the Indian and the Pakistanis on the
historical facts,

of us

vs.

them

are further strengthened

been generationally passed down
told

and retold

in

their

group by the

violence and aggression, by ones

I.

stories

of partition

that

have

each country. The personal narratives of partition are

each community in a

committed against

(Ahmed,

in

by the

way

that

each group remembers the violence

'other.' Narratives that

own group

acknowledge the

acts

of

are missing from the larger discourse

2004). In the accepted narratives, the 'other'

is

the aggressor

and one's own

side the defender. Like the history text books, these narratives reflect mirror images of

distortion

of each other and strengthen the feelings of hate against the

'other.'

Indian voice: "One of my teacher's she told us a story about her grandparents.
Their house was burnt and her grandparents were burnt alive by the Muslims. So

many

stories.

So many Hindus were

Pakistani voice:

"I

heard from

killed."

my mother, that her mother told her a story of a

Muslim woman who was pregnant. She was killed and her child was also killed.
She was stabbed in her stomach. remember hearing that, it was really torturous."
I

Indian voice:

"My

grandparents really suffered during partition.

have heard
changed the

I

from them. They were forced to leave their home and that
I felt very angry about that."
Pakistani voice: "My grandparents, my mother's parents, had to leave their home
to escape. They were with their children and one of them fell sick on the way and
they could not get him any treatment and he died. My grandmother hates the
stories

future of our family.

Indians."
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images of hate and anger for each other.

enemy and

stories

have been

the perpetrator

of loss and pain. There has been no

across conflict lines on the event of partition and what

it

has meant to the personal lives of people. Each generation has continued to carry the

baggage of the past generation.

Reciprocal Connections: "Us and
After their

camp

interaction with each other

Them"

and arguing about

facts

of partition

in

each session, most of the youth on both sides realized there were similarities in their
experience. These were issues which the Indian and the Pakistani youth identified as

experiences that were
connections.

What

is

common

to both sides.

important to note here

1

is

call these

that the

experiences reciprocal

awareness of these experiences of

connections emerged only after their conversations with each other.

Table

2:

Reciprocal Connections: "Us and

Indian Voice

Them"
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were not aware of the other's suflbring during

books nor the

stories that they heard in their families

They acknowledged,

suffering of the 'other side.'

was

loss
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reciprocal connections reveal that after the discussion of partition both sides
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I

of life and brutality on both

partition. Neither their

had ever mentioned the

as a result ol'the discussion that there

sides. Perpetrators

and victims were on both

sides.

Pakistani Voice: "everyone was killing everyone. R's(Indian boy's)

was hailed as a hero by his friends and family for killing
was the situation. Muslims were doing the same. Considering the
immense amount of feelings that everyone had about partition or anti-partition
whatever it was Hindus and Muslims ATliD each other and it was one of those

grandfather's friend

Muslims.

It

1 1

obvious things that couldn't be avoided

-

considering the situation carefully I'm

must have been provoked by some act of some Muslims.
do not think that killing a person has any justification. At the
same time 1 can understand why a person might want to kill people in the name of
revenge, personally if I was put in a situation where someone close to me was
killed by a group of people, I might do the same as what the people during
sure R's grandfather

Indian Voice:

"...I

partition did."

Pakistani Voice:

We

"It

was

the

same on both

sides.

(Pakistanis) had never heard their story.

did not hear that the Hindus suffered. So

we need

understand the feelings of the other side.

We

Indian Voice:

"I

There was loss of life for both.

We know
to

that

Muslims

suffered.

know because we

We

don't

don't recognize their loss."

had never heard a
have heard many stories of the

had heard that both sides suffered, but

personal story of the other sides suffering. But

I

I

suffering to the Hindus."

Every year,

in these

on the events leading

discussions on partition, each side brought up historical facts

to partition as presented in their textbooks. In

process happened for the

first

time,

it

was very hard

for the

2001 when

this

youth to accept that there

could be another interpretation to history other than the one familiar to them. Their
interpretation at that point negated

and contradicted

their version

of history. In

subsequent years as each returning group from camp, shared their experience of camp
with the

new

group, there

was more awareness of the

fact that the histories

of the two
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and

events. Yet each year both the Indian

the Pakistani youth continue to disagree and argue on the interpretations of history.

Indian Voice: "Our histories are never going to be the same. So
if you really
think were getting somewhere by telling each other something we are PROBALY
never going to agree on is a little futile."
Pakistani Voice:

"We

both agree that our histories are different. They

tell

us

They don't have anything in their history book about how the
Muslims were oppressed in India. They did not believe us when we told them

different things.

what we had read"
Indian Voice: "Our histories are contradictory. I did not know about the 14 points
put forth by Jinnah to Nehru. I had never heard about it. I only heard about the
Nehru report and did not know that it did not safeguard the rights of the Muslims.
They don't read in their books about direct action day, the day the Muslims in
India attacked the Hindus. It was not even mentioned in their books"
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What do
the youth?

II

these reciprocal mirror images reveal about the social development of

What does

it

say about their ability to think with complexity in relation to the

other and about their relational development with the other? In order to address these

questions

I

apply Selman's Personal Meaning framework and the Relational Cultural

Theory (RCT).
interactions

I

had applied these theories

to the analysis

of the data drawn from the

between the 2001 Indian and Pakistani cohort on the issue of partition.

enhance these

earlier findings

with the integration of data from 2005

camp

I

will

sessions.

Although both the Personal Meaning and Relational Cultural Theory are
developmental theories,

it

has been a challenge to apply them together, as one

constructive development and the other in clinical practice with

in their focus.

The focus of the Personal Meaning theory

development of an individual by examining
complexity

in thinking implies a

Relational Cultural Theory

is

is

women. They

is

rooted in

also differ

to assess the social

their individual thinking.

A higher

higher level of social development. The focus of the

on growth-fostering relationships or relationships

that

enhance connectedness. According to Relational Cultural Theory (RCT) growth and

development takes place only through relationships and a yearning
central to all

human

life

(Jordan, 2000).

for connection is

So while the Personal Meaning centers on

complexity in individual thinking, the center of the

RCT discussion is

on connectedness.

However, both these theories concern themselves with relationships with others and as
such are applicable

to

my

study.
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interaction, especially those

and violence, as a complex process.

It

bringing both these models together,

I
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between groups with a history of conFlict

encompasses both autonomy and connectedness.

In

intend to offer a view that captures the richness

and complexity of the experience of Indian and Pakistani youth dialoging on the subject
of partition.

The Personal Meaning Framework has been applied

to interpersonal interactions

between individuals. The Relational Cultural theory acknowledges the need and
relevance of the work with groups; however the model has been developed and applied

mostly on individual interactions between individuals and therapists or between two
individuals. In

my

study the collective identity of the youth as Indians and Pakistanis

salient in the context

is

of conflict. Both the Personal Meaning framework and the

Relational Cultural Theory are not equipped to address the collective identity. For the

Indians and Pakistani youth, their identity

is

constantly in relation with their communities

or collectives. In that their thinking on partition

collective to

which they belong but

issue as Indians

interactions.

To

it

is in

is

not only shaped and informed by the

relation to their collective.

They speak on

and Pakistanis not as autonomous individuals engaged
address these gaps in the theories

I

in interpersonal

have stretched and adjusted both the

Personal Meaning and the Relational Cultural Theory.

The

self in this adapted frame,

refer to as the relational collective self and relational collective other (See

Appendix IIA and

IIC). Further in the context

the

of my study

I

am

I

diagram

applying these not to an

interpersonal interaction but to a dialogue process between two groups. In this dialogue

process there are multiple voices and multiple thoughts. There

is

both rationality and emotion. This complex process of dialogue

I

a

dynamic exchange of

call the

dynamic
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dynamic nature of this process (See diagram

helix captures the

IIB).

defined in the literature review, in the Personal meaning fi-amework, the

complexity ranges fi-om 'agency' which

is

the lowest level of personal

meaning

contextualization at the highest. 'Personalization' and 'self- re flection' are the

in
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to

two stages

between. For example, on the issue of partition, in the stage of agency, the discussion

between the Indian and the Pakistani youth would

would not consider

reflect a rigid

meaning of partition.

the other's view. In the 'personalization' stage, there

awareness of other's perspective on

It

would be an

partition. 'Self-reflection' will reveal not

only an

understanding of the other's perspectives but also the other side's feelings, wishes and
motivations about partition. In the final stage of 'contextualization,' there would be

awareness among the Indian and Pakistani youth of the larger social and

and

its

political context

influence on the perspectives, behavior and feeling of the other side, about

partition.

The
relationship

Relational Cultural Theory

is

not a stage model.

The

level

of mutuality

explored through the lens of relational competence to be able to

relationship in the direction of mutual

RCT, mutual

is

in a

move

a

empathy and mutual empowerment. According

respect, honesty, understanding

to

and recognition are characteristics of

growth-enhancing relationships. These promote the capacity and

ability to care for the

other and the courage to act. Differences are honored and disconnects are recognized as

an integral part of the relational process. Acute disconnections are defined as those that
reflect a lack

of empathy and understanding.
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stated earlier, in applying the

to the

Relational

2001 data,

analysis that the Indian and Pakistani youths' interpretation of the

was

greatly influenced

of their communities.

event.

found

in

Two
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my

meaning of partition

and was drawing from the collective memory of partition

in

each

core themes were identified from the conversations. One, on

the issue of justification of partition or

partition

I

Development

happened or the family

The conversations on

why

stories

partition happened,

and the other on,

how

around the brutal killing of both sides during the

the justification of partition revealed a lower level of

personal meaning of the event in relation to the other. There

was

a complete lack

of

awareness and no acceptance of the perspective of the other side on the issue. The
conversations were also reflective of a lack of mutuality or growth-enhancing
relationship between the

partition

two groups. However,

in relation to the discussion

on how

happened, the conversations on both sides were reflective of a higher level of

personal meaning; an awareness of the thoughts and feeling of the other's collective.

They

also reflected mutual trust, understanding

I

two themes

link these

to the analysis

session of partition to expand on

relation to the data.

As

two themes which

identified as,

I

I

and care

of the 2005 camp observations on the

my earlier analysis.

mentioned

for the other.

I

use the same two themes in

earlier the sessions in

why partition happened dind how partition happened

The conversations on the justification of partition or why
on

political

and

historical facts.

and the brutality of the event,

it

While

was

partition

in the conversations

.

happened was based

on how

partition

happened

the personal stories of human lives that were at the

center of the discussion. In this analysis

historical narrative

2005 were designed around the

I

refer to these

two themes

as, the political

on partition and the personal narrative on partition

.

I

and

apply the two
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Cultural Theory to these themes.
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The

findings are similar to the ones that were revealed in relation to the 2001 data.

The

Political

and Historical Narrative on

Collective

Memory of

Partition
The

first

few sessions on

partition focused

and Pakistanis think about the reasons

around the question of what Indians

that led to partition. In the discussion that

followed, both sides brought in historical and political facts learned in each of their

countries.

They confronted and challenged each

knew from

their history books.

others interpretation of history that they

They argued about

the 'rightness' of their side and the

'wrongness' of the other.

It is

interesting to note that the political discourse

between the two countries has

been changing since 2004, and governments on both sides are making attempts

And
is

we

yet

find that the conversation

largely influenced by the collective

table

political

and historical narrative.

3:

partition

peace.

between the Indian and Pakistani youth

memory of partition

in

each country.

I

present

of cross case analysis of the Indian and Pakistani conversations on the

below a

Table

on

at

The

Political

of Partition
Indian Voice

and

Historical Narrative

on Collective Memory
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state that India is a secular country

argument, they deny the need for

with

partition.

many

religions.

On

100

the basis of this

They present facts to counter the Pakistani

perspective.

Indian Voice: India

Muslims

is

We have a Muslim President.
We (could) live together. Hindus are not
Indians. We (Hindus and Muslims) did not

a secular country

all

along.

are given equal representation.

the only Indians.

Muslims

are also

have differences before the British came. The Muslims were united with the
Hindus. The British were not happy about this. They created partition.

The

Pakistani youth challenge the Indian argument of the secular nature of India.

They present

the recent political facts of communal violence against the Muslims.

state that if they did not

They

have a separate land they would be threatened and treated the

same way.
Pakistani Voice: If you are secular, why did the Babri Masjid' incident happen
and the Sikh movement ^. What about that? You call yourself secular, but you are
not. India would be ruled by the Hindus, once the British left. The Hindus would
suppress us. When the British had not left wc were being oppressed so how would
it

In the

be after they

same

left?

tone, the leader of the

Muslim movement of Pakistan

Indians as having incited the Muslims.

and defend his

The Pakistanis express

is

their

criticized

by the

disagreement to this

role.

Indian Voice:

am

my

view he did this for his
personal reasons. He wanted to be known. And so he incited the Muslims. Before
that there were no Muslims asking for separate state. That's what I know.
Pakistani Voice: Who was Jinnah? He was the leader of the Muslim League a
political party for the Muslims. So it was nothing to do with one man. All his
ideas were supported by all the Muslims.
I

not disrespecting Jinnah. But in

The differences between
their

understanding of nation. For the Indians

and for the Pakistanis

In
"

the Indian and the Pakistani youth are also apparent in

it

1992 a famous mosque

In the 80's there

is

it

is

defined within geographical boundaries

defined as religious identity. Although they hear the difference

in India was demolished by the Hindu Right wing.
was a strong demand for a separate State by the Sikh community.
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either side about the difference or the willingness to

back and forth no decision or agreement

In this

Pakistani Voice:
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You keep

is

reached.

saying that you divided as though you gave us

did not give it to us. You did not want to give it. We won it with
You had no choice. We were a nation already.
Indian Voice: What do you mean you were a nation? We have so many religions

You

Pakistan.

hard struggle.
in India, so

you think

all

of them are nations.

We were a religious group with
same belief, same language, that is a nation. We only did not have a land.
Indian Voice: Nation is not defined by religion only. We have Hindus, Muslims,
Pakistani Voice:

Sikhs and

According
historical

and

many
to

how do you

religions but

define a nation?

we

are a nation because

we have

a

common

country

Selman's personal meaning framework these conversations on the

political narrative

of partition are reflective of agency, a low level of

personal meaning in relation to the 'other.' There

is

no acknowledgement or

understanding of the 'other's' perspective and a complete negation of it. At this level, one
reflects a sense

of efficacy, power, control or responsibility but lacks reflection and

contextualization (Selman, 2003). In other words, each side demonstrates

negating the 'other.' There

is

rigidity in their

is

worth by

understanding of partition and no

willingness to self-reflect or understand what partition

there

its

means

to the other side. Also,

a complete denial of the 'other's' reality and their social, political and religious

context around the meaning of partition. Hence, on the basis of the Personal

Framework, there
youth. This

is

is

a lack of complexity in thinking

reflective

among

Meaning

the Indian and Pakistani

of a lower level of social development.

In relation to the Relational Cultural Theory (RCT), their conversations

historical

and

political narrative

dynamic speaks
(RI's).

to the

do not

reflect a

on the

growth-enhancing relationship. This

concepts of Controlling Images (CI's) and Relational Images

The Controlling Images

(CI's) or images in each of the society's that determine
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group relates to the other, influence

in

Relational

of Relational Cultural Theory (RCT) requires the

new

ones.

However,

other.

Growth

in

terms

change the Relational Images

ability to

in their conversations

on the

and Pakistani youth are not able

political narrative, the Indian

102

a powerful way, the Relational Images

(RFs) or way these youth construct their relationships with each

(RI's)'s or create

Development

historical

and

to challenge the

Controlling Images (CFs) about the 'other' that have been constructed in each of their
societies. Their RI's

conform

CFs

to the

in their respective societies.

Both the Indian and the Pakistani youth
between

their narratives.

There

conflicting narratives. There

is

is

fail to

acknowledge the differences

also a lack of willingness to be vulnerable in the face of

an acute disconnection and a lack of empathy between the

two. This reflects what Relational Cultural Theory calls an "objectification of the other"

where the difference from the
(Jordan, J.V. 1991). There

this

dynamic. This

is

self is

emphasized and a distancing

no representation of care or understanding

indicative of a lack of mutuality

is

attitude is

dominant

for the other in

between them.

The Personal Narrative on Partition
The session on

the political

and

on

historical narrative

partition

session which focused on the sharing of personal stories of partition.

initiated this conversation

and

historical picture

by asking these questions, "What

of partition?" "What was happening

will

was followed by a

The

facilitators

complete

this political

to the people's lives at that

time?" "What are the personal stories of partition that you have heard?" In the
conversation that followed the youth from both sides shared the stories that they had

heard in their families or watched in films. There was clearly a different dynamic in these
conversations.

It

was not confrontational

or argumentative.

I

observed that the young
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from both sides engaged more willingly

young men from both

emerged
partition.

Table

II

in the Indian

sides.

conversations in comparison to

conducted cross case analysis of some core themes that

and Pakistani youth's conversation on personal narrative of

These are presented

4:

I

in these

in the table

below:

The Personal Narrative on

Indian Voice

103

Partition
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Both the Indian and the Pakistani youth have heard the

stories

1

04

of partition only

within their communities. They have not been exposed to the 'other's" personal narrative

on

partition. In their conversations

and a keenness

curiosity

to

suffered.

We

did not hear that the Hindus suffered. So

Indian Voice:

You know that
1

This conversation

It is

narrative

want

is

to hear about

know because

to

don't recognize their loss.
killed

each other.

It

it.

very different from the one on the political and historical

comes

after a lot

As they

The above quote reveals

their

openness

about the other side's suffering. In the conversation on the

historical narrative, the

that narrative.

we need

was both Hindu and Muslims

not contentious or argumentative.

in sharing their ignorance

and

it

We

one.

Pakistani Voice:

political

side.

don't understand the feelings of the other side.

was not

narrative.

about the other

narrative, these youth express a

We had never heard their story. We know that the Muslims

Pakistani Voice:

we

know

on the personal

acknowledgement of not knowing the

of argument and contention.

And

still

there

no acceptance of

is

share the personal stories on partition, both sides

'other's'

draw

parallels in

the personal stories that they have heard and are struck by the similarities of experiences.

Indian Voice: I have heard that the people migrated from Pakistan in trains and
sometimes those trains were so full that people fell off and were left behind.
Pakistani Voice:

when

it

We heard that the trains were full

of dead bodies of the Muslims

arrived to Pakistan killed by the Hindus and the Sikhs and

bodies had breasts cut

India Voice:

we

women's

off.

heard that also that the trains coming to India were

fijll

of dead

bodies of people killed by the Muslims.

Indian Voice: Some men forced the women to jump in the wells
from the Muslims. Because a lot of women were raped
Pakistani Voice:

I

have heard the same

wells and sometimes those wells were

jump.

that

full

women were

to save

them

forced to jump in the

of dead bodies so there was no place to
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from these conversations

'other' is

where there

is

wrong. This

a need to

Pakistani Voice: Political
our books

- Personal Meaning and

tell

is

make

it.

Development

that neither side is trying to

1

05

prove that they

unlike the sharing of the political and historical

the 'other'believe their side of the story.

is easier. It is

us a lot about

Relational

about

But human side

is wrong and who is right and
more important. That's what

who
is

matters.

There

is

also an

acknowledgement

sides lost their lives." There

is

that

"both sides suffered,'" and ''people on both

an acceptance that perpetrators and victims were on both

sides.

It is

also interesting to note their responses to the question posed by the facilitator

on the difference between

their conversations

on the

political narrative

and personal

narrative.

Facilitator:

when you

What

is

the difference

when you talk about

the political facts

and

talk about personal stories?

Indian Voice: For

me

political stories are just facts.

me

political facts

I

find personal stories

more

important to hear.

Indian Voice: For

need

to be talked.

Pakistani Voice: Political facts are important to share.

Indian Voice: The political facts we talk about we read them in our books. Our
books tell us different stories. Facts are distorted. Personal stories are not the
same. They are real stories of what happened to people. In our books we don't
have personal stories only facts.

The above dialogue
critically reflect

of the Indian and Pakistani youth to

on the differences between the sharing of the

personal narrative.

facts.

illustrates the ability

They become aware

There are no personal stories

political narrative

that their textbooks tell

in either

them only the

of their books. What

is

and the

political

also surprising

is

that

they are able to accept each of their country's roles in eliminating personal stories from
the text books, "...because the information

This

is

indeed a challenging task as

it

is

about what our country wants us to know."

requires

them

to

be

self-critical

about their

own
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country in front of the 'other.' This, they are not able to do in their dialogue on the
political

and historical narrative They are also able to go beyond recognizing the

on the

difference in their conversations

political

and the personal, and

reflect

an

understanding of why they respond differently around these two issues.

When we

Indian Voice:
ourselves.

discuss political facts

We want to show that our country

we

represent our countries not

is better. It

becomes a debate.

Personal stories are more meaningful.

There

is

a remarkable dynamic in their conversations on the personal narrative.

Both the Indian and Pakistani youth are open
the 'other's" stories. Their vulnerability

is

to

being vulnerable

in the face

of hearing

expressed in their openness to the risk of

feeling for the other side, as they listen to the other side's stories.

Pakistani voice:

When we

discuss the emotional side of the issue,

get biased toward the other side if

exposed

to the Pakistani side

I

of the

know they
story. If

I

suffered also.

I

will tend to

have only been

I

recognize the fact that there was

suffering on both sides it will be different. Many people in Pakistan don't have
any idea about the Indian side suffering. The political facts don't talk about all
this.

In this conversation

on the personal narrative, the youth

reflect

negotiate between multiple relationships across conflict lines. This

accepting that they feel more for their
'other's' pain

and express

Pakistani Voice:

own

side, they

is

an

ability to

not easy as, while

simultaneously acknowledge the

their care for the other.

When

I

hear a story

like,

some

soldiers died or

some people

were killed, then I want to know if they were from my country or the other side.
But if I hear from you about your grandparent's suffering then I feel for them. I
think because

I

know you now.

In applying the Personal

illustrates a higher level

They

Meaning Framework

to this data, the analysis clearly

of complexity in the thinking of the Indian and Pakistani youth.

reflect a contextualized

and

self-reflective personal

meaning on the event of
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partition.

Their conversations reveal an understanding and acknowledgement of how the

other side

makes meaning of the experience of partition. They

of the role of the
to self-reflect

political context

also reflect an awareness

on how they make meaning of partition. They are able

and take responsibility

for their

own

group's actions against the other,

without blaming the other side.

When
narrative

is

applying the Relational Cultural Theory, this conversation on the personal

indicative of a growth-enhancing relationship. There

is

an equal and mutual

sharing about the suffering on each side with no side trying to contest to have suffered

more. There

is

intent

on both

sides to understand the 'other' and an

acknowledgement of

shared suffering. Both the Indian and the Pakistani youth reflect an emotional
responsiveness and an appreciation of the 'other's' experience. In their efforts to continue
the interactions with each other across conflict lines

is

the desire to stay connected to the

other side and a willingness to experience vulnerability (Jordan,

the 'other's' narratives. In their conversations

talk about the controlling

images

perpetrator in the

(RI's).

self.

They

narrative of partition, they

are able to challenge these CI's

These RI's acknowledge the victim

and construct new

in the 'other'

and the

In this process, they demonstrate a relational resilience to be able

to reconnect to the 'other.'

reflective

992), while listening to

images (CI's); the images that they have grown up with of the

'other side' as the perpetrator.

relational

on the personal

1

From

the Relational Cultural theory perspective this

is

of growth- fostering relationships.

Both the Indian and Pakistani youth acknowledge

same time

their differences

are also able to extend their feelings of empathy

moving simultaneously between multiple

and care

relationships; with their

and

at the

for the 'other.' This

own group and

with
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a deliberate act ofcourage; an act of healing; of listening and encouraging

'others' into voice (Jordan, 1999, p. 8)

(Miller, 1986). In the act

and empathizing to the

of sharing

of moving the relationship towards connection

their

own personal

'other's' personal story, these

stories

of partition and

in listening

youth demonstrate an ability to

receive and respond to the feelings and thoughts of the 'other.'

own

1

They enlarge both

their

feelings and thoughts, and the thoughts and feelings of the 'other,' thereby

"enlarging their relationship" (Miller

& Stiver,

pain with empathy. Relational Cultural Theory

1997,

They respond

p. 29).

(RCT)

to

each other's

calls this ability to empathetically

respond to the other, resonance. Resonance according to

RCT

is

a necessary catalyst for

healing relationships. In being able to resonate with the other, the Indian and Pakistani

youth are jointly constructing a
This analysis

is

the understanding and

consistent with the findings from

meaning of partition

influenced by the collective
their dialogue

on the

new narrative of healing between

memory of the

political

and

the opposing narratives presented

my

for these Indian

on the personal narratives they are able

earlier study.

'other.'

an

shows

It

is

that

largely

also reveals that in

youth challenge and contest

At the same time

to demonstrate

It

and Pakistani youth

event in both countries.

historical narrative, these

by the

them.

in their conversations

ability to

understand the other's

perspective and construct a joint narrative. In the latter conversations they also reflect an

empathic connection with the other side across conflict

The

lines.

analysis indicates that the Indian and Pakistani youth reflect a higher level of

personal meaning and a growth-enhancing relationship in their conversations on the
personal narrative of partition and a lower level of personal meaning and lack of
relational mutuality in their dialogue

on the

political

and

historical narrative

of partition.
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however an inconsistency which

Theory are unable

to address.

That

is,

if

the Personal

Meaninu and Relational
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Cultural

these youth are capable of demonstrating a

higher level of personal meaning and mutuality in their dialoRue on personal narrative of

partition,

why

is

the

historical narrative

same not

reflected in their conversations

around the

political

and

of partition? This inconsistency raises questions that relate to the

difference between the

two conversations and how

this difference

plays out in their

personal meaning of partition and their relational growth.

Since the relationship between the Indian and Pakistani youth
context of conflict, in discussing the above questions
perspective as

literature

collective

it

relates to the nature

of international

I

draw on

conflicts.

is

In extending

social-psychology and collective memory,

I

in a

the social-psychological

This

is

on collective memory as the conversation between the youth

memory of partition.

embedded

integrated with

is

around the

my

analysis by applying these

was

able to address the inconsistencies that

two lenses of

were raised by the Personal Meaning and Relational Cultural Theory.

The

analysis explicates the possible political and social factors that

may be

shaping the personal meaning and relational development of the Indian and Pakistani
youth,

when

narrative.

It

dialoging around the political and historical narrative and the personal
reveals that while their dialogue on the personal narrative of partition,

demonstrates a mutual acknowledgement of the shared suffering of partition, their
conversation with each other on the political and historical narrative of partition

by

their

need

to self-protect their collective identity as Indians

analysis also explicates that in a context of a conversation,

memory between two

conflicting groups,

it

is

guided

and Pakistanis. The

on an event of collective

might not be possible to demonstrate a
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'higher level' of complexity in thinking or

level

empathy

of personal meaning or an absence of empathy

Relational

for the 'other.'

is

Development

1

1

However, a lower

not necessarily reflective of a less

developed understanding of the relationship or a lack of mutuality

in the relationship.

This analysis has implications for both the Personal Meaning and the Relational
Cultural Theory framework.

interactions

factors in

it is

The implications suggest

important and critical that the context

which the interaction

frameworks. For example, in

is

embedded,

this study,

it

is

that in the study

i.e.

of such

the historical, political, cultural

integrated with the developmental

is

crucial to take into consideration the context

of protracted conflict between India and Pakistan and the collective memory of partition.
This will offer a more complete picture of the developmental complexity of the youth and
their relational

competence.

Personal Meaning and Mutuality as Self-Protection of Collective
Self
The social-psychological perspective on

international conflict illuminates the role

of the collective in shaping conflicts. "International conflict
collective needs

needs of food,

a process driven by

is

and fears" (Kelman, 97). These needs and fears include not only material

shelter, physical safety

and physical well-being but also psychological

needs such as identity, security, recognition, autonomy, self-esteem, and a sense of
justice.

Although these needs are an individual level concept,

in the context

international conflict their collective aspect gets played out in a powerful

(Kelman, 97). Related to these needs
In protracted conflicts

between two

is

of an

way

a collective fear about the denial of these needs.

identity groups, such fears

become

existential in

character, transforming the conflict into a struggle for group survival (Kelman, 97).
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With

fears are rooted in strong beliefs about the 'self 'and about the 'other.'

comes a degree of certainty about

the beliefs

1 1

the beliefs, a strong desire to be "right"

and

a strong aversion to being "wrong." These beliefs create a sense of inner coherence and
also provide us with a set of expectations about the world.

process

is

A major challenge to this

being able to maintain this coherence while integrating

the outside world.

When we

are

open

accommodate

uncertainty about our beliefs, accepting that these beliefs

to

to the context

even under the best of circumstances, there are limits to

We know when we have reached the
it

as an overload.

experienced as
stabilization."

down

As

becomes

that they

after learning

more

may have been even

of conflict. She argues that

how much new learning we can
we

feel

or

and a general psychological "de-

the learning channels. This serves as a filter against

is

any

a consequence, the capacity to take in information about others and

frozen, as

we "know"
is lost in

it

We begin to psychologically "disintegrate." This is

do our existing

Certainty about our assessment of what

information

We can tolerate some

of our tolerance, when

beliefs about the self, others,

a result of this "shut down," beliefs crystallize and

about what

are able to

At these times, an automatic, self-preserving homeostatic process

dramatic change.

As

limits

fear, anxiety, anger, exhaustion,

activated that shuts

the world

we

the beginning (Piaget, 1965).

Hicks (1999), applies Piaget' s theory

experience

it.

may change

from our experiences within the environment and accepting

tolerate.

information from

to learning, in the best case scenario,

assimilate information from the outside and

"wrong" from

new

are lost.

Our

is

we become

and the world.

resistant to change.

"right" arises, and feelings of ambivalence

capacity to

accommodate and

the service of self-protection (Hicks, 1999).

to assimilate

new
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Hicks, explicates further, that

groups feel de-stabilized by the threatening event, which creates
is

a communication

which exacerbates the frozen images of the
shut

down comes an

happened on an
their

own

other.

There

is

contribution to the conflict.

rarely

The

let

go of those

beliefs that

and

breakdown between them,

Along with the frozen
blame

beliefs

for

and the

what has

any self-reflection by either group about

threat

is

to one's

own

"rightness" of those beliefs. In the face of the fear of the 'other,'

threatening to

fear, anger, anxiety,

intensive need to be "right" and to place the

"evil other."

12

context of inter-group conflict, the conflicting

in the

a strong sense of self-protection. There

1

group's beliefs and the

it

becomes

risky

and

have so long created a sense of stability

(Hicks, 1999).

It is

the Indian

evident in the analysis that in their interactions with each other on partition,

and Pakistani youth

event. This

memory

image of the

'other.'

reflect their

own communities'

collective

memory of the

has defended and maintained a positive image of self and an

enemy

Based on the collective memory, both the Indian and Pakistani

youth express the needs and fears of each of their group's vis-a-vis the other.
Indian youth challenge the partition, the Pakistani youth perceive

it

When the

as a denial of their

collective Pakistani identity. Similarly for the Indians, the Pakistani youth's statements

about partition as "necessary" validates the dismemberment of India and
threat to the unity

belittles the fears

of the Indian nation and

is

perceived as a

to their collective national identity.

Each side

of the other, considering them groundless and not authentic.

For the Indian and Pakistani youth, accepting the other's political and historical
narrative

on

partition challenges ones assumptions

and the

'collective'

memory

that has

so far stabilized their sense of collective self. Accepting the 'other's' narrative implies
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not only that one's understanding of the 'other'

own

may be

participating in a process

existence (Kelman, 97). This

which

is

to one's collective identity as Indians

this that, for the Indian

and Pakistani youth,

personal meaning of partition and relational mutuality in relation to the other

a need to protect their sense of collective self as Indians and Pakistanis.
self-protection.

It is

false. It

a direct imperiling to one's national

would be a challenge

and Pakistanis. One can conclude from

1

erroneous, but also that one's

understanding of one's collective self and interpretation of history could be

would imply

1

It is

is

their

guided by

an act of

evident from their discussions that to the extent that there

is

an

increase in the perceived risk to their collective national identity and their collective

history,

become challenging

will

it

for

them

of personal meaning

to reflect higher levels

or mutuality in relation to the other.

Given
of self is a
engaging

that the task

difficult one,

it

of engaging

in a

conversation that poses a threat to one's sense

goes without saying that the Indian and Pakistani youth are

in a challenging task.

They

are deliberately interacting with each other,

difficult issue. In this interaction they are struggling to

histories.

They

are trying to seek a balance

relationships; of patriotism with their

other across conflict lines.

which draws

They

own

make sense of their

conflicting

between multiple and conflicting
country and of their

are negotiating multiple

fi-om their collective

on a

memory and

that

new

friendships with each

meanings of partition;

which

is

emerging

that

in their

conversations with the other. These youth are trying to negotiate between these multiple
levels of meanings

collective

memory

and relationships, when the larger
in

both countries

still

political

and

social context

perceives the other as an enemy. This

is

and the
not an
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easy task for these youth and has significant implications for both the Personal Meaning

framework and the Relational Cultural Theory.

Personal Meaning and Mutuality as Acknowledgement of Shared
Suffering
Having the space and opportunity
to a historical event

It is

different

of mass violence between two peoples,

of loss and pain, connected

is

not an ordinary experience.

from having an individual interaction around an interpersonal

Sharing stories with perceived
stories

to share the stories

with one's

own

enemy and

family. This

is

perpetrator,

especially true

is

'others' into voice

not the same as sharing the

when one

of one' group as perpetrators of that violence. Reaching

conflict.

is

accepting responsibility

out, listening

beyond generations of hatred and animosity

is

and encouraging

a deliberate act of

courage. This challenges a pattern of "idealization of those identified with the self and

dehumanization of those with

of conflict, denying the other

whom one
their

is

in conflict" (Deutsch, 1990).

humanity

is

the

first

step in justifying one's violent

action toward them. Thus, affirming that humanity can be considered a

healing the relationship with the other.

As

In the context

first

step to

the Indian and Pakistani youth share the

personal narrative on partition, they acknowledge the other's pain and suffering and
affirm the other's humanity. This humanizing of the 'other' reflects an existential

response of connecting through mutual suffering. They are connecting to each other as a
part of the larger

humanity (See diagram. Appendix

II

A). In receiving and responding to

the feelings and thoughts of the 'other' through the shared suffering, each side feels

acknowledged and

validated.
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tend to think of humanity only in positive terms, and disengage

from negative aspects capable of anger and violence. The integration

immune

to

temporary (or even more enduring) disintegration or

is

1 1

it

never perfect or

splitting that

can be

induced by adverse circumstances. This manifests in "moral splitting" (Deutsche, 1990;
McClellan, 2000) or a duality of good and

evil.

It

challenges the ability to have an

integrated view that accepts one's humanity in totality, and embraces both

and positive aspects. In acknowledging the pain and suffering of the

its

negative

both the

'other,'

Indian and Pakistani youth, were able to recognize the perpetrator in their group and the

victim in the other. Recognizing this complexity was an important piece of the sharing of
personal stories of partition between them.

Implications for Personal Meaning

and Relational

Cultural

Theory
The

analysis reveals that the level of personal

meaning and mutuality

Indian and Pakistani youth reflect on the event of partition

memory of partition.

It

is

that the

influenced by the collective

manifests itself in the perceived threat to their collective

to the collective beliefs that give stability to their sense

of national

identity.

self,

and

Their

conversation on the political and historical narrative on partition seems to indicate that

when

the perceived threat to their collective self

is

greater, the abilitv or possibility

these youth to reflect higher level of personal meaning and relational development

It

could be said that their personal meaning and relational mutuality

of self-protection. In the same

light,

personal narrative on partition,

it

when

can be inferred

that,

is

of
is

low.

rooted in a sense

on the conversation on the

the perceived threat to the Indian and Pakistan
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low, they demonstrate a greater ability or possibility for

higher levels of personal meaning and empathy vis-a-vis the 'other.'

This study raises significant questions that have implications for the personal

meaning framework and

the Relational Cultural

of conflict, even adults respond
possible

And

is it

enemy

to the

for these adolescents to not act

so, if the

by a need

other from the place of self-protection,

how

from a reference point of self-protection?

to self-protect,

complexity and relational competence
In applying Selman's personal

narrative

that in the context

responses of the Indian and Pakistani youth on the political and historical

narrative are guided

Theory (RCT)

Theory (RCT). Given

to the Indian

among

does

this

imply a lack of developmental

these youth?

meaning framework and the Relational Cultural

and Pakistani youth's dialogue on the

of partition, these youth

reflect a

political

and

historical

lower level of personal meaning and a lack of

mutuality in relation to the 'other.' In protracted contacts, on certain issues, higher level

of personal meaning
other,

may imply

i.e.

(self-reflection

and contextualization), and an empathy for the

a threat to one's sense of collective

self.

In such a context, is

it

even

possible to manifest them? If not, then in the context of the conversation on the political

and

historical narrative

an absence of empathy

of partition,
is

I

would argue, a lower

level

of personal meaning or

not necessarily reflective of a less sophisticated understanding

of the relationship or a lack of mutuality in their relationship

.

I

am

firmly advocating

against the exclusive application of developmental frameworks to any interaction.

assertion

is

that to get a

more complete

youth and their relational

ability,

it

is

My

picture of the developmental complexity of these

imperative that the context

i.e.

the historical.
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political, cultural factors in

is

taking place,

is

1

1

integrated with the

developmental frameworks.
In integrating the context

Personal Meaning framework,

it

of the collective memory of partition with Selman's
is

evident that there will be times

when

it

will be

possible to demonstrate developmental complexity in relation to the other and there will

be times when

it

is not.

This

is

apparent in the conversation between the Indian and

Pakistani youth on the personal narrative and

partition.

on the

political

and

historical narrative

of

The stage model of developmental complexity of Selman's personal meaning

does not address the nuances and challenges in their interaction.

I

am arguing that

it

making meaning, but ways

more appropriate frame
in

is

not ''higher" and "lower'' or "better" or ''worse"

that are effective or ineffective,

ways of

depending on the context.

for exploring the developmental complexity

among

A

participants

an interaction across group conflict lines would be, to explore the developmental

efficacy

among them (See Diagram, Appendix

ways of making meaning

IV).

By developmental

that are less threatening to one's sense

efficacy,

I

mean,

of self in the interaction

with the 'other,' and hence possible and effective in a given context. For example, in the
dialogue on partition between the Indian and Pakistani youth, even "agency," which

is

a

lower level of personal meaning in the original model could be an effective way of

making meaning. "Agency" implies a fixed way of thinking and lack of openness
the other's perspective.

However,

narrative, for the Indian

and Pakistani youth

in their discussions

on the

political

and

to agree to the other's point

to see

historical

of view

threatens ones collective self Hence, as mentioned earlier, to be in "agency" and hold

to one's

own

perspective

is

an effective

way of self protection, of the

collective self

on
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Likewise, the other stages, "personalization," "self-reflection," and
"contextualization" could be

ways of representing developmental

"higher" or "lower levels" of development. There

is

a possibility that any of these

developmental aspects could be reflected based on what
situation,

i.e.

what

is least

would depend on who are
and the larger

is

effective in a particular

threatening to one's collective self This, as the analysis shows
the participants

historical, political

Further, in

efficacy, rather than

of the

on the topic of discussion

interaction,

and social context around

examining developmental complexity

it

it.

would be important

to

consider not only the effectiveness of the meaning that they make, but also pay attention
to

complex developmental task

Appendix

They

IV).

each of their

that the

youth are engaging

are negotiating simultaneously

own communities,

perspectives that they have

from the other

by

side.

of the other side's

between multiple relationships with

II

A).

They

political

are also struggling to

contradictory perspectives on partition. These include the

grown up with and those they

are hearing for the first time

The uniqueness and complexity of these

their increased capacity

(See Diagram,

with the 'other's' community and with each other as

members of Seeds of Peace (See diagram Appendix

make meaning of multiple and

in

interactions

is

demonstrated

of these youth to hear each other and gain mutual awareness

and

historical narrative

of partition. Even when not able

to

accept what they have to say, they are able to acknowledge the 'other's' personal
narrative

on

partition.

The Personal Meaning framework focuses on
not account for these nuances.

Framework

for

I

am

the complexity of

meaning but does

offering an extension of the Personal

Meaning

examining developmental complexity. This framework would look

at
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possihilities
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and not as higher or lower

developmental efficacy or meaning making

be effective and possible in a given context.

1

that

could

also take into consideration the

complex developmental task of negotiating between multiple and conflicting relationships
and meanings. (See diagram. Appendix IV)
In the

relationship

same

light,

where the collective

relational mutuality.

efficacy.

I

from the Relational Cultural Theory (RCT) perspective,

What

is

self feels threatened

it

may

.

It

not be possible to reflect

important to consider in this context

is

the relational

define relational efficacy in the context of a historical conflict between two

groups, as an effective relationship with the 'other,' in a

self

in a

means holding on

to one's

own narrative

way

that protects the collective

while sustaining interactions with the

'other.'

In the case

in defending their

of the Indian and Pakistani youth

own group and blaming the

listen to the other's narrative. In

doing

so,

their relational efficacy is reflected

'other,'

while being open and vulnerable to

they reengage and rework their

moments of

disconnection and the impasses between them. In the face of threats to their sense of
collective self the youth

However, through
relational

may

not be able to reflect mutuality in their relationship.

their relational efficacy they are able to create a

images and meaning of partition. While not challenging

deep
their

shift in their

own

controlling

images (CI's) the youth are constructing new relational images (RI's) about the

These

relational

agreeing to

it.

images acknowledge the

'other.'

'other's' narrative, without accepting or
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apparent in the above discussion that there are two processes which are

at

II

play in the interactions between the Indian and Pakistani youth around partition. In

Burber's terms (1984),

it

is

the "I-it" and the "I-Thou"

domains

of arguing, contradicting and challenging each other on the
narrative,

in

any relationship; one
and

political

historical

and the other of reaching out and empathizing with the 'other'

discussion on the personal narrative.

It

is

in their

only through both these experiences that the

youth are able to experience Burber's third domain of the 'between space' of a shared
experience and develop a deeper understanding about the other (Maoz,

Bar-On, D.,

and

&

historical

perspective on

interpretation

I.,

Steinberg, S.,

Fakhereldeen, M., 2002). Confrontation between the two on the political
narrative

it.

Each

of partition helped them become aware of the
side

on the history and

had

until

politics

then,

the

of partition.

knowledge of only
If they

were not able

each other on the political discussion, they would not be able to "breaks

their

to

'other's'

group's

engage with

down

the double-

wall of dichotomous monolithic constructions" between them (ibid, p. 956-57). However,

was only

if there

confrontation, there could be a risk of perpetuating misunderstanding

between the two. The opportunity

to share their personal stories

of partition helped them

develop empathy for each other.

The dynamic of confrontation and

friendship, reflects an ability to negotiate

between multiple perspectives and relationships indicative of various developmental and
relational possibilities.

which

is

It

also alludes to a growth-fostering relation

marked by empathy and care

for the other. Reflection

and action

Participatory Action Research (Reason and Bradbury, 2001).

analysis raises are:

Can

this cognitive

developmental

between the two
is at

the core of

The question

shift that the

that

the

youth experience
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translate into action?

immediate

Can

relationship

Participatory Action

II

- Personal Meaning and

this experience

to

their

Research

calls

excluded from the existing discourse,
chapter,

reveal

I

Development

of empathy between them translate beyond

communities?

that

Relational

In

keeping

with

for giving voice to

will address the

the

those

the

their

principles

of

who have been

above questions

in the next

by including the voices of the Indian and Pakistani youth. These voices

how

121

will

youth themselves interpret their conversations on the political and

personal narrative of partition, with the other.

My

hope

voice through their engagement in the knowing process.

is to

honor and empower their
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present the reflections that were gathered through interviews

who were

with the Indian and Pakistani youth. The youth
cohort groups

III

interviewed are from different

participated at the Seeds of Peace

will enable the reader to hear the voices

camp, from 2001

to 2005.

of the Indian and Pakistani

youth themselves, on the issue of partition. The reflections will also help in seeing the
similarities

and differences

Because there are

in their interactions across the five years.

overlaps and repetitions in the responses from the participants from each country in each
year,

I

have brought these together as one voice.

I

portray these as an Indian voice and a

Pakistani voice from each year. After presenting the voices of each year

overview of some core elements

in

each

I

offer an

year..

Indian Voice 2001

At camp

we

in the session,

should not have happened.
it

we were

asked to write about individually whether

thought partition was right or wrong. Most of the Indians

so badly for so

many

I

felt

lives to

the Pakistanis

be

lost.

I

would justify

believe that India

is

felt that partition
it.

Why

they needed

secular and

we have

many Muslims

in the country, more than there are in Pakistan. None of us Indians
Muslims were oppressed. So we did not agree with them.
The Pakistanis were aghast. They said how can you even say that partition
should not have happened? We expected that they would also think that partition
was not a good thing because so many people died. So that was a shock to us.
They felt that those lives were lost for a good cause. We did not think it was that
important to them. They were bom in Pakistan so they did not care about a united
India. We had always felt that a solution to the problem would be a common
India. But they were absolutely against that. They felt strongly about their
identity. They said that the Muslims were oppressed in India and India had never
had a Muslim PM. I still did not feel that their argument was strong enough.
There were a lot of things I did not know. None of our politicians were unbiased.
Our history books did not show that. I always felt that our leaders were good. I
never doubted what was written in our history books. We contested each other in
felt that

the

that session

and could not accept each other's point of view.

We found that our history books were
talking to

so different.

I

can understand after

them and knowing what they were taught why they

feel this

way.

It

was
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and death to prove that our history was right and theirs was wrong.
the end of it that we will never know the truth. We have been

taught certain things that are truth for us.

purpose.

III

and

feel for

to tell us

our

own

And we have been

taught

what had happened but

all this for

for us to

a

know

country and against the other.

When we started telling our personal stories, everyone was quiet. One
person shared how her grand-father had to leave his daughter behind and she died
and he could not do anything about
No one said anything. This girl was in tears
and some of us too. Another boy shared about how his grandmother was the only
one who survived in the entire family. We all forgot the figures at that time; who
had lost more lives and who less. Everyone dropped that conversation. Everyone
it.

suffered. We felt closer after that discussion. It did not end in any argument. It
wasn't black and white, right or wrong. Everyone was speaking so much form the
heart. Even those of us who had been arguing so aggressively in the earlier

sessions had such a different expression

on

their faces.

I

still

remember one boy

in

was just

who would always have figures and facts to challenge the (other side),
so quiet. There was so much emotion in that session. We talked about

how our

families had lost their lives

our group

were

really feeling for the other.

We

started crying.

so

felt

much

on both

sides.

There was no blaming.

We reached a breaking point,

for

so

We

many of us

each other and for what had happened. Despite

making of Pakistan, none of the Pakistanis justified the killing and
the loss of lives. We both agreed that if partition had to happen it could have
happened in a better way; without all the bloodshed.
The political discussion was important. It made me start questioning my
media and my history. The personal stories were important too. It made me want

justifying the

know them. Whey they were feeling the way they were. At the end of the day, I
feel we could have been there at that time and done the same what both our
ancestors did. am open to believing that we Indians are not all right. Our leaders
are also not all saints. have learnt how to talk about these issues and discuss
to

I

I

differences. Since

more confidence,

I

have met Pakistanis

to those

not think that partition

who have

I

feel

I

can talk about

my experience with

not and hold biased against them.

was necessary.

I

I still

didn't feel they needed Pakistan.

do

We had

and we could still do that. But now that it has happened I think we
have to think of ways to coexist as separate countries. Even if it had to happen it
could have been done in an organized way. I do of course question the secularity
of India now, especially after the Gujarat riots. So I feel maybe partition was the
lived together

last resort.
I

But

now we have

have met Pakistanis

to those

who have

I

feel

I

to accept

and think of ways

can talk about

my

to live peacefully. Since

experience with more confidence,

not and hold bias against them (Pakistanis).

Pakistani Voice 2001

I

and

was not expecting much.

how different other things.

I

did not

know how

we were

opposite to what

I

was

Muslims were not treated
remember finding out in
knew. They would not believe when we said

Like

told that

well and that Hindus did not live with the Muslims.

camp something

different our history

I
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Muslims were treated badly. I believed that Muslims needed a separate
homeland. They felt that Pakistan was created as a political need not as a religious
that

one.

The Muslims were able

to practice their religion.

I

donT know what

to

believe now.

remember when we

I

started coexistence sessions

remember

we

started with

2weeks out of the three that we had
coexistence sessions, we talked about partition. We were saying how we justified
partition. They said how partition was not a good idea. Many Muslims live in
India. They accepted that Pakistan exists but there was no agreement that Pakistan
was justified. They had varied points. They took a long time to see our view point.
Pakistanis were very happy that the Indian at least accepted that what we might be
saying might be right to them or at least to the existence of partition. We wanted
partition.

It

took the longest.

to literally convert

I

each other

to

that

way of thinking. When we came back from
on partition. It took a long time but we reached

our

camp we continued our discussion
no conclusions.

People shared stories of loss while moving from Pakistan to India and
from India of losing someone. Even from the Pakistani side they shared the same.
shared these stories we felt very sad for each other. We did not fight
We respected each other and there was no blaming that your side did
or your side did
We listened to each other without thinking how am going to
argue back. We tried to sympathize with each other. Both sides suffered. had not

When we

that day.

it

it.

I

I

heard

till

then that Hindus and Sikhs suffered too or were treated badly by the

Muslims

here.

believed

it

knew

was not

from the other side. I
thought were kind and
merciful, your people could be so irresponsible. It hurts to hear that. But we all
heard each others stories and sympathized with each other
When we were talking political we got really pumped up. We kept silent
when people shared stories and really listened to them.
I

then.

From

The

it

but

fact that

the political discussion

the political discussion

learnt

I

sure

till I

I

heard

learnt that

why they

it

who you

your people

we

Through

are not always right.

did not like partition.

I

knew

they did not

know why and why they felt so strongly about it. I found about how
our history books were so different about the same event or how some events
but did not

books and some in ours. When we started
did not have the complete picture.
I have stayed in touch with my group of seeds from India; especially one
of them is my very good friend. We talk often but we don't discuss any serious
issues. But when things happen in our countries or between them, like the Gujarat

were not even mentioned

talking about

it

we

in their

realized

how we

incident or the bus service starting then

When

I

we talk

heard the personal stories

I

felt

about

it.

very sad for their

loss.

People were

many suffered. So much loss and I think no
The personal story sharing was very important. The environment
room was very intense. Before that we were only arguing in all the earlier

not responsible on both sides and so
respect for
in the

life.

sessions. That session really helped our friendships.
other.

It

brought a more

human

face to the issue.

We empathized with each

The

creation of Pakistan

important to me. The bloodshed that happened because of it

is

not. If we

is

had
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Muslims

it

might not have been so painful.

camp my view has become very different. 1 analyze everything and
Those who have not had this experience they still hold on to age old

After
question.
beliefs

Some of my

the Indians.

The above

The

level

friends will watch Indian

of hypocrisy

between India and Pakistan was
in Kargil,

is

camp

at its

in

the

dramas and movies and also hate

crazy.

reflections represent the voices of the Indian

participated in the Seeds of Peace

war

A lot depends on the parents and

of hate and have a one sided view.

teachers.

2001.

As mentioned

and Pakistani youth

who

earlier, the relationship

worst in 2001. In 1999 both countries had fought a

Kashmir and had been on the verge of a nuclear war. The

Indian and Pakistani Prime minister in

May

2001 had
,

failed.

talks

between the

There were no people

to

people interactions between the two countries.

The Indian and Pakistani youth met

voices reveal the feelings of anxiety and apprehension they

They

recalled their shock

history.

I

partition

was

camp

for the first time at the

felt,

in

Maine. Their

about meeting the other.

and disbelief of the other side's narrative and interpretation of

by the Indians expecting

"would also think

that

was not a good thing because so many people died." They were surprised

that

struck

that the Pakistanis

contrary to their expectations, the Pakistanis believed that partition

deaths were for a good cause.

confronted this perspective.

What came

I

was reminded of my own learning

A generation later, and yet

as a surprise to

me was

that

it

was

the

was good and

the

first

same

time

that the

their learning

argumentative stance

from

it.

However, both

I

discourse.

both the Indian and Pakistani youth saw

value in their discussion on the political and the historical narrative of partition.

assumed

the

in these discussions

1

had

would have overshadowed

sides shared in their reflections that through these

discussions on the political and historical aspect of partition, they were able to learn
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about the difference in the interpretations of their histories. Although they were not able
to agree to the other's perspective, they

felt

the

way

were able

to hear

them and understand why they

they did about the issue.

Also, something that did not

in their reflections

on the

political

come up

and

in the

camp

sessions, but

historical discussion, is

is

clearly evident

an acceptance on both

sides that their side "is not always right." This acceptance led the youth to explore other

sources of news and information, rather than relying totally on the media in each of the
countries. So, although collective

memory

continues to play an important role in shaping

the youth's understandings of partition, what

is

and challenge the sources of collective memory

them shared

that after returning

also evident

is

their ability to question

in their respective countries.

from camp, they did not blindly believe

As most of

their

media and

history textbooks.

In their reflections

on

their discussion

around the personal narrative, both the

Indian and Pakistani youth shared a feeling of empathy for the other side. Their voices

reflect

a deep connection to the other side, in the listening and sharing of personal stories

of loss and pain. There was also self-reflection as both sides are able to take
responsibility of their group's actions during partition

and be

critical

about

it.

Indian Voice 2002
Before the camp I never really cared for what I thought. I had not learnt
much and I had no major opinion. Whatever the teachers told us we believed.

They spoke about

partition as an event in history.

At camp we
that

we

learnt the stereotypes that Pakistanis felt about us.

did not accept partition.

was

What

They

felt

they said about the birth of their country,

all wrong. I believed that they would have been taught
what we have been told. I believed that what I was taught was
right. The Pakistanis said that Muslims were oppressed. They felt that there was
discrimination against the Muslims. There were many problems and there was a

the Indians felt

it

something else

to
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need for Pakistan. Muslims were never treated well by the Hindus and that is why
they needed a separate land. That's what they felt. That was the first time 1 heard
this view.

We

fought tooth and

nail.

We argued about facts.

1

had thought

that

maybe they also did not want partition and it was only Jinnah who wanted it.
They did not like to hear that. They said that Mountbatten favored the Hindus,
that Nehru was not a good person. We did not agree on anything. We ended the
discussion by saying whatever happened was bound to happen. still do not agree
with their view. Partition for me was the last resort not an ideal solution... So I
was surprised. For them it was liberation and the creation of a homeland.
1

I

view point

can't agree with that

that

Muslims were suppressed.

We have

many Muslims living in India; even more than in Pakistan. But 1 agree that the
violence was too much at that time and maybe partition was needed as a quick fix
so

to solve the problem.

Someone from

Pakistan shared a personal story of their grand-father's

brother being burnt alive.
It is

how

hard to

to

one said word at that time. Everyone was listening.
respond to that. It is very painful. We shared with her

similar trains were from Pakistan too.

felt really

to

know how

No

bad for her and

felt

horrible to hear the stories.

told her that. All of us felt for each other.

I

We were all

each other with respect.

It

so emotional. Everyone

felt

We

We listened

very sad that

had happened. Suffering was on both sides of the conflict. The discussion was
about human side of partition not Jinnah and Nehru. We saw how families on
both sides had been separated. Till then we were talking Nehru and Jinnah. Then
this

we

started talking about people

we went back
was mellowed down

personal stories
it

I

really

feel

pointless to

it

when we discussed

go on and on about

happened and why those leaders

history book, theirs and ours

anywhere just discussing

personal stories. After the

to the political discussion, but

at that

biased, that

is

history.

I

is

politics.

We

it

was

different

will never

now;

know what

time did what they did. Every

one thing we

learnt.

We cannot get

did learn from the poUtical discussion, about

Now we
don't just believe what the media says or what history books have to say. We

their reasons for the partition.

question

it.

But

it

is

The personal
real. It

made me

did not

1

story put a face to the

realize that
it

it

knew of our own. From

Something between
of.

up the personal

all

happened on both

that

sides.

It

we had

I

heard.

It

made

it

also gives a certain

We realized how
first time we heard the other sides suffering. We

then

was always

it

there in our discussions.

of us changed after that discussion.

Whenever

stories

numbers

should not happen again to anyone.

both sides had suffered. For the

connected sort

about that before.

not easy.

closure and a feeling that

only

know much

I

can,

I

share this with

have heard. For

me

We were more

my friends and

the personal stories are

family.

I

bring

what stayed

not the political discussion.

Pakistani Voice 2002

Before

Hindus were

I

went to camp 1 had a different outlook of partition. I knew that
That the Muslims were in a minority and they were subjugated

cruel.
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by the Hindus before partition. So they had no option but to demand a separate
land to safeguard ... from the Hindus who were arrogant and cruel. think my
understanding of history was very superficial. We were told only the Pakistani
side of the story. After the seeds camp learnt about the other side too.
I

1

On

we always had intense discussion. We were
and Pakistanis. The mood was very intense. Indians

the historical discussion

always separate as Indians
were cursing Jinnah. And the event was linked to Kashmir as unfinished business
of partition. When we discussed the politics of partition, we talked about the
history, the British rule,

argument.

It

surprised

not the same.

We

Muslim League,

me

realized that

generation feel patriotic.

was

right.

was a lot of
were so different. The incidents were
how people can change history to make new
Jinnah, Congress. There

that our histories

was

It

Each of us thought

frustrating at times, because

that

our side was

we

We

knew what

did not like partition.

right. Indians

We felt our history was right and they felt theirs was correct.
agreement or conclusion

never

There was no

to the discussion.

shared personal stories

at

camp about our

families.

When

personal

were shared then people became more sympathetic. I heard for the first
time from the other side. I did not know that there side women were also lost and
killed. I had heard about our side being burnt and killed. My aunt (my dad's sister
was pregnant and her stomach was split. People felt bad that this had happened
but no one in our group regretted that partition had happened. When we talked
about personal stories there were no discussions on the politics. Everyone was
stories

more connected because we could connect to their stories. We heard
on the other side. We could understand each other's pain.
Both sides were identifying with each other. The mood was sort of united. There
was connection between people. For the first time we left the room together.
There was unanimity in the discussion
The political discussion was helpful. For the first time I was given a
feeling

similar stories of loss

contrasting view to what
to research

was

a

more when

common

I

1

knew.

came

I

did not agree with

back.

Two

it.

It

had

things happened,

I

its

mortal like us and he can also commit blunders.

about his mistakes does not

mean lowering

his status.

I

impact.

I

wanted

realized that Jinnah

And

that talking

learnt that just as

I

have

misunderstood they have

also. I have also been influenced by the movies, video,
and history. But it is all about egos. I learnt the differences in our
history books and I might not ever know what the truth was. It was important.
Through the personal stories we felt for each other. We did not feel Indians or

press, families

Pakistanis at that time but like

felt

pain for each other.

By the summer of 2002, when

these youth met, there had been recent

global and regional events that had once again heightened the tension between the

two

countries.

September

called terrorism".

1"^
1

happened and with

it

began a global war on "so

The Indian Parliament had been bombed

in

December 200 land
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Both countries came close

two countries

that

was

State of Gujarat

were indiscriminately terrorized and

to war.

The

1999 was

started in

stopped. In February 2002, the Gujarat massacre took place,
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when Muslims

in the

was

in this

brutally killed.

It

context that the Indian and Pakistani youth met.

Once again

their reflections about the interaction reveal the role

collective, including that

of their teachers and adults around them,

meaning of partition. Youth from both sides shared the

in

of the

shaping their

surprise they felt

on

hearing an unfamiliar interpretation of the political and historical narrative of
partition.

They

recollect this perspective as being argumentative

reach any conclusion.

And yet,

and unable

view motivated them

listening to a contrasting

seek alternative view points, on their return from camp, and to not believe
value what they read in their media or history books, especially
related to the 'other side.' In the sharing

of the personal

hearing about the other side's suffering for the

first

stories,

time.

when

empathy

it

to

at face

was

they remember

They remember

a sense of connection for each other as they heard these stories. There
respectful listening and

to

feeling

was a

in that dialogue.

Indian Voice 2003

we discussed history. Before camp, I did not know
Whatever I knew was from the Indian side only I learnt the
our history. That was the most striking thing for me. Before I could

For most of the part

much about

partition.

difference in

not understand

why

they are such staunch believers in partition.

that they also did not

understand

why they

want

partition. After reading their history

much

1

used to think

books,

I

can

two nation theory and they still feel
that Muslims are not treated well in India and do not get their rights. We Indians
had mostly one opinion, that partition was unnecessary and that we could have
negotiated something. The Pakistanis said Kashmir should become an
believe so

in the
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We did not agree on that and we did not agree on the partition

issue.

have never read personal stories in history books. But heard in general
about them. I read something in the Olive Branch the newsletter of the Seeds of
Peace. One of the seeds from 2001 had written about his grandfather's experience
I

I

When we

talked about it in camp that was one place we agreed
Both sides made a mistake, because of religion. The
killing of people should not have happened.
At camp in small groups, together with the Pakistanis we shared stories of
partition. One Pakistani boy shared about how his grand-parents house had been

during partition.

that both sides suffered.

When we talked about why partition happened we had
somehow led to the discussion on Kashmir.

burnt during the partition.
a political discussion.

got to

I

know

It

about the other side's thoughts on partition.

I

also learnt

about the differences in our history books, about the brainwashing that our

governments were doing on the people of creating hatred
talked about the fact that

how

when

people use religion to

not agree.

They

a child

is

bom they

each other. But in our

kill

for

each other.

do not chose

political discussion

was good.

(Pakistanis) felt strongly that partition

We

their religion

we

and

did

We (Indians)

did not agree to that.

accept their view point.

I

I

think

it

is

valid but

I

do not agree with

it.

We

now but there is no agreement. In an ideal
think we can reverse partition. So think we

understand each other's point of view

we can be

world

one. But

I

don't

I

Kashmir issue. Kashmir
is still undecided. The destiny of Kashmir we can still change. The problem of
Kashmir is linked to partition. Partition was done in a bad way. We don't want to
repeat the same mistake with Kashmir. We can still talk about the issue and reach
should talk about issues that can

some

still

Personal story discussion

Your

stories

it

is

suffering.
It

side

is all

different.

When

I

is different.

wrong and my

We stop

side

looking

we can
When we

In politics

is all right.

at the conflict.

It is

heard the stories from the other side,

was not some

political discussion

But

like the

resolution

white.

them.

be changed,

Pakistani

who

suffered, but

my

I

talk black

more about

felt

and

talk personal

the

sympathetic for

friend's family. In the

we were always going back to you are wrong, we are right.
we were all on one side. Both sides suffered.

in the personal story discussion

The discussion was not

polarized. It was no longer a discussion on faceless
These were friends now whose stories we were hearing. For the first
time the enemy had a face. It was not about a representative of a country but
suffering.

another
it is

human

being.

On

general discussion.

From

a

human

their families

we

are sensitive but

when we

talk politics

We cannot feel the pain of the other.

the political discussion

they do. Personal stories were

and

level

I

learnt

why

more empathetic.

and what had happened

to

the other side thinks the

It

them.

was about your

way

friends' lives
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Pakistani Voice 2003

When went
1

to

camp,

many things in our history books
man in their text books. Gandhi in my

learnt that so

1

were not clear. Jinnah was an aggressive
text books loved violence. Once I saw a picture on TV about peace and they
showed Gandhi's picture. And thought what is he doing here? He was a violent
man. Then I went to camp and found many things about him that 1 had never
known. I felt that the people who wrote our history were biased and they
generalized. They were not being responsible. They only told us one side of the
story. I was told that women coming from that side were raped and killed but
women going from this side were not harmed.
At camp the Indians had the view that partition was not good, because
their motherland was divided. The Pakistanis felt that the Muslims were a
minority. They were not treated well and so they needed a separate homeland. I
heard a talk in Pakistan organized by the SOP. The speaker said that Jinnah did
not want an Islamic state. He wanted a secular state. I had never heard that before.
At camp both our views were presented. Some of the Indians agreed to our
view of the need for homeland. This was also the first time I questioned partition
I

1

after listening to the Indians,

living in India,

done

this

and

when they

more than they

that

we

are living in Pakistan.

the

first

time

we

They

many Muslims

felt that

the British had

could have lived in one country.

We shared our personal
was

said that there are so

stories

we

heard that

and the same happened

of partition. Everyone was

killed

listening.

This

and murdered, and they also suffered

I felt ashamed that 1 did not
must have happened to them
too. I was holding an Indian girl's hand and we both cried. There were never any
personal stories in the history books. There were only numbers and figures; 650
thousand Muslims and 470 thousand Hindus. I heard they suffered too. But I still

to them.

Hearing their

stories,

think that if something happened to our side then

be

feel that the figures can't

When we talked
history.

our histories were. But when

feeling for each other.

By 2003,
started.

talks

wrong.

about partition politically,

We were talking as Pakistanis and Hindus,

different

had

all

it

It

Indians.

talking facts
I

found our

talking personal stories

was not about proving who

is

right or

initiated

in

from

how
we were

wrong.

there were major changes in the global politics.

There were protests

were being

we were

we were

The war on

Iraq

both India and Pakistan against the war. Peace

between the two countries and the people

to people

exchanges were picking up momentum. There were talks about resuming the bus
service between the

two

countries.

The public mood

becoming supportive of interactions with the other

in both the countries

side. In the

was

Seeds of Peace,
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to visit the

Pakistani youth, were being finalized.

What seems
Pakistani youth

attended

camp

is

in

to

be interesting

that they

in these reflections

have been exposed

2001 and 2002. One can see

of partition of the other side have

filtered

of the 2003 Indian and

to the experience

of the youth

this in their reflections.

The

who

stories

down, by the youth who attended camp

in the earlier years.

Although, there was some familiarity with the 'other's' perspectives on
partition, shared

political

and

by the previous

historical narrative

participants, the intense

still

arguments over the

continued. However, youth from both sides

expressed that through these conversations they understood the "other side' better

and questioned

comes

their side's perspective

to light in these reflections, is

by "some" youth from both

on

partition.

Another unique dynamic

that

an "agreement" to the "other's' perspective,

sides.

In the sharing of personal stories

2002, that of empathy for the

'other.'

we

see similar expression, as in 2001 and

There was deep listening and connection, as

each side shared their story of suffering during partition. In these discussions as

one youth shared "we were not on different
not about a representative of a country.

It

sides.

We were all

on one

side.

It

was

was about another human being."

Indian Voice 2004
In

camp we

did the history time line

till

partition,

and then we

started

was different from the Indians. Most
same view as me. They felt partition should not have happened.
The Pakistanis said that Muslims were forced by the Hindus to think of partition

discussing the events. Pakistanis view
Indians had the
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way they were treated by the Hindus. Hindus did not let them live
were thrown into mosques and they could not practice their
had never
religion. We were shocked that they think like this. From childhood,
ever thought of the drawbacks of the Congress. 1 only knew the drawbacks of the
Muslim League. So I was also shocked. Something was not shown to us and they
also did not know some of the things. We Indians believed that the Muslim
League was wrong. They thought that the Congress was all wrong. For them it
was the Congress that was not letting the Muslims live in peace. They said that
the Hindus did not want to live with the Muslims. They wanted them to go. They
treated them as though they did not deserve to be there and that is why the
Muslims asked for a separate land. For me it is always about Jinnah wanting more
power. 2/3"^^ of the Muslims stayed in India, only 1/3'^'^ of them left to Pakistan. So
for me all the Muslims did not want a separate land.
Finally we realized that it was no use arguing who is right and who is
wrong, because we will never agree on that. There was no agreement to our
discussion. We ended our discussions as; your country has faults and my country
too. Our histories were biased and our education system in both countries did not
want us to know the other side story. That is one thing we agreed on. Both Indians
and Pakistanis were to blame. We can't clap with just one hand. WTien we read
our history text books, many times our questions are not answered by the teachers
and they pass judgments on the other side. I realized that just by reading about
one side it is hard to know the complete story. It is impossible to know the real
truth about what really happened at that time. But it is important to know the other
because of the
in peace. Pigs

1

side's story.

as a

The

political discussion

view but did not agree with

it.

helped us hear the other side.

Now

We accepted

it

don't just read a history book without

I

questioning

A couple of them brought up personal
them. But

we

talked about that if a child

is

stories but

bom

I

don't really

in a family that

partition that child will be taught to hate the other side.

remember

has suffered from

When we

talked about the

we realized that both sides suffered. It was not only the Hindus or
Both were responsible for what happened and the suffering. Before
camp I never thought of the other side story or suffering or why they felt that way
about us. I just knew about Jinnah and the Muslim League. I did not know about
the common people. When we shared the stories we felt bad for the person who
personal stories
the Muslims.

suffered.

was hard to digest that Hindus had killed the Muslims because I had
learnt and was told by my teachers that it was the Muslims who caused the
trouble. They started it and we had to protect ourselves. It was they who did not
It

want

to live

suffering.
partition,

It

with the Hindus.

was

I

had never read or heard about the other side's

surprising to me.

everyone

felt that

family's experience

it

is

it

When

I

was justified

shared
the

different that reading

my personal

way
it

I

experience about

felt. If it is

in history.

your

Whatever

own

my

family

it wasn't fair. No one should have gone through it.
When heard their personal stories from the other side, my people were
not the only who suffered. The Pakistanis had in their mind that they suffered
more. When they heard from us they learnt that we suffered too. It was not about

went through,

I
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1

who suffered less or more. can't say who suffered more or less. don't know
many stories from the other side. We suffered as a nation. How can we compare
human loss? It's not about talking Indian or Pakistani, it's about talking human.
I

I

Pakistani Voice 2004

When I went to camp I knew the Pakistani point of view. I knew that
Muslims were not being given rights. Even though they considered themselves a
part of India, they were treated as minorities. Gandhi and Nehru always deceived
the Muslims. Jinnah was always the right guy. Our history text books told us this.
1 knew that Hindus did not want partition. They were brutal and cruel to the
Muslims. They wanted to take revenge because the Muslims had ruled them for
lOOOyears. I learnt this from my history books, the media and I heard in my
family. Talk shows on the TV. I hear in news and media even today.
At camp we were asked to write things that we thought about the Indians
and they had to write things that they thought about Pakistanis. Pakistanis were
saying that partition was important. That Muslims in India did not get equal
rights. Few of the Indians agreed, but most said that partition was not right. The
Indians felt that in was Jinnah who had created all this for his selfish interest. But
we said that he was selfless. He did it for the Muslims. There was no agreement.
Most of the Pakistani view at camp was that partition was right. Indian view was
not in favor of partition.

We were asked to write headlines in what the headlines would have been
in the Pakistani papers

on

14"^

August 1947. The Pakistani side

said.

"Freedom

last,"

ours was filled with joy. The Indian side said, ''Motherland destroyed,"

theirs

was sorrow.

at

We compared our textbooks, they were so different. Some

people from both sides accepted each other's view but some did not.

used to think of Indians as Hindus. In the camp

I

learnt that

it

was

1

always

different.

There

were other religions too. I still believe that partition was the best thing. My view
of Indians has changed but not of the political leaders.
I never read any personal story of partition in my history books. I had
heard about stories of partition from the family and just around. I had heard that
trains we filled with Muslims. And the Hindus and the Sikhs were annihilating the
Muslims. At camp I heard the other side's story for the first time. That was the
first time I heard that they suffered too, Hindus and Sikhs. I felt sorry that I was
so ignorant about this. We had never been told that.

One of the Indian girl shared how her family was forced out of Sindh. I
never knew that this had happened to the Hindus. This was the first time heard
that they had suffered. I only saw our side suffering on the television. In the
1

Jinnah film a

little girl is

mom is killed.

crying and Jirmah asks her what happened and she says

remember that scene, even though saw that film a
few years ago. When the Indian girl related her personal story about her family
being pushed out of Sindh, one of the students checked out the facts in her book
on returning and found that she was right.
When the personal stories were being shared, everyone was listening
intently. Both sides were feeling that we suffered more. When I listen to a
that her

I

still

1
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of the time.
When you generalize, like all people suffered, it does not feel that much. But
when you hear a personal story directly from a person about what happened to
personal story,

them,

it is

that point

it

is

different

very different.
1

You

to the political events

whose family had

suffered.

1

The aggression fades away. At
was more about someone I knew
her that we are more human than

feel for the person.

did not think Indian or Pakistani.

remember

It

telling

we are Hindus and Muslims or Indians and Pakistanis. We said that we did not
know who was to blame. We felt confused. We agreed that whoever did it, it was
wrong. There was no heated discussion at that time. An Indian said to that, "I am
sorry

I

disrespected Jinnah."

We shared and

Usually in the Pakistani text books
selfish

and Jinnah

we

it

was very touching and emotional.

don't respect Gandhi.

Me

is

considered

in their text books.

Between 2003 and 2004 both India and
tensions between them. Rail,

air,

Pakistan, took several steps to ease

and road links were restored. Cricket matches

between India and Pakistan were restarted

in the region after

1

5 years.

Many

Indians were given visas to witness the matches in Pakistan and they were given a

warm welcome by

the Pakistanis. People

on both sides were expressing

their

desire for peace and friendship with the other side. During this time the Pakistani

youth from 2002 and 2003, were preparing for their

The

role of education

and media

clearly apparent in these reflections.

in their

visit to India.

meaning making of partition

The youth shared

that although there

is

were

disagreements and arguments around the political and historical narrative there

was

also an increased

remember that

acknowledgement of the

in their interaction, there

'other's' narrative.

They

were a few youth from both sides who

agreed with the 'other's' perspective.
In their reflection

years, the

side

is

on the sharing of personal

stories, like in the earlier

theme of feeling connectedness, compassion and empathy

for the other

repeated. As, one of the youth shared, the sharing of personal stories

not about talking Indian or Pakistani,

it

is

about talking human."

"was
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Indian Voice 2005

According to me the partition was not good. I know that through books,
teachers, some of the friends. The PS (previous seeds) accompanying me from
India told me that according to the Indian newspapers, Indian media and Indian
books is all different from what is written in the Pakistani books. The thing is that

we have

Our media tells us that we are right and
have
read
not
the Pakistani books but I have a feeling that
Pakistan is wrong and I
they will say that Pakistan is right and we are wrong. So when we are told that
not been given the right picture.

and taught

that then that

becomes

the

way we

find different stories; one will say that India

Pakistan

was responsible and

There

not one story.

I

is

I

think. If

is

you go on

the

web you

will

responsible, another will say that

a third will say that the British were responsible.

have made a

file

from different web

sites

on these

took everything from the Indian point of view from the Indian website.

stories.

It is

me the problem is that everyone
have a different opinion because of my books. They have
a different opinion according to theirs. None of us are so told that we really know
what happened at that time. So we cannot say who was right and who was wrong.
When we sit in a dialogue session we are not ready to compromise because of our
egos. We have not started our discussion on partition as yet but I know that when
I take part in it, even though I might know that they may be right, I have to stick
to my point and stand for my country.
I have not read any personal story in the history book. One story I heard
was from one teacher. Her grand parents were in Lahore before partition. Their
house was burnt and her grand-parents were burnt alive. Her father was without a
home and they were forced to come to India. So many stories. So many people
were killed. I have not heard any story from their side. We have not talked about
it as yet. I have not heard any thing wrong with my country as yet and they have
completely Indian point of view. According to
has different opinion.

not heard about theirs.

I

Maybe we

will talk about

it

in today's session.

I

don't

know.
I

will accept that

my

side

would have done

it.

We cannot clap with one

What has been shown to us is that they were wrong. But I am sure we were
also. We have always been shown that India is absolutely innocent. We have to
accept if anything is wrong with us, even if it is hard. think it was bad. Both
started it. There were so many Hindus and Muslims killed. I am sure there were
losses on their side too, though I have not heard about it. They are also human and
hand.

I

happened in a bad way. I heard that two
Pakistani boy's families had migrated from India. In the dialogue session I got to
know that their families left India. Now I know them personally and I would feel
I

think they

very sad

if

I

would

feel the

same

that

it

heard that their families also suffered.
Pakistani Voice 2005
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information on this matter was coming from

have read are biased. Most
were
forced
to move out and how Hindus have
books say that the Muslims
harmed the Muslims and the Muslim women. have never heard anyone saying
that the Muslims did that too, they also harmed the Hindus. In my school book the

books

the society and the

1

read.

Most of the books

1

1

reasons for partition are that the hardships that the Muslims had by the
believe that but

I

I

lindus.

I

also believe that they are not telling the other side of the story.

The Indian te.xt books say something else they are not telling the other side of the
story. I met some older seeds and they told me how the books are different. I think
If we keep saying that we
and the Indians did everything wrong then nothing will change.
In the dialogue session we talked about stereotypes we were shouting at
each other and arguing and accusing each other. I don't know how partition came
into the discussion. One Indian said that partition should be dissolved because the

both countries can give the other side of the story.

that

were

right

youth of both countries thinks difTerently and they don't want partitions.
very bad.
than

I

move

feel that Indians

with what

now.

is

it

keep saying

Pakistan because he does not

I

that

we were one

I

felt

country once rather

said that he cannot speak for the youth of

know what

they think.

I

said that the youth in

Pakistan does not think that partition should not be there.

I

think that partition

should have happened but not the killings.

This

more.

is

We will

will love

the

I

we

feel

time

I

will feel the

am

meeting Hindus.

feel

We

I

don't

know who

suffered

more than
same way too. am sure they have
equally sad if an Indian girl comes up with a similar

I

love our country and people

think they feel the

I

I

same.

The Seeds of Peace
came to camp.

just before

I

suftered more.

an Indian. But

heard stories also.
story.

first

I

in Pakistani organizes speaker series.
I

I

attended one

believed in the two nation theory completely before

heard the talk by the speaker.

He

said that

many Muslims

did not want partition.

But the whole point

Even

the political party Jamat-Islam did not

many

peasants and landlords wanted partition more than the ordinary people,

want

it.

I

is

that

own lands. The ordinary people were fine there. So
know what to believe now. We believe what we read and what we are told.
But if we are given another view point and reasoning, will listen and consider. If
we are given reasoning then we will listen and question. The problem think is
because they would have their
I

don't

I

I

that people don't think or ask.

By 2005,
countries.

there

listen to

what they are

told.

a remarkable shift in the relationships

between the two

A bus service was started between India side and Pakistan side Kashmir

and additional bus and
the

was

They just

train services

were

started across other borders

between

two countries. Additionally there were business and other collaborations

initiated at grass roots level

between both countries.
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As I mentioned

session. Yet,

voices.

methodology chapter,

2005 cohort, before they had

Pakistani youth from

their responses

in the

1

-

Reflective Voices

on

their session

activities

and meetings organized

in

both countries, especially the

teaching of history has influenced their understanding of partition. "I

younger

was not good) through books, teachers and

all

and books

my

that

information on this matter (partition)

1

matches with what has been happening
started our discussion

and stand

for

I

friends,"

know that

"When I was

was coming from

the society

read."

The expectations of these youth about

even though

in their

each country.

Once again we can see how education

(partition

in that

the previous Indian and Pakistani

from camp. They had also attended
in

So

partition.

one can see the repetition of themes from the previous years

by Seeds of Peace
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interviewed the Indian and

were around what they were expecting would happen

Youth from both sides had met with

participants

III

on

that they

my country." The need

to

on

partition, also

in the previous sessions.

partition as yet, but

know

might not

the session

I

know that when

may be

right,

I

1

"We have

not

take part in

have to stick to

be right in front of the enemy

it,

my point

is

clearly

indicated in these words.

To my question
partition

from the other

to

them about how they would

side, their responses

now that

and have made friends with them, they would

that their "friends" families

of

were the same as the youth from

previous years. Youth from both sides expressed that
'other side'

feel if they hear stories

had suffered during

partition.

feel

they

know

the

sad if they learn

Chapter Three: Analysis

Emerging New Voices on
In reading through these reflections,

two

the discourse between the Indian and Pakistani youth.

and there

is

when

- Reflective Voices

1

the relations

countries,

and

how this

between the two countries were
partition,

on either

in

influences

A significant example of this

no acceptance of the other's perspective on

39

Partition

one can see the influence of the changes

the larger political and social context between the

present in 2001 and 2002,

III

is

at its worst,

side. In the

subsequent years, 2003, 04 and 05, when the relations between the two countries

improved, there

is

a shift in the dialogue between the youth. There

agreement with the other's point of view, by some youth on both

I

also found

many

similarities

on both

is

an acceptance and

sides.

sides, across the five years,

from 2001

to

2005. For example, both the Indian and Pakistani youth share their realization of their
contradictory histories.

They both recognize

that they

had been told only one side of the
and

story in their textbooks and, through

what they had heard

communities. In

has always been portrayed as the victim, and the

'other' as the

this story, their side

enemy and

In reflecting

the perpetrator.

on the conversations on the

partition , both the Indian

to

political

own

was no agreement.

is

of

historical narrative

that their conversation

perspective.

prove that they are right and the 'other'

discussions, there

and the

and Pakistani youth acknowledged

about, trying to convince the other side of their

and wanting

in their families

It

was

was argumentative

wrong. At the end of these

Yet, they shared that despite the disagreement, the

conversation on the political and historical narrative was significant, as

of the reasons behind the other side's perspective on

partition.

it

informed them

They were able

to accept

Chapter Three: Analysis

were two

that there

parallel

and contradictory

story of partition.

Both sides also agreed

also accepted and

were

self-critical

political

that they

- Reflective Voices

III

and historical narratives

would never know

of the role of their

and knowing of what was considered appropriate for each

to the

'the truth.'

own communities
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They

in their learning

side.

Participants from both sides expressed that in these political discussions they

representing themselves as Pakistanis and Indians and

As such

stick to their stance.

'other's' perspective

it

was hard

around the

political

the challenges, this discussion gave

political narrative

for

them

it

was important

to give

up

for each side to

view and take the

their

argument of partition. They shared,

them an opportunity

to learn

which they would never know otherwise. In

were

that, despite

about the other side's

their reflections they also

shared, their acceptance of the 'other side.' For the Indians, they were able to say that

they don't agree that partition should have happened but
are ready to

see

why

desire to

it

move

on.

was hard

On

it

the Pakistani side, they did not agree with

for the Indians to accept partition.

move beyond

now that

the conflict and look for

ways

has happened they

it,

but were able to

Both sides shared a

to coexist

.

Almost

common

all

the youth

on

both sides also agreed that after this exchange they did not accept blindly the written text

and news

in their countries.

They looked

for other resources to inform themselves

and

at

times compare news items with their friends from the other side.
In applying the Personal

reflections of the Indian

Meaning framework and Relational

and Pakistani youth on the

partition illustrate developmental complexity

(Jordan, 1991). This

is

demonstrated

political

and

Cultural Theory, the

historical discussions

on

and movement towards relational mutuality

in their ability to sustain

and negotiate between

multiple relationships, multiple realities and multiple perspectives.

What

is

interesting to

Chapter Three: Analysis

note,

that in the

is

camp

session that

1

Reflective Voices

III
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observed (2001 and 2005) when the Indian and

Pakistani youth are face to face with the 'other side', they do not reflect an ability to be

self-reflective

reflective is

and

self-critical

however

about their

own

clearly evident in their reflections. This

competence and movement

in the direction

relational mutuality,

is

suggestive of relational

of challenging the controlling images (CFs)

about the 'other' existing in their communities.

meaning and a

group. This ability to be self-critical and

and points

It

reflects a higher level

to a cognitive

of personal

movement towards

understanding the 'other' (Jordan, 2004).

These reflections indicate
with the other,

when

that

when

their collective self is not

able to manifest higher levels of personal

with the

'other,'

the youth are not in a face to face interaction

even on the

and

political

under direct threat by the other, they are

meaning and mutuality
historical narrative

in their relationship

of partition. As a result

questions emerge around appropriate methodologv to gauge the developmental

complexity of youth, in an interaction across inter-group conflict
their interactions with the 'other' side

and Pakistani youth are not able to

when
level

on the

political narrative

reflect a higher level

lines. In

other words, in

of partition, the Indian

of personal meaning. However,

they share their reflections on the same, they are clearly demonstrative of a higher

of personal meaning. This implies that

to explore the

youth in an interaction between conflicting groups,
their interaction with

is

important to observe not only

each other, but also have individual conversations with them, on

their individual reflections about the

The

it

developmental complexity of

reflections

same.

of both Indian and Pakistani youth on the discussion on the

personal narrative of partition concurred with

my analysis. They related experiencing a

Chapter Three: Analysis

III

sense of connectedness with each other in that conversation.

commented

that in their group,

when

the conversations

was some

scaling of suffering, as to

However,

as the sharing progressed, the participants

felt

more connected and empathic

- Reflective Voices

Some of the

on personal

participants

stories started, there

which side suffered more and which side

less.

from both sides confirmed

to the 'other" in this dialogue.
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that they

The dialogue was not

argumentative and they listened to each other's stories of loss and suffering. There was

acknowledgement of suffering on both
were able

that they

reached out

to

sides.

They agreed

to see their side as perpetrators

that

of violence

it

was hard

too.

They

to accept but

cried together,

comfort each other and acknowledge each other's pain. At that point

it

was

not about being Indians or Pakistanis and Hindus or Muslims, but about "being human,"

they said. The responses of the youth appear to be guided by a desire to connect around
the shared suffering and to reach out to the other, even if the other

There

is

connectedness, hope and

The

humanism

is

a perceived enemy.

in these reflections.

reflections reveal the possibilities of developmental complexity in individual

thinking and relational development,

embedded

in the interactions

between them. They

also illuminate the potential in these youth to use these interactions in a

enhances

their ability to think

mutually grow

in relationship

with 'the other.'
that is evident in the reflections relates to the willingness

of the Indian and Pakistani youth

rely

that

with complexity about the other and their ability to

Another unique element

their

way

to take action

and

translate their experience to others in

communities. As most of the youth shared, after their return from camp, they do not

on

the

news and written

text in their country

and seek alternative ways of

information. In spite of the challenges they face, they continue to sustain relationships

Chapter Three: Analysis

with each other. They are willing to act for change and this

III

behavioral changes upon their return.

their reflections, after their return

other through the internet.

constantly question

it,

As both

the Indian

demonstrated
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in their

and Pakistani youth shared

from camp they sustain

They do not accept

is

- Reflective Voices

their connections

blindly their history and

especially on issues relating to the 'other.'

in

with each

news media and

They engage

in

conversations with their families and friends about their learning about the 'other.' They
share the 'other' side's narrative and interpretation of history and of the conflict.
talk about the similarities that they

saw with

They

the 'other' and the misperceptions about the

being the unfriendly enemy. They talk about the stories of suffering of partition

'other,'

they heard from the 'other' side, the connectedness they

felt for the 'other'

and the

friendships they created with them. Both the Indian and Pakistani youth engage in
different initiatives to create awareness about the 'other,' in their communities.

They

present in school assemblies, conduct workshops with other youth and organize

community events where they share

their experience

of interacting with the

'other.'

(See

Healing through a web of community relations Page 161-165) Based on these transitions

from

reflection

and connection to action by the youth

I

am

adding another dimension to

Selman's Personal Meaning framework and Relational Cultural Theory, the dimension of
relational-activism (See diagram.

I

Appendix

IV).

define relational-activism in the context of inter-group conflict as, an act in

relation with the 'other' that has the potential to create change towards peace

coexistence hetM'een the conflicting communities.

It

transforms thought into action.

not merely working physically together with the other

resonance with the

'other,' a

and

.

It

It

is

implies sharing a relational

shared willingness to actively work for change, even

when
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physical proximity with the 'other'

(See Diagram, Appendix,

III,

is
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not possible (as in the case of protracted conflicts).

IV, V). This relational activism, in inter-aroup conflicts can

have two possible aspects. These are self-relational- activism,
and action

to question one's

relation to the 'other,'

own community

that
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own

i.e.

individual willingness

group's negative perspectives and assumptions in

and/or communitv-relational-activism relating to actions

can foster relationships with the

'other.'

in

one's

(See Diagram, Appendix,

V)
In the case

of the Indian and Pakistani youth involved

in this study, they actively

question their history and news media, and act to inform themselves about the issue of
partition in a

is

way

that offers

self-relational- activism.

them

The

political

and

historical perspectives

of both

sides.

This

actions to promote relationship with the 'other' taken by

the Indian and Pakistani youth in their families, schools

and communities are evidence of

community-relational-activism.

clear in their reflections that the relationship

It is

youth

is

not

left

behind in the

camp

in Maine.

It is

a

between the Indian and Pakistani

complex

relationship reflecting

multiple dynamics which influences their willingness to take personal and
action as they return to their native countries.

To

community

illustrate this for the reader,

I

present a

snapshot of this relational process, in the self- other relational grid below. The
relational process

is

represented within a framework of relationship between relational

collective self and relational collective other.

when

there

deliberate

is

no encounter between the

It is

traced in three phases.

self and 'other.' In the

engagement between the two. And the

third

The

first

second phase there

phase represents

phase,

is

a

their experience
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after their interaction

in

with each other. The grid

III
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illustrates the different

dynamics

each phase.

The Self- Other Relational Grid The relational process between Indian and Pakistani Youth:
Table

5:

at

145

play
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In the

the

first

phase of self against other, there

knowledge about

'other' is the

enemy and

The

own

interaction with the 'other.' All

first

hold on strongly to their

media and

the perpetrator to be feared and not trusted. In the complete

is

a passivity and complete acceptance of

collective's narrative. In the second stage

the 'other.' For the

of self and other the youth encounter

time, they are introduced to the narrative of the 'other.'

own
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'other' is identified as Indian or Pakistani.

absence of the other collective's narrative, there
one's

no

- Reflective Voices

the 'other' is through the history text-books, the news,

the larger social and political discourse.

The

is

III

narrative while

acknowledging the existence of a

They

parallel,

an enemy but

contradictory and conflicting narrative of the 'other.'

The

beginning to be identified as a 'new-friend.' There

reflection, in the sense that the

is

'other' is

youth are struggling to negotiate between feelings of empathy and care for the

and patriotism

to their owoi country. In the third

the self and 'other.' There

is

also

is

new

phase of self with other, the other

identified as a friend. Their interactions are characterized

still

friend

is

by relational activism between

both reflection and action. The youth are holding

contradictory narratives sustaining their relationships with each other and with their

communities. They are questioning the narratives of their

own community and

trying to

accept the narrative of the other. The youth are engaging in their corrmiunities in a

that

can foster relationship with the

'other.'

way

This includes both the individual and the

individual within their community, (See diagram. Appendix, V).

The
reflection

relational process demonstrates the

and action; action

that entails a sense

encounter and connectedness with the

and Pakistani youth leads

to the

'other.'

need for

journey of the youth from passivity to

of social responsibility emerging from

This relational process between the Indian

new ways of being with

the 'other' and

new
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ways of acting

in their respective

dynamic encompassing

communities.

It

III
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speaks to an underlying deeper

self and 'other." This deeper

dynamic between

self

and

'other'

echoes "qualities of compassion, patience, tolerance, forgiveness, and a sense of
responsibility,

spirit" (Dalai

between the self and the other;

Lama, 1999). These

qualities that are

spiritual qualities

concerned with the human

combined with a

greater sense of

understanding and relational activism between the Indian and Pakistani youth alludes to
the process

and power of healing between them.

Healing
In

my research

I

Moments - Restorying

the past

used Participatory Action Research that brings theory and

practice together, "to explore practical solutions to issues of concern to people, and the

flourishing of humanity;" (Reason

way

to

& Bradbury, 2001, p.l

)

I

attempted to find a creative

break the cycle of hate between communities that have a history of collective

violence between them.

My intent was to engage with a social

academic standpoint, but

in

an authentic inquiry of a

human

explore and offer possibilities of social change, hope,
the struggle for a

"When

more just and loving world.

In Bell

our lived experience of theorizing

is

issue, not only

from an

interaction that seeks to

humanism and empowerment,

in

hooks words:

fundamentally linked to processes of

self-recovery (self-discovery), of collective liberation, no gap exists between

theory and practice. Indeed, what such experience

between the two -

makes evident

that ultimately reciprocal process

is

the

wherein one enables the

other. ...Theory is not inherently healing, liberatory, or revolutionary.
this function

only

when we

ask that

it

bond

It

fulfills

do so and direct our theorizing towards

this

end."
(hooks, b. 1994.

hooks assertions about theorizing led
academic understanding of the

me

to

ask myself,

relational process, the

how can

I

p. 61.)

translate this

developmental complexity and
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relational ability

between the youth,

living with a history

in a

way

of collective violence?

I

that gives

They

hope

- Reflective Voices

to

answer

find the

voices of the youth as they repeatedly urge us to

III

communities
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that are

to this question in the

wake up and transcend our

differences.

tell us:

"Now that

(partition) has

it

as separate countries.

I

happened

I

think

We have to think of ways to

we have

to think

of ways to coexist

live peacefully."

firmly believe that viewing this process of interaction between the Indian and

Pakistani youth, through the lens of a healing paradigm offers us an alternative.

believe in healing

is to

between these youth

is

believe in the creative act" (Lederach, 2004).
the underlying, process, giving a deeper

captures the richness and profundity of the youth's experience.

The healing process

meaning

complexity in their thinking about the other and to their relational

"To

to the

ability. It

embraces and

The complexity

in the

thinking and feeling of these youth and their ability to act and engage in growth fostering
relationships

communal

is

valuable. But the potential for healing

relationships goes

calls forth the spiritual

The

spiritual

beyond the realm of cognition,

make

dimension

is

community. Without the

become

affect

and

the need to connect to others on a

all. It is

the inherent need

a difference- to share and translate their

action can

in individual

action.

and
It

also

dimension of the human experience.

recognizing the shared humanity in
to

embedded

spiritual

self-serving.

own

human

and potential

level,

in all

humans

individual experiences to the larger

connectedness, developments in cognition, affect and

The

spiritual

developments by uniting self and 'other'

in

dimension gives iarger' meaning to these

an interdependent relationship. Likewise,

without the cognitive and affective shifts and action, spirituality could remain an abstract
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concept.

It is

III

- Reflective Voices
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the complementarity of cognitive and affective complexity, relational

activism and spiritual connection that offers a complete picture of possibility of healing

and of transformative change.

It

presents a

way of transcending

between communities and people divided by hate and fear

the cycle of violence

for each other. (See diagram.

Appendix VI)

The process of healing between

the Indian and Pakistani youth

moves from a

cognitive and affective complexity about the other, to relational activism in their

communities (See diagram. Appendix
their collective's narrative while being

V&

VI).

open

It

manifests in their ability to question

to accepting the other's narrative,

and taking

action in their communities to foster relationships with the other side (Appendix

The

spiritual

all

The healing process between

and

(Appendix VI).

As mentioned

earlier,

when groups of people have been

collective violence, healing of the trauma of that event

rebuilding relationships (Minow, 1998). If the trauma

"chosen trauma" (Volkan, 2002) by the group

next generations, to the extent that

it

carry on over generations (ibid).

becomes a

To

is

is

the target of an act of

an essential step towards

not allowed to heal

that has experienced

memories of the trauma and the other who caused

justified in

the youth

three elements- spiritual connection, cognitive and affective complexity,

relational activism

may

VI).

connection between them grounds their cognitive and affective complexity

and, their relational activism in a larger context.

includes

V&

it

part

it.

That

it

is,

becomes a
the

are kept alive and deposited in the

of the group

identity.

This process

protect the group identity each group then feels

committing acts of violence against the other

(ibid).

And

the cycle of violence
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continues.

I

believe that, healing the "chosen trauma,"
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is critical to

any

effort

1
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towards

peace with the other.

What does

healing the trauma of partition

mean?

It

suffering of partition ends, but the healing processes give

and a new way to
fact

live

with

such that the trauma

it,

to

be vulnerable

to the suffering

not destructive to self and 'other .' In

between the Indian and Pakistani youth, opening

in hearing the other side

an act of trust. There

and honestly sharing one's

potential of healing in trusting the other.

is

sharing their stories of the trauma of partition, the youth
the 'other'

'other'

and the

and a will

'other's' pain.

to find

remove

the hatred in

my

own narrative

is

Through the process of

become aware and understand

This encourages compassion and empathy for the

meaning of the suffering of one's own people. This provides

another possibility of healing between self and 'other.'
heart for

responding and acting in a
In the interactions

that

new meaning

shared trauma can provide opportunities of healing together with the 'other.'
In the case of the interactions

one

is

does not mean that the

way

you and

I

It is

need your help

that affirms the

humanity

between the youth and

an act that says,
in that."

in oneself

their reflections

I

It

"I

means

and the

want

to

receiving,

'other.'

find four core

themes

speak to the possibility of healing between them. These are healing through

dialosue, healing through cm

ability' to

suffering and, healing through

sustain contradictions, healing through sharing of

web of community

relations.

Healing through the Process of Dialogue: The event of partition
trauma" (Volkan, 2002)
the teaching of history

of stories from both

that both

is

a "chosen

communities have passed down generations, through

and the sharing of family

stories.

sides. In bringing the political

There has been no open sharing

and personal narrative of partition

to a
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shared space, the youth are creating opportunities to share

to deliberately

and treely engage with the other on

III
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its

own

5

with the 'other.' The courage

it

ditTicult issues creates a safe

honest dialogues between the two. Each side brings

1

truth

and

space for

facts to state their

case and challenge each other. In spite of the fact that the youth are not able to reach any

agreement

in the process, they continue to dialogue.

Indian Voice:

It

was a matter of life and death

to

prove that our history was right

was wrong. We realized at the end of it that we will never know the
Every history book, theirs and ours is biased, that is one thing we learnt. We
fought tooth and nail. We argued about facts. We did not agree on anything. We
ended the discussion by saying whatever happened was bound to happen. I still do
and

theirs

truth.

not agree with their view. Partition for

So

I

was

surprised. For

them

On the

Pakistani Voice:

it

was

me was

liberation

historical discussion

the last resort not an ideal solution.
and the creation of a homeland.

we always had

We were always separate as Indians and Pakistanis.
It

surprised

same.

me

that

They argue

there

is

was

lot

of argument.

to

and

spirited

way, staying connected

be driven by a curiosity

on both sides

we never knew what was

frustrating at times, because

in a passionate

They seem

intent

There was a

our histories were so different. The incidents were not the

We realized that how people can change history to make new generation

fell patriotic. It

dialogue.

intense discussion.

to

know

to convert the other to their

right.

to the process

of

about the other. Even though

own perspective,

they are

still

able to listen to the other side. In this process of passionately engaging in the listening

and sharing with the other, they are able
perspective.

As some

when

Indian Voice:

develop a deeper understanding of the other's

voices related,

Pakistani Voice: "This was the
the Indians,

to

first

time

I

questioned partition, after listening to

they said that there are so

"I got to

know

many Muslims

living in India."

about the other side's thoughts on partition.

I

also

brainwashing that our
governments were doing on the people for creating hatred for each other." Our
histories are biased and our education system. ..did not want us to know the other
learnt about the differences in our history books, about the

side of the story.

As

I

question our history and media"

they engage in this "outer dialogue,"

i.e.

the dialogue with the 'other' (Galtung

and Ikeda, 1995), the youth are simultaneously engaging

in

an "inner dialogue"

(ibid)
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with themselves and a self-relational-activism. They are reflecting and critically

examining what they have
the family stories

learnt in their country about partition, through their history,

and the media. They are taking action

to question their prejudices about

the other. Further, they are able to be self-critical and take responsibility of their groups

actions in perpetuating the conflict. Hence, they no longer blindly accept

told or

what they see and read about the

Such dialogues
can become a

way

that offer opportunities for including the narrative

for deeper

and

This

new

are

other.

joint exploration

from conflicting countries. They can create
conflict.

what they

of the

'other'

of historical events between youth

possibilities

of an emerging

new discourse on

discourse could give acknowledgement and hope to the two conflicting

groups and contribute to a healing process between them.
Besides learning about each others' historical narratives, hearing each others'
personal stories

was

On reflecting on the

a part of a process of healing.

sharing personal stories of partition, a Pakistani boy recalled, asking a

who he must blame

for his grandfather's death during partition.

question," he said. "I realized that the truth

is

that

I

lost

experience of

girl

from India

"She asked

my grandfather, but

me

the

same

so did

many

of the Indian side."

It

was

the stories of partition that had given the youth the images of the 'other' as

the perpetrator and

it

was

the sharing of stories with the 'other' that

opened

their hearts to

the 'other' side. Telling stories of personal trauma and a compassionate listening of these

stories,

can contribute to the process of reconnecting and healing with 'others' (Minow,

2000). There

is

story than there

greater potential for healing in allowing oneself to listen to the 'other's'

is in

listening to the stories

of those

who

share the

same history
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(Goschalk, 2000). The sharing in this

and

feel

empathy

When

for the 'other.'

As expressed

from both

in the
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these youth to open to each other

one person shared a

story,

encouraged the

it

was honest sharing and compassionate

others to open up as well. There

other.

way encouraged
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listening to

each

following exchange, sharing of stories of suffering and pain

sides, created a healing space.

When we started telling our personal stories, everyone was quiet.
One person shared how her grand-father had to leave his daughter behind and she
No one said anything. This girl was in
died and he could not do anything about
tears and some of us too. Another boy shared about how his grandmother was the
only one who survived in the entire family. We all forgot the figures at that time;
who had lost more lives and who less. Everyone dropped that conversation.
Indian Voice:

it.

Everyone suffered. We felt closer after that discussion. We reached a breaking
point, so many of us started crying. We felt so much for each other and for what
had happened.
Pakistani Voice: People shared stories of loss while moving from Pakistan to
India and from India of losing someone. Even from the Pakistani side they shared
the same. When we shared these stories we felt very sad for each other. We did
not fight that day. We respected each other and there was no blaming that your
side did

going

to

it

or your side did

It

We

listened to each other without thinking

how am

I

argue back. Both sides suffered.

Indian Voice:
them.

it.

When

I

was not some

heard the stories from the other side,
Pakistani

who

suffered, but

my

I

felt

sympathetic for

friend's family.

It

was no

now whose stories
was not about a

longer a discussion on faceless suffering. These were friends

we were

hearing. For the

first

time the enemy had a face.

representative of a country but another

Pakistani Voice:

I

human

It

being.

never read any personal story of partition in

my history books.

had heard about stories of partition from the family and just around. I had heard
were filled with Muslims. And the Hindus and the Sikhs were
annihilating the Muslims. At camp I heard the other side's story for the first time.
That was the first time I heard that they suffered too, Hindus and Sikhs. I felt
sorry that I was so ignorant about this. We had never been told that.
I

that trains

These voices speak about a dialogue process

that is

imbued with persuasive

arguments and challenging contradictions. At the same time
tolerance, for the 'other.' There

compassion and care for the

is

openness and

'other-side.'

it

embodies patience,

trust in these voices

The youth allow

and deep

the other to enter their lives in
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a

new way. They

reveal that

it

is

who have

down

to the next generation.

was on both

happen again

As one

One can

sides.

to anyone."

It

Indian youth shared,

a

is

(sharing)

"It

to

is

in

where one finds hope

sure that the hate

and Pakistani youth

this

back and

history.

forth, they

They accept

realize that the

should not

it

for the future.

in their history.

is difficult

each group to believe that their version of history

wrong. In

made me

hold Contradictions As they continue

confronting their contradictory and conflicting histories

same

make

breaking the cycle of violence

with each other, the youth realize the one sided narrative

the

to

say, these Indian

These youth have engaged

Healing through an Ability

for

way

gives a certain closure and a feeling that

and hatred between two peoples. This

need
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courageously taken the opportunity step into the unknown, have already started

the process of healing.

suffering

1

and listeninu of stories.

Perhaps engaging the youth in such dialogues
not passed
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possible to have a dialogue with the 'other/ and to

collectively heal through the telling

is

III

come

is

right

to realize that there are

that they will never

know

each of their groups'. Their complexity in thinking

is

to dialogue

The process of

for them. There

and the

two

a

is

'other's' is

parallel narratives

of

the truth as the truth differs for

manifested as their ability to accept

the contradictions, not as dualistic polarities, but to hold them simultaneously. There

is

great potential for healing in this process of being able to hold multiple perspectives;

one's

own

perspective and the 'other's' competing and contradictory perspective

Indian Voice:

We found that our history books were so different.

I

can

understand after talking to them and knowing what they were taught
feel this

I

why

they

way.

Pakistani Voice: From the political discussion
right.

.

learnt

and why they

why
felt

they did not like partition.
so strongly about

so different about the

it. I

I

I

learnt that

knew

found about

we

are not always

that but did not

know why

how our

books were

history

same event or how some events were not even mentioned

in
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books and some

in ours.

When we
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started talking about

realized
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how

did not have the complete picture.

Indian Voice:
complete

I

story.

at that time.

But

it is hard to know the
know the real truth about what really happened
know the other side's story. The political

realized that just by reading about one side
is

It
it

impossible to

is

important to

discussion helped us hear the other side.

agree with

We accepted

We

our history was right and they
no agreement or conclusion to the discussion.
felt

we

Indian Voice: Finally
wrong, because

we

realized that

will never agree

country has faults and

The youth

my

it

on

view but did not

was

correct.

that.

We

There was

and who
ended our discussion as- your
is

right

country too.

way

that

on

partition, accept

it

does not shut the other off and allows the
listen,

and

between them.

ambiguity helps in building

and share their

Indians did not like

was no use arguing who

dialogue to continue. This ability to be able to

to the 'other'

right.

felt theirs

are able to listen to the 'other's' perspective

while holding on to theirs, in a

to accept

as a

it

it

Pakistani Voice: Each of us thought that our side was
partition.

is

we

it

1

trust

own thoughts

hold on to contradictory narratives

It

allows them to stay open

with honesty. Through this process of

negotiating contradictions, the youth continue to challenge the assumptions that divide

them. In this way, they are able to create a space for healing between them.
Further as mentioned before, what
the Indian and Pakistani youth

is

that while

historical narrative, they are able to listen

narratives. In this process they build

Pakistani Voice:

is

When we

exchange between

engaging and arguing passionately on the

and empathize with the

deep connections with the

'other'

on the personal

'other.'

talked about personal stories there were

discussions on the politics. Everyone

could connect to their

also interesting about the

stories.

was

feeling

no

more connected because we

We heard similar stories of loss on the other side.

We could understand each other's pain.

Both sides were identifying with each
other. The mood was sort of united. There was connection between people. For
the first time we left the room together. There was unanimity in the discussion.
Indian Voice: Personal story discussion is different. In politics we can talk black
and white. Your side is all wrong and my side is all right. When we talk personal
stories

it

is

different.

We

stop looking at the conflict.

It is

more about

the
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suffering.

On

a

human

general discussion.

level

we

We cannot

are sensitive but

feel the
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when we

talk politics
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it is

pain of the other.

When we

talked about partition politically, we were talking
were talking as Pakistanis and Hindus, Indians. found
how different our histories were. But when we were talking personal stories we
were feeling for each other. It was not about proving who is right or wrong

Pakistani Voice:

from

facts

history.

We

1

This "identifying with" the
pain, can be an act

'other,'

and allowing themselves

to feel for the other's

of healing. These two contradictory processes of passionately arguing

with the 'other' and reaching out to the 'other' with compassion present opportunities for
healing for both sides.

Another contradiction
their feeling

camp

that the Indian

and Pakistani youth grapple with

of patriotism and their developing new friendships with the other

the favorite times at

camp

is

meal times when

remembering the meal times, one Indian
favorite parts of the

feel like eating the

was nice

to

Still

girl

know that we
making

share so

much

in

that

to hate

confronting the other and
authenticity, vulnerability

still

One of

for

taste,

but the lack of it.

We

American food. When you didn't
either.' It

common."

friends with the enemies

we have

At

"One of the

fact.

bland breakfast, the Pakistani kids said. 'I'm not eating that

from Pakistan) believes

mean

side.

campers come together. In

the

common dislike

around

friends with each other.

shared an interesting

the experience, one of the Indian girls said, "I

(friend

all

day was meal time, not because of its

(Indians and Pakistanis) shared a

not

become

these youth share a lot of time together and

is

is

a challenge for these youth. Reflecting

still

believe that our side

that her side is right.

But

after

camp

I

is

right

and she

realized that

it

each other." This process of not avoiding the pain of
being able to connect to the other

is

reflective

and courage in the relationship (Thompson,

J.

of an

2005).

on

does
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When

they return back from

camp

to India

III
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and Pakistan, sustaining

across conflict lines for the Indian and Pakistani youth,

is

not easy. There

1

57

their relations

is

no easy

access to each other and phone connections between the India and Pakistan are not

smooth. To add to
side

is

blamed

for

this

it

and

both sides shared with

from

every time an incident occurs in each of the countries' the 'other

their colleagues

hostilities

me that

at

between the two increase. Some of the youth from

such times, they have to deal with sarcastic comments

about being friends with the enemies.

"When I went back from camp, I was

me

'Hindu-lover.''^'

who

teachers

One

considered an outcaste.

These youth often face opposition from

Pakistani

My friends

their family

boy shared,

started calling

members and

are not supportive of them sharing the other side's story. 'Tt

was much

harder to talk to and convince the older generations than our peers," said an Indian

girl.

Despite these challenges, the Indian and Pakistani youth continue on the path of
relational activism. Their actions

and willingness

to act in

ways

convey a responsibility with the

that

other.

can create possibilities of change

and

foster their friendships with the 'other.'

They have

rooms between them and some of them shared with me

Most of them shared
their

media

from the

that after they returned

blindly, especially

'other' side,

when

it

set

is

courage

in their

communities They have found alternative means, which includes the
.

There

internet, to sustain

up dialogue groups and chat

that they talk at least

once a day.

from camp, they don't accept the news

relates to the 'other' side.

compare news from both

sides

and make

They email

efforts to

in

their friends

inform

themselves through alternative sources. They are fostering these relationships with the
'other,'

while staying connected to their

own

communities.

It is

no easy task

to negotiate

these contradictions stemming from their friendships with the people from the

enemy
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country and loyahy to one's own. This calls for a relational-activism that
a courageous

spirit to

is

1
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imbued wit h

take risks, as well as a sense of creativity to negotiate between two

oppositional relationships. This experience of relational activism speaks of a

movement

towards healing between the Indian and Pakistani youth through developing deep
understanding and

trust

between them.

Healing through Sharing Stories of Suffering: In her book, Crossing

Bolen says (1994) affirms

that to be witness to another person's life story, is a matter

great significance. In listening to each other with

teller's life is validated.

compassion both the

between the Indian and Pakistani youth as they

listen to

stories are related to the personal loss

partition; stories

and the

is

obvious in the dialogue

each others' stories of partition.

of their families

who

suffered during

of loss of life and brutal killing of loved one's, of the loss of home and

property, and a deep fear and mistrust of the other. There

them around

listener's

of

This act of telling and listening makes suffering meaningful and

helps forgiving and healing to take place (Bolen, 94). This

Some of these

to Avalon,

the shared suffering.

They

Indians and Pakistanis and Hindus and

are able to

is

sense of connection between

move beyond

Muslims and connect

larger humanity, as illustrated in these voices (See

to

their

group

identities

of

each other as a part of a

diagram Appendix

II

A).

Indian Voice: they were friends now, whose stories we were hearing. It was not a
representative of a country but another human being. How can we compare

human

loss?

It's

not about talking Indian or Pakistani,

Pakistani Voice:

When you hear a

what happened

them

to

it

is

it's

about talking human.

personal story directly from a person about

very different.

You

feel for the person.

aggression fades away. At that point

The

I did not think Indian or Pakistani. It was
more about someone I knew whose family had suffered. remember telling her
that we are more human than we are Hindus and Muslims or Indians and
I

Pakistanis.
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are allowing the 'other" to be a part of their consciousness.

They

transcending boundaries of nationality and religion and relating to each other as

of the human

race. Their shared suffering

connection between them They
.

listen to

becomes a

59

are

members

compassion and

catalyst for

each other with compassion, holding hand and

The voices below

crying together as they feel the other's pain.

empathic

1

refer to this ability for

listening.

Indian Voice: The personal
feeling the
at that

that

way they

stories

made me want

were. At the end of the day,

I

know them. Why they were
feel we could have been there
to

time and done the same what both our ancestors did.

we

Indians are not

all right.

Our

leaders are also not

1

am open

to believing

all saints.

Pakistani Voice: I had not heard till then that Hindus and Sikhs suffered too or
were treated badly by the Muslims here. I knew it but was not sure till I heard it
from the other side. I believed it then. The fact that your people who you thought
were kind and merciful, your people could be so irresponsible. It hurts to hear
that. But we all heard each others stories and sympathized with each other. That
It brought a more human face to the issue.
Indian Voice: Someone from Pakistan shared a personal story of their grandfather's brother being burnt alive. No one said word at that time. Everyone was

session really helped our friendships.

listening.

with her
stories.

We

hard to

It is

how

We

know how

to

respond to

that.

similar trains were from Pakistan too.

felt really

bad

for her

and

I

It is

very painful.

It felt

told her that. All

We shared

horrible to hear the

of us

felt for

each other.

The discussion was about human side of
and Nehru. The personal story put a face to the numbers that
we had heard. It made it real. It made me realize that it happened on both sides. It
also gives a certain closure and a feeling that it should not happen again to
anyone. We realized how both sides had suffered. For the first time we heard the
other sides suffering. We only knew of our own. From then it was always there in
our discussions. Something between all of us changed after that discussion. We
were more connected sort of. Whenever I can, I share this with my friends and
listened to each other with respect.

partition not Jinnah

family.

Pakistani Voice:
listening.

We shared our personal

This was the

also suffered and the
that

I

first

time

we

stories

heard that

same happened

to them.

of partition. Everyone was

we

killed

Hearing

and murdered, and they
I felt ashamed
must have

their stories,

did not think that if something happened to our side then

it

happened to them too. I was holding an Indian girl's hand and we both cried.
There were never any personal stories in the history books. There were only
numbers and figures; 650 thousand Muslims and 470 thousand Hindus.
Indian Voice: When we talked about the personal stories we realized that both

was not only the Hindus or the Muslims. Both were responsible
what happened and the suffering. Before camp I never thought of the other

sides suffered.
for

It
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why

side story or suffering or

and the Muslim League.

Hindus had

teachers that

had

it

way about

felt that

know

about the
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common

just
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knew about Jinnah
When we

people.

who suffered. It was hard to digest
Muslims because I had learnt and was told by my
was the Muslims who caused the trouble. They started it and we

shared the stories
that

they

did not

I

III

we

felt

bad for the person

killed the

to protect ourselves.

One of the Indian girl shared how her family was forced out of
Sindh. never knew that this had happened to the Hindus. This was the first time
heard that they had suffered. I only saw our side suffering on the television.
Pakistani Voice:
I

While extending
their

own group as

their

compassion

acknowledge

for the other, they are also able to

the perpetrator. Taking responsibility of one's group's actions and

reaching out to the other with empathy creates possibilities of healing for both sides.
a

way of recognizing

beyond looking

at

I

the inhumanity in one's

the other as an

enemy and

own group and

at the

It is

same time, moving

accepting their humanity. In this

recognizing the "Gray Zone" (Levi, 1993) they are able to see victims and perpetrators on

both sides.

allows both sides to soften the identity frames about the other and

It

acknowledge each other's humanity. They not only accept the responsibility of their side
in the violence, but

acknowledge

that if they

were

in the position that their ancestors

were, they might do the same. Accepting not only one's

own group

as perpetrators, but

also the potential of being a perpetrator in oneself, calls for deep level of trust

these youth.

It is

symbolic of deep respect on a fundamental human

level;

between

an essential

step in the direction of healing.

There

is

great potential in such gestures of connecting through shared

suffering and for healing relational ruptures In a
.

suffering,

2002,

p.

1

way

saying, ''As long as

whoever you are and whatever your suffering may
03).

It is

in

moments

like these that

knowing each person one by one, by looking

we can

be.

I

human

vou are

suffer also" (Ikeda,

celebrate our humanity This entails

into their eyes,

.

by receiving

their story,

and
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respecting the sacredness of all being (Rothschild,

2005) the

stories

of partition,

to include the pain

M.

III
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2002). "Restorying" (Lederach,

and suffering of the

'other,'

can restore

the torn fabric of human relations and thus presents possibilities for collective healing to

happen. As

1

think about these youth connecting through sharing their personal stories

and rising above the suffering of partition, they remind
Oliver's (1986)

poem. Wild Geese.

In this

poem

me

of the wild geese

in

Mary

she presents a spiritual image of a

trusting self that naturally seeks connection with others

and the larger universe.

Wild Geese

You do not have to be good.
You do not have to walk on your knees
for a hundred miles through the desert, repenting.
You only have to let the soft animal ofyour body
love what it loves.
Tell me about despair, yours, and I will tell you mine.
Meanwhile the world goes on.
Meanwhile the sun and the clear pebbles of the rain
are moving across the landscapes,

and deep trees,
mountains and the rivers.

over the prairies
the

Meanwhile

the wild geese, high in the clean blue air

are heading

home

again.

Whoever you are, no matter how lonely,
the world offers itself to your imagination,
calls to you like the wild geese, harsh and exciting
over and over announcing your place
in the familv
(PI

is

--

of things.

72)

have witnessed the youth's potential for healing in ways reflected in the poem.

reflected in their authenticity

honest sharing with each other.
support each other and
consciousness.

it

is

and vulnerability between them.
It is

It is

evident in their

present in the empathy and care with

which they

palpable in their openness to embrace the 'other' in their

It
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Healing through a web of community relations: The Hydra
mythological creature. Hercules has been given the task to

when he

cuts one head of the Hydra, another one

visionary peace activist, in his book To

Culture of Violence that has

Tame

grows

compares

tenacious.

He

a

many headed

Hydra. However,

in its place.

the Hydra,

become strong and

kill this

is
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Adam

this

Curie, a

Hydra

to the

offers a solution to deal

with this Culture of Violence.

"The centerpiece of my

taming the Hydra and stimulating
de vivre and indeed humanity itself
by meeting and talking. Talking and meeting in every possible context and
drawing in every possible group and individual until an irresistible force of mind
happiness,

is

strategy, therefore, for

simply... to save humanity's joie

disarms the Hydra within ourselves and hence our institutions.
the process, bit

by

bit,

And of course

in

restructures society." (p. 92)

way

Curie suggests that the only

to deal with this

equal strong force of human connections at

all levels.

Hydra of violence

Strengthening the

is

to create an

human

connections speaks to the experience of the Indian and Pakistani youth on their return

from camp. They engage

in relational activism, both, self-relational-activism

community-relational-activism. The former

is

and

represented in their continuing to question

the negative image and message about the 'other' in their communities, and the latter as

they take their learning from

camp

to their respective

communities. This has become a

big part of their initiative 'back home.' In the last few years, with the help of the local

coordinators in both countries, the families and schools of these youth have also
a part of this extended experience.

One boy mentioned

online with his friends on the other side, his siblings

questions about things like, clothes,

After returning from camp,

make up and

to

me

that

become

when he would

would be prodding him

chat

to ask

film stars in the other country.

some of these youth have presented

in school

assemblies and workshops about their interaction with the other side and about their
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changed perceptions about the

other.

Many
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times they face criticism from their friends

and family and have shared these online with the other

side.

It is

moving

to see

them

encourage each other across borders and give each other hope through such times.

When

the home-stays

homes of their
friends.

and

started in 2003, the Indian

Pakistani

from

youth stayed

in the

— WARM WELCOME

They had brought

letters

program

gifts

their parents

for the Pakistani parents,

expressing gratitude for hosting
their children.

The Pakistani

parents in return send their

ttow>

tSlor> IB PBCr 11)
I

Indian youth arrive

appreciation to the parents of

the Indian youth for trusting

to trust

in

Pakistan;

first

them with

each other. Every year after

their children.

that, the

It

was a

rare

moment

present in the schools and in their communities.

"are

you allowed

to

came up from

political issues

have boyfriends

in

for both sides

I

was witness

the children

in

it.

During the home-stay programs, youth from both sides plan

workshops, ranging from

stay - 2003

home-stay program has been taking place

both countries. Several youth from both sides have participated in

intrigued by the questions that

home

Summer

activities together, to

to several

who were

between the two countries,

of these and was

observing these
to questions like,

your country?" During one of these presentations

in a girl's school in India, the girls in the school

were surprised

to see the Pakistani girls

dress like them, in jeans and shirts and not in burkhas (veils) as they had expected.

Friendship day was being celebrated that day.

Many

girls

from different class rooms

Chapter Three: Analysis
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band on the wrists of the

was a moment of sheer beauty of

relations.

There have been other programs
youth have been engaged
friend"

III

workshops

in

in.

that these

They organize "Bring a

who

each country. The youth

have participated in the Seeds of Peace camps, invite
their friends to these

workshops and share

with them. In one such workshop,

I

their learning

in the center

issue.

The

of the room and each end of the

issue he chose

was

Mumbai,
2004 summer

friendship^ day"-

remember one of

the youth from the 2001 cohort did an activity called the

made

On

partition.

On one

human barometer.

line is a position that

A line is

you take on an

end was, "partition should have

happened," and on the other end, "partition should not have happened." There was no one

on "partition should have happened." However, most of the youth who had been
participants at

camp, were

in the center

of the

line.

Almost

on "partition should not have happened." Following
they feel the

partition.

way

they do.

What was

I

had expected

surprising for

that the

me was that

all

all

this they

the

new

participants

had a discussion on

new participants would
the youth

were

why

not agree to

who had been to camp

did

not chose to stand on, "partition should not have happened." In front of others from their

community

(the

new participants) who

did not agree with them, they had taken the

courage to take the steps to the middle of the
In addition to this, there

from both countries contribute

is

line.

quarterly joint newsletter that

articles to this newsletter,

which

is

is

published.

The youth

shared with others in
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communities; among family members,

among
and
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and

other youth. These articles are around their various activities in their countries,

their perspectives

on

different issues relating to their countries.

When

the earthquake

struck in Pakistan, youth from both sides shared ideas of how to help those

affected.

The Indian youth generated

relief

money

to

who were

send to Pakistan through different

initiatives in India.

History has played a big part in the disconnection between the two peoples. In
sharing their histories with each other, the Indian and Pakistani youth have accepted the

presence of two contrasting narratives. Healing of historical collective violence between

communities requires, "renegotiating
history

and

identity..."

(Sawatsky, as

cited in Ledrach, 2005). Last year in a

follow-up workshop in India with the
Indian and Pakistani youth, they began
a project of rewriting a joint narrative

of history for other youth

countries. This joint narrative

history

Working together, Mumbai December 2004

in their

would include

historical events as

in

each side's

books and the voices of the youth themselves of how they see the two sides of

history together. In this

histories that

new

narrative there

is

It is

no blaming of the

other.

Using the same

had divided them, as a way to come together and connect,

"of linking the past with the future and create
2005).

mentioned

an

act

of renegotiating

history.

It

new meaning

is

a powerful act

in the present" (Lederach,

alludes to an act of healing.
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builders and youth from both countries

together for a workshop conducted in India by the Seeds of Peace. This

was a

first

attempt of bringing the adults from both sides together, with an intent that the adults

could experience the process of interacting with the other side, like the youth do and

become supportive

forces for the youth in their communities.

It

was an unexpected

experience for the adults. In one activity, they read essays written by the youth where
they had imagined 'Kashmir as a person.' In reading these essays the adults were struck
that there

was no blaming of the other

side.

They were

surprised by the deep

understanding that the youth had about the issue. They were disturbed by the youth's
frustration with the

two sides

for not being able to find a

expressed in the essays by the youth, deeply
across countries and across generations,
across borders were generated.

permeate different levels

The

in their

moved the

many

way

out.

The longing of peace

adults. In this

unique interaction

collaborative ideas across generations and

relational activism

of the youth thus continues

to

communities, their families, their friends and their

schools.

1

began

in healing

reaches

this study to explore alternatives to violence

between groups

its final

stages,

I

that are divided

have come

and the possible role of youth

by acts of collective violence. As

this study

to strongly believe that there are alternatives to

responding with violence to acts of collective violence. The study has also strengthened

my conviction

in the potential role

youth demonstrate
'the other.'

The

this in the possibilities

possibility

spiritual ability to

of youth as peace-builders in their communities. The

of healing

is

of healing reflected

in their encounters

with

demonstrated in their cognitive, relational and

allow the 'other' to enter into their consciousness in a

new way.

It is
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present in the trust and friendships that they have developed through soul-baring, honest

exchanges with each other across conflict
feel

compassion

lines.

The

for the 'other's' suffering.

It is

embedded

potential for healintz

as presented in their increased ability to question and

grown

with.

It is

in their shared responsibility,

with the 'other' to act to

make

group

I

identities

find

myself wanting

to

It is

go back

into the field,

things for future research and exploration.

I

close this study one question

different if the relationship

for

need to continue so peace

will

make

to

at

in

me

2002?

I

some

this

dimension

point, leaving

the subject of healing the last step

and academic endeavor. As

my mind: Would the conclusion of the

do not

in the region

study be
if war

raise these questions in pessimism.

the importance of this

becomes an

above

"other.'

and further explore

step of my next personal

comes

hope and

between the two countries had not improved? What

broken out between the two

aware of them, affirms

first

I

in their

in their vision to rise

of healing. However, any doctoral work needs to come to a close

of this doctoral journey and the

It is

deep connectedness with the

their

their activism

courage and willingness that they share

a difference in their communities.

and perceive

is in

examine the narratives they have

desire to transform the conflict between their countries.

their

in the youths' capacity to

work with

had

Being

the youth and the urgent

inevitable reality.
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Chapter Four: Future Directions - The Journey
Continues

As

1

look to

my

future Journey and the need for further research

revisiting the healing potential

1

of encounters across borders; a dimension

beghi by

needs

that

further exploration. Further study reengaging with the youth and their

immediate

communities, their families, friends and teachers, would be helpful

an in-depth inquiry

in

of the healing paradigm within interactions between Indian and Pakistani youth.
Furthermore, there are few people from the generation of those

experienced partition,

who

are

still

living.

I

would personally

practice and research based study with that generation,

conflict borders

and allowing them

It

directly

conduct a similar

by bringing them together across

to share their stories

could offer them an opportunity to heal.

like to

who

of partition with each other. This

will also provide a

parameter for comparative

analysis with this present study. Similar comparative studies can be conducted with the

other generations.

I

also think that besides a comparative study across generations, a comparative

study exploring the differences in youth's experiences from other confiict groups in

interacting with the other side

would add

to the voices

on an event of collective violence, would be valuable.

of youth

in the

discourse on conflict transfomiation.

illuminate the potential role of youth in situations of inter-group conflicts.

It

It

will

An

accumulation of such studies can be applied to creating a developmental framework that

would be inclusive of inter-group and

cultural issues.

Another possible area of a comparative study could be around the issue of gender.
In

my

study

I

observed that

in

comparison

to the boys, the girls

from both India and
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Pakistan were more comfortable around the sharing of personal stories.

It
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would be

among youth

interesting to explore the role of gender in these dialogue processes

1

across

conflict lines.

It

would be helpful

for the field

of peace education,

study of the Indian and Pakistani youth from the
study could examine

other to

make

if

and

how

first

to

conduct a longitudinal

cohort in the next ten years. This

they are using their experience of interactions with each

a difference in their communities.

This research brought forward the sharing of stories of suffering as a

connect across conflict

What

lines.

way

to

role can suffering play in connecting people across

conflict lines? This exploration could further contribute to a deeper understanding of

ways of transforming

violent conflicts. In the

in bringing together conflicting

same

light exploring the role

of spirituality

groups would be of value.

This study revealed that personal narratives around historical and political events
are not a part of the teaching of history.

narratives in the history curriculum?

historical

and

political events

What would

mean

to include personal

How would this influence the understanding of

among youth?

Further, the difference in the interpretation

of historical events between conflicting groups

would a joint writing of this

it

is

another possible area of research.

history across conflict lines look like?

to teach this jointly written history to the youth

What would

of these conflicting groups?

it

What

mean

How would

it

influence their understanding of each other?

Given the global
critical to

politics

of the war on terrorism and the

US

role in

it, it

conduct a similar practice based research between youth from the

fi-om countries like Iraq, Afghanistan

US

will

be

and youth

and Iran which have experienced or are on the

Chapter
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verge of experiencing the threat of war by the US. These can also be extended to
politicians

and extremists from these countries. Outcomes from these workshops would

help provide a useful learning

On

map

for educators

and practitioners on peace work.

who

a larger scale, collaborating with other practitioners

are

engaged

in

similar youth based initiatives in other countries, to co-research an action-research project

around the global perspective on the role of youth
efforts

in peace-building.

Such collaborative

can contribute to bringing the voices of youth to the forefront on a global

And

lastly, as practitioners

conflicting groups

how do we

and researchers of the dialogue processes between

share in such processes, our

the motivation that such suffering provides for our

These are significant questions

own

suffering of conflicts and

work?

that deserve attention.

reflections in concluding thoughts to these

implications of the study.

level.

I

will

and other questions and

proceed to offer some
will elaborate

on the
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Personal Reflections
"I

do not separate my

scientific inquiry from

my life. For me

is

it

really a quest

fer life, to understand life and to create what I call living knowledge- knowledge
"
which is valid far the people with whom I work and far myself.
Marja-Liisa Swantz pi. (Reason and Bradbury, 2001)
,

My journey with this research has come to permeate different aspects of my life;
my work in the

field,

my

teaching and

years, at the Seeds of Peace,

learning from

camp when

we

my relationships with family

and

Over the

friends.

realized that for the youth to be able to sustain their

they return home, they would need the support of their

communities, especially their families and the teachers in their schools. As a result of
that, the

home-stay programs and the teachers' workshops that

introduced. These enabled

me to

mentioned

I

earlier

extend the work to adults from both countries.

For the past five years, while working with the Indian and Pakistani youth,
also been teaching a graduate course in Conflict Transformation.

in the field, the sharing

of personal

become an important piece of this
Pakistani youth,

I

stories

have deliberately sought,

from

to

empower my

my class have

importantly, through this experience,

the 'other.'

I

I

I

the Indian

1

have

my work
room has
and

students and recognize the

shared in their feedback that the

is

unique.

have experienced the transformative

have come to appreciate the role of shared

suffering as a deep spiritual catalyst for connecting people

of violence.

in the class

my interactions with

sense of trust and community that they experience in the class

power of encounter with

Drawing from

and building community

course. Since

potential in each of them. Students

Most

were

who

are torn apart by a history

have become aware of relational activism as a way to transform anger and
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hate for the 'other' to courage and willingness, to take action for change.
believe that, conflict at any level

It

is

1

optimism

in

I

a reflection of a profound connection between people.

in the

my work and teaching.

me

with the youth has taught

am

it

seek to constantly bring the spiritual awareness, learning and

This study has also influenced

listen
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have come to

presents a potential and an opportunity to exercise creativity to transform

direction of peace.

1

and a willingness

my

the value of trust.

be vulnerable.

to

relationships with those around me.

has encouraged in me, an openness to

It

seek to

I

My work

embody

these in

all

my

relationships.

I

constantly reminding myself to acknowledge and recognize the 'voice' of my two

young

them with respect and dignity and

children, to treat

Finding Voice -

A

to raise

them as global

Serendipity

Another significant and profound serendipitous learning from
process

is

about finding voice. Finding voice,

absence of it, a denial of who

we

are.

I

I

lies in the

It

uncovering our capacity, to remain true to what
in his recent book, 'T/?^

offers a definition

"

Voice

is

learned

is

we

this research

finding oneself; and the

discovered that this voice

painful dilemmas and difficult decisions.

is

found

in

confronting

process of testing to the limit and

ourselves feel to be human. Lederach

moral imagination: The art and soul of building peace

of voice

that

"

(2005)

speaks to me.

located where breath dies

where what has served

citizens.

its

purpose

and is

is

born,

where what

released anew. Voice

is

is

taken in gives

life,

located at the

source of rhythm, the internal drumming of life itself. ..Life was created where
breath and earth meet, and from that place voice arose. Voice is the essence of

being [human].

I

It

was

found

this

"

(Lederach 2005,

p.

166)

voice in the power, the hope and in the potential in these young

in the possibilities they presented in

coming together with

the

'enemy

other,'

lives.

and
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having

in the opportunity for

feeling fearful or hurtful.

It

difficult conversations,

was

witness stories and heal together.

it

with others

who may

It

was

when

73

with honesty and openness, without

in their willingness to

with compassion even

in their ability to listen

1

it

be vulnerable and take

risks.

It

was

hard and painful, to share and

is

in their courage to find their

own

voice and share

not be open to listening.

The voices of the youth take

the risk to step

and do not speak the truth as they have read

beyond

in their history

the familiar space of violence

books or heard

in the stories

of the older generation. Their voices have the potential to create new meaning of hope

and vision of past memory. In finding
beauty and reverence

in the 'other.'

their voice the

There

is

deep

youth from India and Pakistan find

spirituality in this gesture.

It

resonates

with these words about participatory knowing by Reason (2001 ),
[0]ne characteristics of a participative worldview

is that

the individual person

is

human community to the context of
To make whole also means to make holy; another

restored to the circle of community and the

the wider natural world.

of a participatory worldview

characteristic

restored to

human

sacred place

As
process.

to

I

I

reflect

find

it

(p.

1

I

experience, so that

in the

1 ).

my own voice

my tacit assumptions

in the strength that

less afraid

engage with difference and

youth.

find

it

is

in the

in

suffering of my ancestors for the sake of the future.

It is

my mind and become

I

resonance of their story with mine. Like them,

have mustered, to expose

understanding them.

humbled by

that

on the wonder of these encounters,

make meaning of the

courage that

meaning and mystery are
the world is once again experienced as
is

in

I

in the

my willingness to

It is

in

It is

struggle

in the

hope of

have gained, to reexamine the

of inner opposition.

my

politics

of

my persistent curiosity, to

be open and explore. This voice

the resilience of the past generations and, inspired

is

by the courage of the
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I

hear

my voice in the struggle with the despair and

read the daily

news about war and

of young lives

many more.
difference,

now.

And

no matter what.
hear

1

strength that

toward a

I

violence, of the tortures in

in the war, the brutal killing

Just like the youth,

it

feel

common

I

I

hear

hear

it

my

in the

I

I

feel in

I

and

make

a

my heart to take action,

loud and clear in the relational activism, the resonance, the spiritual

with comrades and friends, walking side by side, advancing together,
goal

I

echo the feelings of a friend

2005), as she shares in her dissertation work on compassion, about

J,

74

the loss

Iraq,

voice, in accepting the challenge to

urgency that

feel as

Guantanamo Bay,

woman journalist in

of a Muslim

In deep gratitude for this serendipitous process,

(Thompson,

hopelessness that

1

why

people feel drawn to work in difficult
contexts of sustained conflicts. "Is

because they have a certain

human beauty
and guide

that

their

faith in

can sustain them

impulses? Or, does

that relationship to

come from

it

their

human beauty

ongoing encounters with the courage and authenticity of those they

encounter? Or, are both true?"

(p.

331)

Implications -

A Process

of Imaginings

This journey has relevant implications for the global community, for the local
context of India and Pakistan and for

human

relations in general.

educators, practitioners in the field of conflict

connected to youth.

It

work and, those who

has learning for
are researching issues
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The unleashing of the

infernal impulse in

human beings

of neighbors and betrayal of humanity has not ended. The
is

truly chilling. Globally,

The Holocaust was not

and Rwanda were both events
recent case of the

community has

same and

the 'other,'

freedom and equality
continues

till

today.

that

there

who

happened

may

is

demonized. Even

for all is the rhetoric, lynching

And now, we

historical record in this regard

human

we are

in the

'their people'

is

till

religion

and

its

we

role in the

prepare for

it

is

the

war against

dominated by

relations.

And

this

the

world has brought
is

it

to the center stage.

grounded

In India and Pakistan, the 1947 partition

against religious minorities.

It

was not

is that

we want

a sense of

with fear and violence. Further, the attention on

different religions while recognizing the differences

in the

This makes

common

it

spirituality

between

between them.

was not

the last act of collective violence

the end of the 'othering'

violence. Since the partition, there have been

phenomenon and

new enemies and new

are victims of violence in both countries. Atrocities

communal

human

when

constantly being appealed and convinced to preserve the security of

imperative to develop a vocabulary that

who

a

the 1960"$ and racism

find ourselves in a time in history

by the use of violence. The paradox of our time

security and peace but

is

not aware. Every

an elusive enemy has become widely accepted. The media and news

younger generation

Sudan

in

United States where the

happened

discourse. Fear and mistrust permeate the environment of

Bosnia

atrocities.

two decades. Darfur

be others of which

75

in justifying the slaughter

the last of the

in the last

1

the

'others' created,

on minorities take the shape of

violence and brutal mass murder in both communities, and the youth are

mobilized to commit such

acts, in the

name of religion and

patriotism. In India, the Sikhs

and Muslims have been victims of such communal violence. In Pakistan, 1971 saw the
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oppression of the Bengali Muslims. There have been similar acts of violence against

people living in Sindh and Baluchistan and the battle between the Sunni and the Shiite

community

ongoing.

is

and a vision of being able to

In this context, this study seeks to offer a possibility

survive as a global community.

phenomenon

related to

human

It

calls for a

relations.

It

deep reflection on

we view
it

means
I

these,

I

we

our youth and their role
to be

human and

suggest

It

inquires into the

base this education on.

It

way we educate our

asks us to think about

how

our communities. This work raises questions on what

in

relate to those

some broad

study

suggests creative ways to respond to conflicts

such that can break the cycle of violent patterns.
youth, and the values on which

how we

who

inquiries that

are different

from

us.

emerge from these challenges.

have been inspired by Lederach's book the Moral Imagination,

In suggesting

Lederach,

(

2005), where he urges the professionals in the field of conflict transformation, to imagine

their

work

as

possibilities,

art.

In the

same

emerging from

phenomenon,

tone,

I

will use a process that

this study.

Among

these are; the study of human

spirituality in conflict transformation,

recognizing the inherent potential in youth and

an education for transformation,

some thoughts on being human.

The Study of Human Phenomenon: To study
between Indian and Pakistani youth,
disciplines.

Drawing on

that,

I

I

encourages the creation of

the interaction

into disciplines

if the

and drew upon multiple

simultaneously. In the drawing from multiple fields, although, there

discipline, there is also the humility

partition

have attempted to break the barriers between

urge you to imagine the possibilities

phenomena was not fragmented

on

and openness

to learn

from

is

others.

a

study of human

fields

commitment

Such a

to a

holistic
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understanding of the

human

psychology, religion and
seamlessly between these
objectivity

and

cultures of oral

condition would integrate works from philosophy,

spirituality,

artificial

boundaries of knowledge.

in

it.

"We

It

of the study will not be to present a

intent

It

The purpose would not be

would encourage,

self-other reflection

would move
both,

of written word and

wisdom. The

practice, the traditions

It

would embrace

and

entertain ambiguity and uncertainty.

engaged

language and the natural sciences.

subjectivity, theory

human phenomenon.
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a

truth,

but to

mere analysis of a

and action among

those

As, Maguire in talking about Feminist research says,

which the full range of
are
available to all our
and
dreams
human
children. It will be a world in which knowledge creation processes and products
nurture and nourish us all. To accomplish this, we are pushed to explore the
are deep in the long-haul struggle to create a world in
characteristics, resources, experiences

unfamiliar and often uncomfortable landscape at the edge.

There

we

get a glimpse of how

we might each

It's

uneven ground.

further transform ourselves as

action researchers engaged in transforming the world. "(Maguire. P, 2001

The study of human phenomenon
would mean,

move beyond

encourage transformation in ourselves and those around
Spirituality

which

and Conflict Transformation: The

p. 66)

and action would not be easy.

as self-other reflection

as researchers taking the risk, to

.

familiar terrains so as to

us.

study reflected possible ways in

the spiritual qualities of compassion, patience, tolerance, forgiveness,

and a sense

of responsibility, between the self and the other (Dalai Lama, 1999) deeply influenced
healing between the Indian and Pakistani youth.

The

spiritual aspect has

been largely

missing from the conflict transformation discourse. The field of conflict resolution and
transformation has so far relied heavily on political and social-psychological changes.

Like an ancient three legged
politics

kettle, the field

It

seeks to balance itself on the two legs of

and social-psychology (Chhabra, 2004). Imagine

if spirituality is

considered an
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essential

element of conflict transformation. Making

conflict transformation

work

are different

from

us,

and of all phenomena.

weaker than

and overpower nature and

control

an integral part of

spirituality

will help us understand the interdependence

relationships, with all beings

us, or those

its

we
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of all

We will not seek to reject those who

are in conflict with.

We will not seek to

phenomenon. The guiding principle of the

relationship will be a sense of respect and reverence for

all life;

need you as much to make peace and heal as

to

deep connection with each other, only

it

is

I

need you

you

make

are, so

conflict.

am.

I

And

so

We share a

manifesting in a destructive conflict

at this

point in time.

Further, imagine if this spirituality

only thing that

How

change.

is

it

changes and

This view of conflict

work

in

any

is

of change being the

any conflict has a potential

will believe that

to what, will

in a belief

depend on what we do with

it

to

in the present.

action, necessary prerequisite for

conflict situation.

perpetuating the

I

grounded

imbued with hope, vision and

An Education for

study.

Then we

constant.

is

would

Transformation: Ihe role and power of education

enemy image between

like

you

to

imagine what

enhance connections between self and
understanding of the world

would encourage, a

is

spiritual

Indian and Pakistani youth

it

would be

'other'

grounded

and

in a sense

in

was evident

like, if the intent

in this

of education was to

to nurture global citizens

whose

of shared humanity. This education

awareness, creative and

critical

thinking about issues, and

deliberate interactions with the other.

Spirituality in Education:

The experience of the Indian and Pakistani youth with

each other demonstrates the importances of a spiritual connection in such interactions.

I
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1

Religion has been an extremely sensitive and irreconcilable issue between the two, yet

we

find that the youth are able to share a spiritual connection with each other in their

dialogue on partition. This calls for giving attention to spirituality in education. However,
questions on

how to

relate with the 'other'

and discussions on

the widely accepted discourse in education. In-fact, there

spirituality in education, lest

is

spirituality are not a part

a fear of introducing

lead to "an imposition of identity" and "an indoctrination

it

of particular beliefs." (Glazer, quoted

2003) As a resuU of this

in hooks,

realm has been ignored and abandoned from the classroom

spiritual

Imagine

if spirituality

encouraging a discussion

would be

in the

part

and self-discovery

in

fear, the inner

(ibid).

of educational curriculum.

It

would mean

classroom about the purpose and meaning of our

meaning of suffering and our interconnectedness
reflection

of

to all life.

It

would

life,

the

inspire self-

both the teacher and the students. Such a holistic

education would involve healing, empowerment, liberation and transcendence and

renewing the

vitality

of life (Palmer, quoted

and claiming one's place
will create possibilities

in the

in

hooks, 2003).

world and one's connection to

it

(ibid).

This education

that are rooted in respect for all life.

The Teaching and Writing of History: As reflected

between the Indian and Pakistani youth

that they

would be about finding

of encouraging an interconnected global awareness about the

world among the youth, and actions

conflict

It

have learned on both

wrong and one's own group

sides.

The

in the right.

is

in the study, a big part

of the

around the interpretation of the history

'other' in this history has

But imagine

if the

always been

teaching of history

in the

is

not

about promoting the 'rightness of our side' and the 'wrongness of the other, but about
nurturing in youth, an inquisitive capacity, a compassionate spirit and will to break the
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cycles of hatred and violence.

but to present the

many

truths;

The

intent

of this history would not be

would not be

it

to separate

new more

but to include the other in the co-creation of a

would include perspectives on
narratives of both people

whose

part of such historical accounts. This

'other'

inclusive truth. This history

sides. Personal stories

were impacted by the

lives

to tell 'the truth,'

and disconnect from the

from both

historical events

180

historical events

would encourage the youth

to

and

would be a

break out of a tunnel

vision and have a peripheral vision of realities, and to be able to critically question and

think with complexity about issues.

connect to

human

would

It

suffering in such a

way

create possibilities for

them

to feel

and

that acts of violence in the past are not repeated

in the future.

and Creative Encounter with

Deliberate

like in other conflicts there is limited

There are few opportunities

to get to

people to people contact between the two groups.

know the

comes through textbooks, media and family
through the enemy
integral part

lens.

the Other. In the India-Pakistan conflict

'other.'

Most knowledge about

narratives. This

knowledge

the 'other'

is filtered

Imagine {^getting to know the 'enemy other' as a friend was an

of education and practice. This would mean finding alternatives to putting up

defenses and taking up arms, to protect against the enemy.

would

and harnessing the inherent need

to connect.

and opportunities

to deliberately

engage with the

risk vulnerability

and

to trust, are part

of resilience and strength.

would mean recognizing

call for creating intentional

'other' in constructive

human

narratives.

spaces

ways, where, to

of the process. These encounters with the

would include an open sharing of facts and
not only politics and history but the

It

It

'other'

There would be conversations of

side of it, of stories of loss

and suffering and
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only through encouraging constant engagement with the 'other,' that

It is

set the foundation

1

8

we can

of an education for global citizenship. This education would cover

other important themes that

development, peace and

humankind

human

rights.

is

grappling with,

will foster

It

youth

like,

environment,

who can

transcend the narrow

confines of national boundaries and have a global perspective to issues (Ikeda, 2001

This education will be marked by a sense of understanding

).

among youth of their

responsibility as links with the past as well as the future; an awareness of "of all creation,

of all the manifestations of life;" and a deep respect for their

(Menuhin, 1972,

And

own

dignity and humanity

p. 183).

then imagine if such circles of sharing would include other leaders and

community

builders, both

with those,

we

young and

don't understand and

that also include the

old.

we

enemy, and create

It

would become a way of creatively engaging

fear the most.

It

will

form webs of relationships

possibilities for building a

genuine

human

community.
Recognizing the Inherent Potential in Youth: This study was an attempt
voice to the marginalized voices of youth and recognize their potential. Imagine

could take

this inquiry

beyond academic

potential in youth in our daily lives.

new possibilities,

their

circles

and

And imagine

truly

to give

if

we

acknowledge the inherent

if their inherent ability to

be open to

courage to connect to difference and their optimism and hope in

being able to envision the future,

is

acknowledged, without being deemed as impractical

and mere idealism.

The

starting point

of this view of youth will not be a flawed view of youth as

problematic, pathological beings in need of development and change.

It

would consider
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youth as empowered beings to be respected, supported and encouraged. This will pose

They

the potential to uncover and nurture the capacities that they already possess.

By

not be dominated by feeling of powerlessness.

will

being included in decision making

processes, they can develop a sense of agency, to be active participants of change in their

communities. The approach will not be to work together,yc»r the youth, but working
together M'ith them. This cross-generational effort for working together can further help in

building meaningful and supportive communities.

On Being Human: And

lastly,

a

few words on being human.

In" Playing for

Time" Arthur Miller wrote "we have learned nothing new about human nature and the
not good." But imagine if we recognize the unconditional self-worth of all, even

news

is

those

who

are our enemies. Instead of agreeing with those

who

continue to complain

about the selfishness and aggressiveness of human nature and the suffering thereof,

can then imagine the inherent humanity of all
violence or the primitive impulses in us.
resigned to

suffering

it

in a passive

by using

it

It

life.

This does not

mean

we

the condoning of

does not mean accepting suffering and being

and resigned way.

It

means, confronting and transforming the

to reveal one's humanity. This will

mean

a conviction in the

life

condition of humanity and unwavering optimism in the possibility of being able to

uncover

that,

through no matter what.

progress and to be

human means

battle against the negative

fight

and win

As

I

it

It

means recognizing

to reveal

impulses in

us.

our truly
This

human

battle,

we

that,

each of us

is

self by constantly

cannot fight alone,

work

in

waging a

we

can only

together with others.

envision the future with these imaginings,

Mental Fight comes to mind.

Ben

Okri's (1999) exquisite

poem
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Mental Fight
Already, the future

Already the world

is
is

converging with the past.

converging.

The diverse ways of the world
Will create wonderful new forms,
Lovely cultural explosions
In the centuries to come.
Already I sense future forms of art.
Ofpainting, sculpture, humor.
Already I sense future novels,
Plays, poems, dances.
Already I sense the great orchestras
Of humanity, a world symphony,
A world Jam, in which the diverse
Genius of the human race It's

rich tapestry

of differences

-

Will combine, weave, heighten,

Harmonize

all its

varied ways

And bring about a

univer.sal flowering

In all the vast numbers of disciplines

And among the unnumbered people.
Already I can hear

this distant

music

Of the future,
The magic poetry of time,
The distillation of all our different gifts.
Will you be at the harvest.

Among the gatherers of new fruits?
Then you must begin today to remake
Your mental and spiritual world.

And join the warriors and celebrants
Offreedom, realisers of great dreams.
You

can't

remake the world

Without remaking yourself

Each new era begins
It is

within.

an inward event,

With unsuspected possibilities

For inner

liberation.

We could use

it

to turn

on

Our inward lights.

We could use it to use even the dark
And negative things positively.
We could use the new era
To clean our

eyes,

183
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To see the world differently,
To see ourselves more clearly.
Only free people can make a free world.
Infect the world with your light.
Help fulfill the golden prophecies
Press forward the

Our future

is

human genius.

greater than our past.

We are better than that.
We are greater than our

despair.

The negative aspects of humanity
Are not the most real and authentic;
The most authentic thing about us
Is our capacity to create, to overcome,
To endure,

to transform, to love,

And to be greater than our suffering.
We are best defined by the mystery
That we are

Upwards,

still

still

here,

and can

still

rise

create better civilizations,

we can face our raw
And that we will survive
That

realities,

The greater despair
That the greater future might bring.

Like Okri,
future.

I

at the

end of this journey,

believe that each of us has the

forth a transformative

moment

I

am

power and

in history.

filled

desire to be protagonists

As we come

appreciate the presence of the 'other' in our lives, as

war against the hate and
transformative

moment

fear that

a reality.

we hold

in

with hope and optimism about the

to understand

and

to bring

and take action

we come to wage an

our hearts for the 'other,'

to

inner spiritual

we can make

this
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A- Dynamic - Relational Collective Self / Relational
Collective Other

Dynamic - Relational Collective Self/

Relational Collective

Other
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B- Dynamic Discursive Process
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Appendix IV- An Extended Personal Meaning Framework
Exploring developmental complexity
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interaction across conflict

lines

An Extended Personal Meaning Framework
The Developmental

Efficacv

and Develoomental Task Model
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V-

The Relational Process between Indian and
Pakistani Youth

Appendix
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- Healing Process between Indian and Pakistani
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- Consent Form

IRB

Lesley University

Dear

My name

Meenakshi Chhabra. I am pursuing my doctoral studies at Lesley University,
Cambridge MA. 1 am currently engaged in a research project in connection with my dissertation
research in which I seek to better understand the social development of youth through the
process of dialogue, in a context of conflict. 1 am also interested in exploring the kind of support
and tools that can be provided to youth who are living in conflict situations. 1 hope that this work
will help educators and adults to better support the youth in a changing world.
is

This study has important implications for South Asia in particular; for both India and Pakistan.
in allowing me to conduct this study with your son/daughter will truly help the
have discussed the study and my intent with the Seeds of Peace and with Feruzan and
Sajjad (Local coordinators in India and Pakistan) and they are supportive of my ideas.

Your support
study.

I

I

am writing to

will

ask for your permission in order to conduct this study with your son/daughter.

be conducting observations of the activities that

of Peace camp,

at

Maine. In addition

to that,

1

will

all

the students participate

in, at

1

the Seeds

conduct some interviews with your

Your son's/daughter's
and anonymity will be maintained in order to protect their privacy. Before
the interview process, your son/daughter will also be informed verbally of the intent and purpose
of the study. They will be given the option to stop their participation in the study at any time
during the process. Your consent to this study is completely voluntary which means that you can
withdraw your consent at any time. Your son's/daughter's participation in this study will also be
completely voluntary and they too can withdraw their participation at any time. This study is
conducted at the Seeds of Peace camp but I would like to emphasize that declining to participate
in it, withdrawal of your consent or your son's/daughter's withdrawal from the study at any time
will not affect their participation in the camp.
son/daughter. All information that will be collected will be confidential.

name

will not be used

If you

have any questions, Feruzan or Sajjad can answer them for you.
me at Meenakshi.Chhabra@gmail.com

questions you could email

Sincerely yours,

Meenakshi Chhabra
Doctoral student

Educational Studies

Lesley University

29 Everett Street
Cambridge,
02138

MA

USA

If

you have nay

fiirther
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I

agree to allow Ms. Meenakshi Chhabra to interview

my son/daughter

me
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Feruzan/ Sajjad

for the

purpose of the

study.

Please tick

Child's

mark below:

Name

Parent's

Name

Parent's Signature

Local Coordinators
Signature

Date

is a standing committee on the Use of Human Subjects in Research at Lesley University to
which complaints or problems concerning any research project may. and should, be reported if
they arise. Provost's Office, 29 Everett, Lesley University, Cambridge, MA02138

There
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Tell

VIII

me

- Interview Questions

about your

self:

your age, about your family which school are you from?

2.

Was anyone

3.

What

4.

How did

5.

Did you know anything about the other side or what

in

did you

your family directly affected by the 1947 partition?

know

you know

before you went to

6.

What

this?

partition at

And what

camp? Could you

to the other side,

share something that

What were your thoughts and

did the other side express and share?

Did you share any personal

Was

meant

you

it?

stories

on

story and listening to the other side?

9.

partition

camp? What did you know and how?

did you discuss on the issue of partition?

your side?
8.

about partition before you went to camp?

Did you have a session on

remember about
7.
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there any difference

personal stories? If so

when you

how was

it

partition?

What was

How did that

How was that

those of

discussion?

that like, sharing

your

own

feel?

discussed the politics of partition and sharing of your

different?
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